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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The first pp —» AA, pp —• E°A, and pp —» AE° reactions were observed in 1960 
by J. Button et al. [1,2] using the new 72-inch hydrogen bubble chamber at the 
Bevatron in Berkeley, California. At this time, the field of particle physics was still 
in its adolescence. A consistent scheme of mesons and baryons and the incorporation 
of the idea of "strange" particles had only recently been proposed [1]. The particle-
antiparticle symmetry, as suggested by the Dirac equation, was in the process of 
verification with the discovery of the antiproton, antineutron, and antilambda [3-6] 
just several years prior (also at the Berkeley Bevatron). An intricate yet enticingly 
symmetric picture of particle physics was beginning to emerge. The force that binds 
these particles and mediates their interactions, the "strong" nuclear force, was the 
subject of much inquiry. Button and colleagues, through the production of hyperon-
antihyperon pairs in antiproton-proton collisions, hoped to provide answers to some 
of the questions, from the long list, about the strong nuclear force. 
Almost 25 years later and 7000 miles away the PS185 collaboration continues to 
work on the same list of questions. Although many have been answered, many more 
remain. As observed by the philosopher Heraclitus in the early stages of science. 
"Nature is wont to hide herself." Using the LEAR antiproton facility at CERN 
in Geneva, Switzerland and with modern detection techniques, approximately four 
orders of magnitude more pp —• AA, pp —> E°A, and pp -* AE° events have been 
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collected and analyzed since that first bubble chamber experiment at Berkeley. The 
large number of events and the accuracy with which they are measured have allowed 
more and more of the subtle aspects of the strong nuclear force, through hyperon-
antihyperon production, to be brought to light. 
This work reports on a subset of the extensive PS185 experimental effort: an 
investigation of the reactions pp —* AA, pp —» E°A, and pp —> AE° at an incident 
antiproton momentum of 1.729 Gev/c Special emphasis is placed on the study of 
pp —> E°A and pp —> AS0, two lesser-known channels, to enable a thorough com-
parison with the similar and well-measured pp —» AA channel. In this introductory 
chapter, the physics background and the motivation of the experiment is elaborated. 
Previous results of others and the PS185 experiment are presented and some inter-
pretations of these results are given. It concludes with an overview of the challenges 
involved with a measurement of the pp —> E°A and pp —> AE° channels and the 
solutions implemented to meet them. 
1.1 Resolving the Hadrons 
As the correct picture of the nucleus developed in the 1930's, it was noticed that a 
new type of force must be responsible for the interaction of nucleons. This force must 
be strong enough to hold a nucleus together against the electromagnetic repulsion 
between the charged protons and of finite range as the force is not seen at distances 
much beyond a nucleon radius. In 1935 Yukawa proposed that a particle mediates 
the strong nuclear force as the photon does for the electromagnetic force [7]. Its mass 
would be that as calculated from the range of the nuclear force ( « 1 fm = 10"15 in) 
and the uncertainty principle. This yielded « 200 MeV/c2 for the mass of the Yukawa 
particle. And indeed, the pion was discovered in 1947 and assigned (too simplistically, 
it turned out) to be this particle, the quantum of the strong nuclear force. 
In the years following, a plethora of particles interacting via the strong nuclear 
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force were discovered. These particles, the hadrons, come in two varieties: the 
integral-spin mesons and the half-integral-spin baryons. The proton and neutron 
had been known for some time and a triplet of pions was eventually identified. The 
experimentalists also came across a new class of hadrons, the "strange" particles. 
These particles are distinguished by a larger mass than their ordinary meson and 
baryon counterparts and by their multiple patterns of delayed decay. Once the com-
plication of multiple decays was understood and the experimental mass resolution 
became sufficiently precise, the K mesons and the A and E hyperons1 emerged. 
Along with these developments, a regularity of particle-antiparticle symmetry 
was surfacing. The positron was discovered in 1932 by Anderson [8], confirming the 
prediction of the Dirac equation, that there should exist a particle with the same mass 
and opposite charge as that of the electron. With the discoveries of the antiproton, 
antineutron, and antilambda, it appeared that this symmetry would hold for the 
baryons as well. This was perhaps surprising since the measurement of the magnetic 
moment of the proton and neutron was not as predicted by the Dirac theory. Also, 
why was the baryon-antibaryon symmetry not seen in macroscopic observations? 
Where are the antimatter galaxies? 
Even with these hints that the hadrons were more complicated than recognized, a 
model proposed by Gell-Mann and Ne'eman [9] was fairly successful in explaining (or 
at least categorizing) the observed properties of these particles. In this model, the 
"eightfold way", the SU(2) isospin symmetry that was observed in the strong inter-
action, was incorporated into the larger symmetry of SU(3). The isospin multiplets 
were grouped into octets or into multiplets that could be made by combinations of the 
octets with each octet or multiplet containing particles of the same spin and parity. 
The spin-1 baryon and antibaryon octets and the spin-0 meson octet are diagrammed 
lrrhe term hyperon was introduced as a name for the new baryons that were larger in mass than 
the familar neutron and proton. Today it has come to denote a baryon with at least one quark that 
is not a u or a d. 
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Figure 1.1: The (a) Jp = \~ baryon, (b) Jp = \+ antibaryon octets, and the (c) 
Jp = 0~ meson octet. The strangeness is plotted on the vertical axes and the third 
component of isospin on the horizontal. The quark assignments are noted along with 
the name of each hadron state. 
in Fig. 1.1. The particles of the other multiplets where gradually incorporated into 
this scheme. In fact, many of the particles were predicted to exist before they were 
seen in the laboratory; the most notable example is the S = — 3 f i _ . 
While this model was adequate to organize the particles into various multiplets, 
it fell short in explanatory power. Why did these particles organize themselves into 
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this elaborate scheme of multiplets? A remarkable breakthrough occurred when 
Gell-Mann and, independently, Zweig proposed [10] that hadrons are constructed of 
smaller constituents, the quarks. The hadron multiplet scheme could be constructed 
with combinations of three quarks: the up (u), down (d), and strange (s). The u 
and d quarks together form a strangeness-zero isospin doublet and the s quark is 
an isosinglet with strangeness -1 . The u quark is assigned a charge (in units of the 
proton charge) +2/3 and the d and s, a charge of —1/3. The baryons (antibaryons) 
are constructed with SU(3) combinations of the three quarks (antiquarks) and the 
mesons, a quark-antiquark pair. 
The reality of quarks as objects and not as only theoretical constructs was ac-
cepted with skepticism at first as a free quark had never been observed. The ar-
guments were later strengthened with the results of deep-inelastic scattering experi-
ments and through the production of mesons containing the heavier charm (c), bot-
tom (6) , and top (t) quarks2 that showed that hadrons are well explained with quark 
constituents. 
In the years following the quark hypothesis, many advances have been made, in 
both theory and experiment, to bring together the modern picture of particle physics 
into what is now called the "standard model" [11]. In this picture there are three 
families of quarks and leptons. The leptons — the electron, muon, tau, and their 
neutrino partners — do not interact strongly and are handled successfully with the 
electroweak theory. The interactions of quarks are dominated by the strong force 
which has been quantified with the theory of quantum chromodynamics (QCD). 
In QCD the quark interactions are mediated via the exchange of a massless spin-1 
particle known as the gluon. In addition to charge, the quarks carry a quantum num-
ber called "color" which takes on one of three values, called (somewhat whimsically) 
red, green, and blue. The gluons couple to color, analogous to the way the photon 
-The CDF collaboration at Fermilab reports, as of this writing, strong evidence for the hitherto 
undiscovered t quark. 
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couples to charge in the electromagnetic interaction. Only color singlet combinations 
of quarks can appear as physical particles in this theory, thus accounting for the 
experimental fact that single quarks, not bound inside a hadron, are not observed. 
The color interactions are modeled in a manner similar to the electromagnetic 
interaction in precision theory of quantum electrodynamics (QED), with the sub-
stitution of the strong coupling constant a3 for a = -^ of QED. However, unlike 
QED, due to the non-Abelian nature of the gluonic interactions, as decreases with 
decreasing distances. Thus, QCD exhibits "asymptotic freedom"; the quark-quark in-
teraction essentially vanishes for small distances where they behave as if they are free, 
non-interacting particles. This allows QCD to be used as a quantitative calculational 
tool for high momentum transfers (short distances) with perturbation techniques as 
is done for QED. And indeed, for processes where the relevant momentum transfers 
are large, the strong coupling becomes small3 and the observables for these processes 
are calculable with precision. 
When quarks are separated by large distances, the interaction strength increases 
without limit, much like a harmonic oscillator. This behavior is referred to as "con-
finement. Thus, calculations in the lower energy regime are non-perturbative and 
present an almost intractable problem. Although progress is being made, for exam-
ple, through the use of lattice techniques, the present understanding relies mainly on 
semi-phenomenological models. The majority of the successful low-energy models of 
hadron interactions use meson-exchange techniques to explain the observables. These 
techniques are not entirely different than those proposed by Yukawa over 50 years 
ago! Where are the quarks and gluons? Ultimately, the interactions of hadrons must 
be able to be incorporated into the scheme of QCD through the interactions of t he-
basic constituents: the quarks and gluons. 
3The current best estimate for a, at the Z mass (91.2 GeV/c2) obtained from a fit to the results 
of various experiments is a,(Mz) = 0.117± 0.005[12]. 
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1.2 Antiproton-Proton Reactions at Low Energies 
Antiproton-proton reactions are interesting because of the large number of comple-
mentary reaction channels available in which to study the interactions of quarks and 
gluons. A data set may be obtained that spans a continuous spectrum of the re-
action mechanisms. For example, some of the possible reactions include pp —» pp 
(elastic scattering), pp —• nn (charge exchange), pp —» Trir,irinr (non-strange meson 
production), pp —> YY (strange baryon production), and pp —> KK (strange meson 
production). These reactions, and other similar ones, each provide a slightly different 
focus on the strong-interaction reaction mechanisms. 
By conducting these investigations at low energies (around a few GeV) it is hoped 
to gather greater understanding of the strong interaction in this energy region. That 
is, at interaction distance scales on the order of the hadron size. The LEAR facility at 
CERN provides a low energy antiproton source of unprecedented quality. The purity, 
intensity, and precision of the antiproton beam of momentum 0.1-2.0 GeV/c allows 
the observables in the above-mentioned reaction channels to be precisely measured, 
thereby enabling a solid program of low-energy strong-interaction studies. 
1.3 The PS185 Experiment 
The PS185 experiment was initiated in the early 1980's with the goal of studying 
the strong interaction by investigating strange quark production via a precise and 
complete measurement of the exclusive hyperon production reactions pp —• YY near 
threshold. Here YY is one of the final states AA, E°A, AE°, E ' E + , or S+E". The 
program began with the pp -* AA channel and has recently become more complete 
by providing measurements from the other channels. 
Strangeness production in these channels near their respective reaction thresh-
olds is particularly attractive for a host of reasons. As is evident from the name, 
strangeness production involves production of strange quarks, more specifically, an 
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ss quark pair. Because of the larger mass of the s quark (as compared to the u 
and d), the production of an ss quark pair requires a large momentum transfer all 
the way down to reaction threshold. Therefore, these reactions should be sensitive 
to the strong interaction effects from the shorter-range end of the nuclear distance 
scale. Near threshold, due to the angular momentum "centrifugal" barrier in the 
final state, only the lower angular momentum values need be included. This allows 
for an easier interpretation of the data using a partial wave analysis. 
The reactions to the YY states AA, E°A, and AE° have an additional advantage 
due to the A hyperons in the final state. Since they decay via the weak interaction, the 
lifetimes are relatively long and the decay products exhibit an angular asymmetry due 
to the parity-nonconserving nature of this interaction. The long lifetimes allow for 
an unmistakable signature of these reactions in the detector which ensures a virtually 
zero-background measurement. The angular asymmetry enables the polarizations of 
the hyperons in the final state and their spin-correlations to be determined without 
the need for double scattering. These spin observables, along with the differential 
cross sections, constitute a very complete data set that sheds light on the strength, 
range, and spin dynamics of the strong interaction. 
1.4 A New Channel: pp -> S°A + c.c. 
Before beginning a discussion of the merits of this measurement, a few words about 
notation are necessary. Although a hyperon Y, in a strict sense, is a baryon with at 
least one s (or heavier) quark, the reaction shorthand pp —> YY is used throughout 
this document as notation for the three channels of interest here: pp —• AA, pp —> 
E°A, and pp —> AE°. Also, the shorthand notation pp —• E°A + c.c. is used to 
indicate the pp —> E°A and pp —*• AE° channels together. This is a common practice 
as they are charge conjugate channels and the charge conjugation symmetry of the 
strong interaction implies strict constraints among the observables as is explained in 
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hyperon 
mass (GeV/c2) 
Jp 
strangeness 
isospin 
A 
1.1157 
i -
2 
- 1 
0 
E° 
1.1926 
i -
2 
- 1 
1 
reaction 
total cm. energy (GeV) 
p lab energy (GeV) 
p lab momentum (GeV/c) 
momentum transfer (GeV/c) 
pp-> AA 
2.231 
1.715 
1.435 
0.603 
pp -> E°A + c.c. 
2.308 
1.900 
1.653 
0.672 
Table 1.1: Parameters of (a) the A and E° hyperons and of (b) the pp -» AA and 
pp —» E°A reaction kinematics at threshold. 
Chapter 2. For this reason, these two channels are usually considered as one and 
called the pp —>• E°A -f c.c. channel. Any exceptions to these conventions are noted. 
A measurement of the reaction pp —» E°A + c.c. and subsequent comparison with 
pp —» AA is interesting due to the similarity between the A and E° hyperons and 
therefore between the dynamics of the two reactions pp —* E°A + c.c. and pp —• AA. 
The relevant parameters of the A and E° hyperons and of the pp —> AA and pp —> 
E°A + c.c. reactions near threshold are shown in Table 1.1. As can be seen from 
this table, the kinematic parameters are very similar; the major difference is that of 
isospin. 
A quark line diagram of the pp -> YY reaction is shown in Fig. 1.2(a). In this 
simple quark picture, the u and d quarks of the isosinglet A are in an isospin-zero, 
spin-zero (7 = 5 = 0) state; thus, the 5 quark carries all of the spin of the A. This is 
in contrast to the isospin-1 E° where the u and d are paired in an I = S = 1 state and 
share the total spin with the s quark. Therefore a measurement of the AA spin state 
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Figure 1.2: Two ways to view the pp -+ YY reaction: (a) a quark line diagram and 
(b) a kaon-exchange diagram. 
yields the spin state of the ss system while a measurement of the E°A spin state 
yields spin information about the ss pair combined with the "spectator" u and d 
quarks. The study of these complementary channels can help to zero in on the quark 
pair creation mechanisms. Of course, these arguments are naive in that they are 
based on a non-relativistic quark model and neglect any interactions in the AA final 
state. Another way to state the above would be that the pp —> E°A + c.c. reaction 
takes place through different spin-isospin channels. The study of pp —» E°A + c.c. 
and comparison with pp —» AA should yield information on the isospin dependence 
of the reaction mechanisms. 
An alternative way to view the pp —* YY reaction is through meson exchange 
depicted schematically in Fig. 1.2(b). In this framework, strangeness is created via the 
exchange of kaons; the /f(494), the /<*(892), and the /fj(1430) are most commonly 
considered. In the language of the meson-exchange formalism, a comparison of pp —> 
S°A + c.c. with pp —» AA is interesting due to the different meson-nucleon coupling 
constants involved in the two reactions. The SU(3) (and SU(6)) symmetry relations 
predict that the coupling to the K* is stronger in pp —> E°A + c.c. than in pp —> 
AA. Thus, the pp —» E°A + c.c. reaction is more sensitive to the shorter-range A'* 
exchange and should provide a good test of the meson-exchange approach to hyperon 
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production. 
It is tempting to state that a comparison of pp —* E°A -f c.c. with pp —> A A 
will help to distinguish between the quark and meson-exchange pictures represented 
in Fig. 1.2, but this is probably an overly optimistic viewpoint. Meson exchange 
approaches have achieved much success in explaining the data, are based on firm 
theoretical ground, and cannot be labeled "incorrect". However, these systems must 
ultimately be able to be described in terms of the basic constituents, the quarks and 
gluons. Providing high-precision observables for the pp —• E°A + c.c. and pp —> A A 
reactions, it is hoped, will advance understanding on all fronts. This is the goal of 
the measurement described here. 
1.5 The Existing Data 
Before proceeding with the new measurement it is instructive to examine the existing 
pp —» AA and pp —» E°A -f- c.c. data reported by PS 185 and by other experiments to 
summarize what has been learned. 
1.5.1 Pre-PS185 pp -+ YY Data 
Before the commencement of the PS185 experiment, there were approximately 10 
experiments with measurements of the pp —» AA and pp —> E°A -f- c.c. channels with 
antiproton momenta4 from 6.0 GeV/c down to 1.5 GeV/c. The majority of these 
were bubble chamber experiments [2,13-21]. The results suffered from low statistical 
precision, especially near threshold where the reaction cross sections are decreasing 
rapidly. The other experiments using more modern detectors [22,23] were carried 
out at momenta far from reaction threshold. The highest precision experiment near 
threshold [20] produced a pp —> AA cross section at 1.5 GeV/c with 25% errors. This 
same experiment reported polarization data but for momenta integrated over the 
4It is conventional with these experiments to use the incident antiproton lab momentum as tin-
determining kinematic variable. 
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range 1.5-2.0 GeV/c. For pp —» E°A + c.c, the one experiment that concentrated 
in the near-threshold momentum region yielded only total cross section results with 
approximately 25% errors. 
1.5.2 PS185 pp -> AA Data 
The PS 185 collaboration has thoroughly mapped out the pp —» AA reaction near 
threshold [24-30] with differential cross section, polarization, and spin-correlation 
coefficient results. Approximately 105 pp —> AA events have been collected and 
analyzed, producing high precision data with which to investigate the inner workings 
of this system. The total cross section values measured for the pp —» AA reaction by 
PS185 and previous experiments in the near-threshold momentum region are plotted 
in Fig. 1.3. Note that the pp —• AA reaction has indeed been well measured with 
high precision by PS 185 all the way down to reaction threshold. 
The corresponding differential cross sections measured by PS185 are shown in 
Fig. 1.4. The antiproton lab momentum and the excess energy e, where e = y/s — 2m^ 
is the kinetic energy available to the final state hyperons, are tabulated on each plot. 
The most striking feature of these data is the forward peaking that persists all the way 
down to reaction threshold. The polarization values of the A hyperons in the reaction 
pp —» AA are shown in Fig. 1.5. These data show a sizeable hyperon polarization 
throughout the momentum range with an indication of a zero crossing that begins 
at low-momenta in the backward cos0* region and moves forward with increasing 
momentum. 
The higher momentum data sets also allowed the extraction of a full set of spin 
correlation coefficients. A quantity derived from these, the singlet fraction, is shown 
as a function of momentum in Fig. 1.6. The singlet fraction is a measure of the 
average spin state of the final-state hyperon pair; a value of 1 (0) indicates pure 
singlet (triplet) production and a value of | is expected for uncorrected production. 
As is clearly seen in this plot, the data show that the final-state AA are produced 
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Figure 1.3: The (a) total cross sections for the reactions pp —> AA and pp —» E°A + c.c. 
as measured by the PS185 experiment and others in the region near reaction threshold 
and (b) total cross sections for the reaction pp —+ AA within a smaller momentum 
range around threshold and with a linear scale. The arrows on the momentum axis 
point out the reaction thresholds. 
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almost exclusively in a spin triplet state. 
1.5.3 PS185 pp - • S°A + c.c. Data 
Previous to this work, the reaction pp —» E°A + c.c. has been measured by PS185 [31], 
but at only one momentum point and with less-than-optimum statistics. The total 
cross section result is shown in Fig. 1.3 along with the pp —• AA data and other 
measurements of pp —• E°A + c.c. The differential cross section at 1.695 GeV/c is 
shown in Fig. 1.7(a). As in the pp —> AA channel, this data shows a strong forward-
peaked differential cross section. The limited statistical precision of this measurement 
did not allow for a precise determination of the hyperon polarizations, as can be seen 
from Figs. 1.7(b) and 1.7(c). No extraction of the spin correlation coefficients was 
possible. 
1.6 What Has Been Learned? 
The high-quality pp —> AA data presented by PS185 has lead to considerable advances 
in understanding the dynamics of strangeness production in this channel. The most 
striking feature - the forward-peaking of the differential cross section data - indicate 
that this is a highly peripheral process. It is perhaps surprising that this behavior 
persists down to near threshold where the final-state hyperons in the c m . system 
leave the interaction region with only a few MeV of kinetic energy. In fact, much 
can be learned by examining the data in the context of scattering from an absorbing 
(black) disk. 
In the black disk model [32, 33], the differential cross section, as a function of 
the four-momentum transfer (squared) t, should have the form e~bt, where b is the 
radius of the disk. As can be seen from the plots in Fig. 1.4 the data is fairly well 
described in the forward region with an exponential form. If fit to this form, 6 takes 
on the value of about 9 GeV - 2 and is fairly independent of the momentum. This 
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corresponds to a disk radius (R = 2%c\/b) of approximately 1.2 fm. The fact that 
the data are fairly well described with this simple model is most probably due to 
the strong effects of annihilation. More central pp collisions couple to other channels 
such as multi-pion production. It is interesting to note that this model describes 
other reactions involving strange particles such as w~p —> K°A and K~p —• 7r°A 
with similar values for b [32]. In terms of a partial-wave decomposition, the forward 
peaking is described by a relatively large contribution from the higher partial waves 
due to the absorption of the small-impact-parameter low partial waves. This is also 
seen in the total cross section data as both S and P waves are needed to describe 
the threshold behavior. 
However, a simple scattering model such as a black disk falls short in explaining 
the behavior of polarization data. Although, it is interesting to note that the polar-
ization zero-crossing that is present in the pp —> AA polarization data occurs at the 
same value of cos0* as the slope change in the differential cross section data. This 
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Figure 1.7: The (a) differential cross section, (b) A polarization, and (c) E° po-
larization for the pp —» E°A + c.c reaction at an antiproton momentum of 1.695 
GeV/c. 
can be seen by examining Figs. 1.4 and 1.5 together. This correlation is observed 
in other hadron scattering processes and may be related to the distance scale of the 
interaction [34,35]. In terms of partial waves, the angular behavior of the polariza-
tion data (as well as the spin correlation coefficients) sets constraints amongst the 
amplitudes that allow conclusions about the nature of the forces involved [36]. This 
is discussed further in Chapter 3. The singlet fraction data shows that the reaction 
produces the AA pair in a spin triplet state throughout the entire momentum range 
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investigated by PS185. This is such a fundamental feature that it has come to be 
considered a dynamical selection rule [37] and is an indication of the presence of a 
strong tensor force. 
The lone PS 185 pp —> E°A + c.c. measurement shows a differential cross section 
with forward peaking similar in shape to those of pp —» AA. When plotted as a func-
tion of t and fit to the black disk form e~bt, the resulting value for b is approximately 
14 GeV - 2 , somewhat larger than in the pp —» AA channel. This corresponds to a 
black disk radius of about 1.5 fm, perhaps evidence for stronger absorption in this 
channel. Unfortunately, the statistical errors on the polarizations from this data set 
allow no significant conclusions to be reached. 
1.7 A Measurement of pp —» S°A + c.c. and pp —• AA 
The somewhat incomplete data set on pp —» E°A + c.c. leaves many questions about 
this channel unanswered. Does this reaction exhibit the same peripheralism down to 
threshold as does pp —> AA? Is the polarization structure the same? And, what will 
the singlet fraction show? These are the questions that the PS 185 collaboration set 
out to answer with the expansion of the pp —• YY program to include the pp —> E°A + 
c.c. channel. The goal was to investigate this new strangeness production channel in 
the near-threshold region with as high precision as was achieved for pp —> AA. 
This task was not just a simple extension of the pp —> AA program. The reactions 
pp —> E°A + c.c. and pp —> AA are topologically very similar: they look much alike 
in the detector. And, since the beam momentum threshold for pp —> AA is around 
200 MeV/c lower than for pp —• E°A + c.c, the cross section of pp —• AA is relatively 
large in the momentum region where the pp —» E°A + c.c. reaction is near threshold 
and has a small cross section. This results in the potential for a background from 
pp —» AA contaminating the pp —• E°A -f c.c. measurement. A more subtle, yet 
equally detrimental, problem is the possibility of misidentifying a pp —• S°A event 
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as a pp —• AE° and vice versa. Although the observables of these reactions are 
equivalent, according to charge conjugation symmetry, as is discussed in Chapter 2, 
a misidentification of this type can distort the angular distributions. 
To reduce the effects of these problems, the PS 185 detector was upgraded with two 
new detector components. These new components increased the kinematic resolution 
of the apparatus, thus allowing a measurement of pp —*• E°A + c.c. with quality 
approaching that of the pp —> AA channel. A set of silicon microstrips installed 
immediately upstream of the target enabled a precise measurement of the incident 
antiproton so that the intial state kinematics could be more tightly constrained. 
Also, a lead/scintillating-fiber calorimeter was added to the apparatus to allow the 
detection of the E°-decay photon which further constrains the reaction kinematics. 
In addition to the hardware improvements to the PS185 detector, significant ad-
ditions to the analysis software were implemented. Even though the misidentification 
problems discussed above were mitigated through the use of the new detectors, they 
still remained at a level where corrections were needed. This was achieved with a new 
and elaborate detector-simulation program and reaction misidentification correction 
methods. Together, they improved the analysis chain in order to produce results 
with satisfactory systematic errors. 
The pp —> E°A + c.c.-dedicated runs occurred in November 1989 and April 1990 
at six different antiproton momentum settings in the pp —> E°A + c.c. threshold 
region corresponding to excess energy values from 40 down to 0 MeV. Although the 
descriptions of the theory, experiment, and analysis techniques are relevant for all 
of the data collected in these runs, the final results reported here are for only one 
of the six points, at an antiproton momentum of 1.729 GeV/c. As the analysis of 
the pp —» AA channel is very similar to that of pp —> E°A + c.c. and it is present in 
the data collected, the analysis and results from this channel are reported in parallel 
with that of pp —• E°A + c.c. 
Following this introductory chapter is Chapter 2 which describes the physics ob-
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servables, the constraints imposed on them by the strong interaction symmetries, and 
how these observables are extracted from the data. Chapter 3 contains a discussion 
of the theory and summaries of a few of the "state-of-the-art" models constructed to 
explain the PS 185 pp —» YY data. In Chapter 4 the topology of the pp -* A A and 
pp —• E°A + c.c. reactions is explained and the PS185 detector which was designed 
to reconstruct these reactions is described. Chapter 5 details the process of taking 
the experimental data from raw detector information to final results for the total 
and differential cross sections and Chapter 6 explains the procedure to extract the 
spin observables. Then, in Chapter 7, the results are presented and their meaning 
interpreted. Chapter 8 concludes the report with a summary and look to the future. 
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Chapter 2 
Observables 
An experimental study of YY production must include a report of what is seen 
through the lens of the strong-interaction "microscope". This is accomplished though 
the use of the pp —• YY observables, which quantify, in well-defined and conventional 
terms, what is seen in the pp —» AA and pp —» E°A + c.c reactions. In this chapter, 
the observables and necessary framework are explained. The constraints on the ob-
servables imposed by the symmetries of the interaction are explained and catalogued. 
The density matrix formalism is then introduced and utilized to analyze the hyperon 
decays and to obtain the pp —> YY spin observables in terms of the reconstructed 
antiproton and proton momentum vectors. 
2.1 Definitions of the Observables 
2.1.1 Cross Section 
The cross section a for a reaction is defined as the reaction rate per unit incident flux 
per target particle [33]. As implied by the name, a cross section has dimensions of 
area and is usually reported in units of barns (1 barn = 10_28m2). In a classical sense, 
it represents the scattering area per target particle (for a specific reaction channel) 
seen by the incident particle. When measured in the experiment, it is calculated via 
a = N/fCdt, where N is the number of events for a reaction that occurred and 
/ C d t is the luminosity (beam flux per target particle) integrated over the running 
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Figure 2.1: A diagram of the pp —> YY reaction in the center of momentum (cm.) 
system illustrating the production angle 9* and the two coordinate systems used for 
the spin observable measurements. The reaction is contained in the xz, xz planes 
and the y and y axes are directed out of the plane of the page. 
time of the experiment. 
The differential cross section dcr/dQ, is the cross section per unit solid angle. It 
is not a Lorentz-invariant quantity and must be quoted in a specific reference frame. 
All differential cross sections reported in this work are the values in the center of 
momentum (cm.) frame. Due to the azimuthal symmetry of the collision geometry, 
da/dO, is completely specified (at a fixed collision energy) by the cm . production 
angle 9*. This is the angle, in the cm . frame, between the initial-state antiproton 
and the final-state antiparticle, as diagramed in Fig. 2.1. The angle 0* is the p - A 
angle for the pp —> AA and pp —» AE° channels and the p - E° angle for pp —• E°A. 
This particular choice is the most sensible due to the constraints imposed by charge 
conjugation symmetry. 
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2.1.2 Polarization 
The vector polarization P = (Px,Py,Pz) of a particle is defined as the expectation 
value of the spin operator J = (Jx, Jy, Jz) normalized to have a maximum magnitude 
of 1: 
P = ® , (2.1) 
J 
where j is the spin of the particle [32]. This definition is restricted to the particle 
rest frame since the operator J depends on the selection of the axis of quantization 
and it is problematic to make this selection for relativistic particles. 
The coordinate systems that are used to define the polarization and spin correla-
tion coefficients are illustrated in Fig. 2.1. These two systems, one for the Y and one 
for the Y, are fixed to the rest frame of each particle. The z and z axes are along the 
direction of motion of the respective hyperon and the y and y axes are normal to the 
production plane along a vector given by p^ x py where Pp and py are the momen-
tum vectors of the p and Y. The x and x axes are then fixed by requirement that 
the coordinate systems are right-handed and orthogonal. In the remainder of this 
chapter, the "bar" notation on the axes of the Y system is dropped; this causes no 
ambiguity since the Y (Y) is always measured with respect to the xyz {xyz) system. 
These coordinate definitions are quite natural when using the helicity formal-
ism [38,39]. The helicity of a particle is unchanged by a Lorentz transformation 
along the direction of motion, so the helicity states correspond to the rest frame spin 
states calculated for the axes shown in Fig. 2.1. This allows for simple calculation 
of the spin observables, defined in the individual particle rest frames, using helicity 
states, calculated in the c m . system. 
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2.1.3 Spin Correlation Coefficients 
The spin correlation coefficients C,_, quantify the correlations between the spin pro-
jection i of particle 1 and the spin projection j of particle 2. They are defined: 
c=vm.
 (2„ 
The Cij have maximum magnitude of 1 and the convention is to label the antiparticle 
(index i) as particle 1. For example, the spin correlation coefficient Cxy, applied to 
the YY system, is a measure of the correlation between the x projection of the Y 
spin with the y projection of the Y spin. Note that, with the choice of coordinate 
systems as shown in Fig. 2.1, there will be a sign difference for Cxx, Czz, Cxz, and Czx 
when compared to a measurement where the same orientation of coordinate systems 
are used for both the Y and Y. 
An additional quantity reported is the singlet fraction S. It is the expectation 
value of the singlet operator S: 
S = ( g ) = l ( l _ j ( D . j ( 2 ) ) . (2.3) 
And, in terms of the Cij, the singlet fraction is 
S=^(H-C==-CM, + C«). (2.4) 
The singlet fraction is a measure of the YY combined spin state and is constrained 
by 0 < S < 1. For the YY system in a pure spin singlet state, 5 = 1, and for a pure 
spin triplet, S = 0. A system with completely uncorrelated spins would yield S = £. 
2.2 C and P Symmetries 
The assumption of invariance of the strong interaction under the parity (P) and 
charge-conjugation (C) transformations, along with rotational symmetry at B* = 0 
and IT, imposes a number of constraints between the observables of the three pp —» 
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YY channels [39]. These constraints may then be used to reduce the number of 
independent observables and to check that the experimental data follows the correct 
behavior. 
The assumption of C invariance of the strong interaction implies that the differ-
ential cross section at a given 9* for a reaction and its charge conjugate will be equal. 
This adds no restrictions for the charge self-conjugate pp —» AA reaction. However, 
for pp —• E°A and pp —» AE°, this yields the constraint, for all 9*, 
& * * > = & * * > • < " > 
This, of course, implies that 
<r(S°A) = <r(AE°). (2.6) 
The notation indicating each reaction channel in these and the following equations 
has been shortened by writing explicitly only the final state hyperons. 
Invariance under C also requires that the polarization of the antihyperon produced 
at a cm. angle 9 in one reaction is equal to that of the hyperon produced at IT — 9 in 
the charge conjugate reaction. And since 9* is defined with respect to the antihyperon 
in all reaction channels, the following constraints are imposed on the polarizations 
for all 9': 
PX(AA) = PA(AA), (2.7) 
Pg„(E°A) = Pso(AE°), (2.8) 
P^(AE°) = PA(S°A). (2.9) 
The same arguments lead to the conclusion that the spin correlation coefficient CtJ 
for a reaction is equal to C}1 for the charge-conjugate reaction. This results in the 
constraints, 
C„(AA) = C„(AA), (2.10) 
C ^ A ) = C;,(AE°). (2.11) 
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The assumption of P invariance in the strong interaction, along with the fact that 
the initial-state pp system is unpolarized, implies that there can be no polarization 
of the final-state hyperons in the production (xz) plane: 
P*,Y = P*,7 = P*,Y = PZ,Y = 0- (2-12) 
Only Py is physically allowed to be non-zero. This is equivalent to the well-known rule 
that the polarization must be normal to the production plane. These assumptions 
also yield the conclusion that the spin correlation coefficients between the direction 
normal (y) to the production plane and those coplanar (x and z) must be zero: 
Lxy Z= Cyx = L/yz = Czy = 0, (2.13) 
for all three pp —» YY reaction channels. 
At 9* = 0 and %- the production plane is ill-defined, so there must be a symmetry 
between the x and y directions. This implies, along with P conservation, that for 
9" = 0 and w 
& y = & y = 0 , (2.14) 
Cxz = Czx = 0, (2.15) 
CXX = —Cyy. (2.16) 
Again, these constraints are for all three pp —» YY channels. The relative —1 in the 
last equation arises because of the choice of coordinate systems (the x axes have a 
different relative orientation compared to the y axes in the Y and Y systems, see 
Fig. 2.1). 
The constraint on the pp —• E°A and pp —• AE° differential cross sections (Eq. 2.5) 
is imposed, after examining the channels separately, by averaging the values for these 
two channels to obtain one pp —• E°A + c.c. differential cross section as the reported 
observable. The constraint equations for the spin observables, Eqs. 2.7-2.13, leave 
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five independent quantities for pp —> AA that contain the spin state information of the 
system: Py>A, Cxx, Cyy, Czz, and Cxz. For the charge conjugate channels pp -> E°A 
and pp —> AS0 combined, seven spin observables are needed: Pyis, Py,\, Cxx, Cyy, 
Czz, Cxz, and CZXi. This reduction, which is due to the constraints imposed by the 
C and P symmetries is exploited in the final data analysis by averaging the spin 
observables that are required to be equal. The constraints on the spin observables 
at 9* = 0 and T (Eqs. 2.14-2.16) are used to verify that the measured quantities are 
consistent with the required symmetries. 
2.3 Density Matrix Formalism 
The density matrix formalism allows for a convenient description of systems that 
are a mixed ensemble of spin states such as a beam of antiprotons or a collection 
of hyperons [32,40]. It provides a convenient way to calculate the YY observables, 
to analyze the hyperon decays and to relate the angular distributions of the decay 
products in terms of the YY spin observables. 
2.3.1 Definition 
A mixed ensemble may be described as a mixture of states |V>t) each with a fractional 
weight to,. The average of an observable A over this ensemble is [40] 
(4 = Zw.(V\W,). (2.1?) 
This can be rewritten using sums over a general set of basis states |%): 
: X' X " 
= Z Z (E".( /WWX')) (%'IW). (2.19) 
X' X" \ ' / 
Then, defining the density matrix p with elements 
(x^lx'^Z^Xx'^,)^,!/), (2.20) 
t 
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and using the matrix representation of A ((%'|A|%")), the ensemble average of A may 
be written in the simple form, 
(A) = Trp A. (2.21) 
This is a powerful relation: the states of the system are completely described by the 
density matrix p, the matrices p and A can be evaluated using any convenient basis, 
and the ensemble average of an observable is found by simply taking the trace of a 
product of matrices. 
In Eq. 2.21 it is assumed that p is normalized such that Trp = 1. This is easily 
realized if the state probabilities w, satisfy £ to, = 1. Another common approach is to 
choose the normalization such that Trp is equal to a constant such as the differential 
cross section. In this case, Eq. 2.21 is slightly modified: 
(A) = 5 £ . (2.22) 
Applying this formalism to describe the spin states of a system yields several 
useful relations. Using the density matrix, the vector polarization can be expressed 
as 
P = <*>
 = M . (2.23, 
J J 
If the system is a spin-| particle, the matrix representation of J is |<r, where a is 
the vector of Pauli matrices, and the polarization can be written in the simple form, 
P = Trper. (2.24) 
Conversely, the spin-| density matrix can be written in terms of the polarization, the 
Pauli matrices, and the identity matrix 1: 
p = l ( Z - r P . < r ) . (2.25) 
These relations are used in the following sections to determine the density matrices 
and polarizations of the particles in the YY decay chain. 
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2.3.2 The Density Matrix for the pp -+ YY Reaction 
The density matrix formalism introduced above and applied to a spin-| particle can 
be extended to describe a system of two spin-| particles such as the initial-state pp 
and final-state YY systems. The (4 x 4) density matrix for the initial-state pp system, 
since the beam and target are prepared in an uncorrected manner, can be written 
as an outer product in a separable form [41], 
Ppp = ^ ( r + ^ . P p ) ® ( r + ^ . P p ) . (2.26) 
And since, for the PS 185 experiment, both beam and target are unpolarized, this 
expression reduces to 
Pa, = ^ 8 Z P ) , (227) 
which is just \ times the 4 x 4 identity matrix. The normalization has been chosen 
such that Trppp = 1. 
For the final-state YY system, because of the production mechanism, the density 
matrix can not be written in a separable form. Instead, it is expressed as 
pyY = j(lY®2Y + Py.aY®lY+lY®aY-PY+J2C^T®^))(2.2S) 
= % E Q„(<W), (2-29) 
where the Py, P y , and CtJ are the antihyperon, hyperon polarizations and spin-
correlation coefficients. The aY ® oY are the 16 independent Hermitian matrices 
formed by the outer products of the 2 x 2 identity matrix (<70) and the three Pauli 
matrices (<rl=i,3) [41,42]. The C^ are elements of a combined spin observables matrix 
with Coo = 1, Cl0 = Pty, Coj = Phy, and the remaining CM„ are the spin correlation 
coefficients CtJ. It is important to remember that, most generally, pyY and the spin 
observables are functions of the the cm . scattering angle 9*. The normalization of 
PYY n a s been chosen such that Trppy = TZ and may be conveniently identified with 
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the differential cross section. Equation 2.29 is particularly handy since it contains a 
complete description of the spin states of the YY system in a compact form. The 
YY observables, in terms of the YY density matrix, are now easily calculated from 
the relations: 
K = Tr(pyY), (2.30) 
Py = ^Tr(pyY<rV), (2.31) 
Py = ±TT(pyY<rY), (2.32) 
C„ = ^ T r ( p p y a F ® ^ ) . (2.33) 
The density matrix formalism also allows for a convenient way to describe the 
pp —• YY transition. The final-state density matrix pyY is obtained by operating on 
the initial-state density matrix ppp with a (4 x 4) transition matrix T(9") [41]: 
/9y = T(g')/%,r(gf. (2.34) 
The transition matrix contains all the information about the dynamics of the pp —» 
YY reaction; each element quantifies the connection between the initial and final spin-
states. Of course, the density matrix formalism does not prescribe how to calculate 
the elements of the transition matrix; that requires a model of the pp —> YY reaction 
dynamics. But, once T(9*) is prescribed it is a relatively simple procedure to calculate 
the YY spin density matrix and then the YY observables. For example, starting 
with Eq. 2.30, the differential cross section can be calculated using the expressions 
developed for the density matrices: 
% = ^ M = Tr(ppy) (2.35) 
= Tv{T{9')f>pPT{9y) (2.36) 
= ^Tr(7,(0*)T(0*)t). (2.37) 
And, the YY spin observables may be calculated in a similar fashion. 
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The expressions derived above relate the observables to pyY, and pyY to the 
transition matrix T(9"). They allow a straightforward calculation of the observables 
from a theory that quantifies T(9") and, conversely, allow constraints on T(9") based 
on the measured values of the observables. The use of the density matrix formalism 
will be continued in the next sections to show how pyY and the YY observables are 
obtained from the information gathered in the experiment. 
2.4 Hyperon Decays 
The A and A hyperons decay via the parity-violating weak interaction. The A de-
cays 64% of the time through A —* pir~ and the A, through A —• p"7r+ with the same 
branching fraction. The angular distribution of the decay products displays an asym-
metry that is proportional to the polarization of the parent hyperon. A measurement 
of this asymmetry yields the A, A polarizations. The pp —* AE° and pp -> E°A re-
actions have the added complication of a E° (E°) in the final state which decays via 
the electromagnetic interaction to a A (A) and a 7. The effect of this decay can be 
quantified and the relation between the polarizations of the parent E° and daughter A 
can be derived. Then the measurement of the daughter A decay angular asymmetry 
can be used to determine the polarization of the E°. The density matrix formalism 
is used to describe these decays and derive the expressions that relate the measured 
angular distributions of the decay protons and antiprotons to the spin observables 
for the pp —• YY reactions. Only the hyperon decays are examined explicitly. The 
antihyperon decays proceed analogously; any important differences are noted. 
2.4.1 The S° -+ A7 Decay 
The density matrix of the daughter A (J = \) from the E° (J = | ) decay is calculated 
from the E° density matrix: 
P\ = Tz°pzoTlo, (2.38) 
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where Tgo is the (2 x 2) transition matrix that describes the electromagnetic decay 
of the E°. With the choice of helicity states as the basis, the elements of TEo are 
products of a Wigner V function and a decay matrix element j M : 
Tso,,,. = _ ^ = ? ) ! % ( * g, _ # , (2.39) 
where 9 and <j> are the usual angles describing the A direction in the rest frame of the 
E° with the coordinate system as shown in Fig. 2.1. The phase convention used in 
this expression is that of Jacob and Wick [38]. The index m labels the E° rest frame 
spin states and (i labels the A helicity states. The — p subscript of the V function 
arises because the A helicity, which determines the ordering of the elements in p\, 
has the opposite sign from that of the total helicity, which determines the transition 
amplitude, since the 7 carries helicity ± 1 . In this expression, the V function takes 
care of the angular dependence and the g^ represent the amplitude for the decay A to 
be emitted with helicity p. Because the electromagnetic interaction conserves parity, 
the two helicity amplitudes must be equal: g+± = g_i. = g. 
Inserting the individual V functions and writing each element explicitly yields 
Tso = 
-e*"*sm§ cos § 
cos § e - * s i n | 
(2.40) 
The density matrix of the E° can be written as in Eq. 2.25, 
/»EO = - ( I + P £o.or) , (2.41) 
where P^o is the vector polarization of the E°. Using these expressions for p-^o and 
Tgo, the density matrix of the decay A is easily determined. Calculating the angular 
distribution of the A in the E° frame yields 
7(0, # = Tr(pa) = TrfTsopsoTso) = & ' ^.42) 
This result shows that the distribution of the decay A is isotropic in the E° rest frame 
and that this is true regardless of the E° polarization. 
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The polarization components of the A in its rest frame are given by 
_ Tr(pAq,) _ Tr(rsopEorj0<Tt) 
^ - TrW - Tr(%.pe,%)- ^ 
Which, after the necessary accounting, yields 
Px,\ = (cos2 - - cos 24> sin2 ~)Px,z° - (sin 2cf> sin2 -)Py^ - (cos <j> sin 9)PzXo, (2.44) 
Py,x = (sin2<^sin2 -)PS& - (cos2 - - cos2<f>sin2 -)PyJfi + {sm<f>sm9)Pz^,(2A5) 
Pz,\ = -{cos<f>s\n9)Px^o -(sin<£sin0)Pyi£o -(cos9)Pz^o, (2.46) 
= - P E O - P A , (2.47) 
where p\ is the decay A direction vector in the E° rest frame. The coordinate system 
for these expressions has the z axis along the direction of motion of the A and the 
x and y axes determined by an Euler rotation of the parent-E° system with angles 
((j),9,—<j>). These expressions quantify how the polarization of the E° is passed to 
the decay A. 
2.4.2 The A -> pit Decay 
The next step is to determine the angular distribution of the A-decay proton as a 
function of the A polarization. Proceeding as for the E° decay, the density matrix of 
the daughter proton from the A decay is given by 
P, = 7APA?A, (2-48) 
where T\ is the transition matrix for the weak decay of the A. Again the choice is 
made to represent pp in terms of helicity states. With this choice, the elements of 
the transition matrix are 
rA,pm = ^L%>L(&4,-<A), (2'(9) 
VZ7T 
with m and p. labeling the A and p states respectively. 
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The weak interaction is not invariant under the parity operation. Therefore, it is 
not possible to equate the two matrix elements f+i and f_i as was done for the S° 
decay. Inserting the V functions yields 
TA = 4 
/ + c o s | /+e- '* sin | 
- / _ e ' * s i n | / _ c o s * (2.50) 
2 J - r " > " " 2 
I / - o s |
with the shortened notation /+ and /_ replacing / + j . and f_\. 
The angular distribution of the decay proton in the A rest frame is obtained using 
PA = \{1 + P A • c ) and taking the trace of pp: 
f2 + f2 
1(0,4) = J-±^-(l + a(Px^ cos <j)sm9+ Py,Asm(/>sm9+ PZ,A cos9)) 
= ^ ± A ( l + a P A - P p ) . (2.51) 
Here pp is the direction vector of the proton in the A rest frame and 
(fl-f2-) 
(# + /!) a = y+
 J
-[ (2.52 
is the A —> p7r decay parameter. 
The corresponding parameter for the A decay, 67, is required by CP conservation 
to satisfy 67 = —a. This has been investigated in previous work of the PS 185 ex-
periment [43] with no evidence for CP violation found. The level of CP violation is 
expected to be small, for example, the quantity A = (a + a)/(a —67) is expected to 
be % 10~4 in the Kobayashi-Maskawa model [44, 45]. Even if A was on the order of 
that allowed by the Particle Data Group average value of -0.03 ±0.06 [12], the effect 
of this (% 3%) on the polarization measurements of this work would be negligible 
given the statistical errors. So, for the analysis of this data, the A and A weak-decay 
parameter assignments [12], 
a = -67 = 0.642 ± 0.013 (2.53) 
are used. 
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2.5 The pp Angular Distributions and Spin Observables 
The formalism developed in the previous sections to calculate the polarization and 
angular distributions for single E° and A decays can now be used to determine the 
combined angular distribution of the detected antiproton and proton as a function 
of the spin observables. The combined density matrix of the detected antiproton 
and proton, p±J, may be written in terms of the original YY density matrix and the 
electromagnetic and weak decay transition matrices introduced above. Starting with 
Eq. 2.29 for the general YY density matrix and applying the transition matrices for 
each decay yields the following equations for the detected pp density matrices for 
each YY reaction: 
Tin 
Ppp,AA 
Ppp.2°A 
o
{d) 
"AA 
% r < 
n-A£° E CLA*. (?X4) ® (rA^af ?M) . 
(2.54) 
(2.55) 
(2.56) 
The combined angular distribution of the detected antiproton and proton for each 
YY channel is found by taking the trace of each of these density matrices. For the 
pp —> E°A (pp —> AE°) channel, an average over the azimuthal angle of the decay p 
(p) in the A (A) rest frame is included, as this variable is not distinguished in the 
experiment. 
This leads to the following distributions: 
/PP,AA(PP>PP) = 
'A A 
167T2 
4 , W P P ' P P > P A ) = 
1 + a P J • PP + «PA •Pp-raaY, CjPp,,Pp,, 
W 
%°A 
64%-:* 
1 - a(P^0 • %-)(%- • pp) + aPx • % - aa(px • p » £ Q p ^ P p , , 
« j 
(2.57) 
, (2.58) 
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4p,A2°(A"PP'PA) = 
TlT-A£° 
64TT 3 
1 + dPj • Pp - a(PEo • pA)(pA • Pp) ~ «a(PA • ft,) £ GJPP.IPAJ 
«.J 
, (2.59) 
where the p are the direction vectors of the decay particles as measured in the parent 
particle rest frame. For brevity of notation, the reaction channel index on the spin 
observables has been dropped. The normalization has been changed slightly so that 
an integration over all particle directions yields the differential cross section TZYY. 
The pp distributions may be simplified further, with some loss of information, 
by integrating over all E°-decay A directions. This corresponds to the distributions 
seen in the detector if the direction of the E°-decay A is not distinguished in the 
experiment. This step is somewhat complicated for a real experimental situation 
with finite detector acceptance as is explained in Chapter 6. Performing this integral 
yields distributions for the pp —> E°A + c.c. channels of the same form as for pp —• A A 
with an additional factor of — | due to the dilution effect of the E° decay. The 
integrated distributions are 
fppWWp) = 
tpp^iPpiPp) = 
n E°A 
16TT2 
%£•> 
16TT2 
1
 - 3 a P E ° • PP + Q P A • PP ~ 3 a a 2 2 C>JPP,'PP,J 
w 
1 + aPj - pp - - a P s o - pp - - a o £ C„Pp,,Pp,j 
« j 
, (2.60) 
.(2.61) 
Equations 2.57-2.61 quantify the dependence of the pp angular distributions on 
spin observables. Using these, the spin observables for each YY channel may be 
extracted from the experimentally measured antiproton and proton angular distribu-
tions. These relations are used as the starting point to obtain the spin observables 
in the analysis of Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 3 
Theoretical Models of pp —» YY 
Any measurement of a physical phenomenon such as the pp —> YY process begs 
for a microscopic theory that explains what is observed. The theory of the strong 
interactions of quarks and gluons, QCD, is at present not able to be used to analyze 
this process in the near-threshold energy region. For this reason, the explanations 
are mostly provided through models, ranging from more to less phenomenological. 
The goal of the PS185 experiment is to facilitate the development of these models 
by providing an accurate and complete data set on the pp —» YY reactions. It is 
hoped that the models proposed can eventually be unified and understood with an 
encompassing theory of the interactions of quarks and gluons. 
In this chapter, the PS 185 data set is summarized and a short history of the 
development of the models created to address this data set is given. After a few 
preliminaries, three of the more recent theoretical efforts are described in some detail 
in order to provide a view into the workings of the models. The chapter is concluded 
with an exposition of what is expected in the relatively new pp —> E°A + c.c. channel. 
3.1 The PS 185 Data Set 
The PS185 experiment has provided a voluminous data set which constrains and 
guides the theoretical efforts to explain the pp —» YY process. As of this writing, 
PS185 has reported over 650 data points for the pp —* AA reaction, consisting of 
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differential cross sections, hyperon polarizations, and spin correlation coefficients. 
Work towards the goal of completing a similar collection for the pp —• E°A + c.c, 
pp —> E~E+ , and pp —> E + E~ reactions is progressing. As is easily imagined, the 
task of providing an adequate model to account for all of this data is a significant 
challenge. 
The majority of the published theoretical work has been inspired by and directed 
toward the pp —> AA data. The dominant features of this data which must be 
addressed by a successful model are: 
• the energy dependence of the total cross section near threshold; 
• the strong forward peaking of the differential cross section down to very near 
threshold; 
• the substantial hyperon polarization, also down to near threshold, with its 
characteristic angular dependence; and 
• the AA singlet fraction which indicates, for all momenta measured by PS185, 
that the AA pair is produced almost exclusively in a triplet spin state. 
The data from the pp —» E°A + c.c. reaction at 1.695 GeV/c antiproton momen-
tum, also indicates a forward peaking in the differential cross section but unfortu-
nately allows little to be concluded about the behavior of the spin observables. A 
summary fraction of this data is displayed in Chapter 1, Figures 1.3-1.7. These 
features, including the behavior of the spin observables, must be accounted for in a 
complete and correct theoretical model of the pp —» YY process. 
3.2 Historical Background 
Many models have been proposed to explain the pp —> YY reaction [46-76]. Most 
of the groups involved in the construction of these are well-versed in work on other 
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nucleon-nucleon (AW) and antinucleon-nucleon (NN) scattering processes in this 
low-energy ( « 1 GeV) region. The pp —» AA data provides an opportunity to extend 
their expertise to encompass strangeness production. The symmetries of the strong 
interaction make this a natural extension. However, due to various complications 
that arise and the symmetries that are broken (such as SU(3)), it is a challenging 
project. 
The first models of pp —> A A were proposed before the inception of PS 185, stimu-
lated by the results of various bubble chamber experiments in the 3-7 GeV/c momen-
tum region. These works [46,47] used Regge-pole theory and included the A"*(892) 
and/or the A"j(1430) as the dominant trajectories (the if(494) was deemed negligi-
ble) to describe the existing data adequately. In 1985, spurred on by the forthcoming 
PS185 results, Tabakin and Eisenstein [41] developed a meson exchange approach 
using Born approximation methods and accounting for initial and final state effects. 
They came to the conclusion that K, K", and K^ exchanges are important to con-
sider and that the spin observables are extremely sensitive to the nature of these 
meson exchanges. In this light, they (correctly) predicted that a forward peaking of 
the differential cross section would exist down to threshold and the polarization and 
spin correlations would remain sizeable. 
An alternative approach, also stimulated by the expected PS185 data, was pro-
posed by Genz and Tatur [48] in 1984. They considered the various pp -* YY 
processes from a quark-pair annihilation perspective. Assuming that the annihila-
tion of a uu or dd quark pair and subsequent creation of a ss quark pair proceeds 
through one gluon exchange, they worked out the pp —• YY cross section ratios us-
ing spin, flavor, and color symmetries. These results were in reasonable agreement 
with the current data and obtained (by construction) the triplet dominance in the 
pp —> AA channel. However, this model did not address the shape of the differential 
cross sections and it yielded zero polarization for all pp —• YY channels: results of 
the overly simplistic nature of the model. 
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The publication of the PS 185 pp —• A A results from various momenta near reac-
tion threshold during the last 10 years has inspired many more theoretical 
works [36,49-77]. The complexity of the models has increased, not surprisingly, 
in proportion to the size of the data set — a necessary consequence of the complete-
ness and accuracy of the data and of the subtle and intricate nature of the strong-
interaction processes involved. The majority of these models use a meson exchange 
mechanism for the creation of the strangeness in the final state [49-60]. Many others 
consider quark-based mechanisms of the "35i" and/or "3P0" variety [61-69]. Addi-
tional approaches include models utilizing near-threshold P-wave enhancements [70, 
72], quark-diquark mechanisms [73,74], more phenomenological zero-range [75] or 
scattering-length [76] approximations, and even Regge-pole theory [77] (an extrapo-
lation down to threshold of an earlier work [47]). 
3.3 Preliminaries 
Before diving into the details of the some of the pp —» YY models, it is instructive 
to examine some aspects of the formalism and the application of selection rules on 
the pp —» YY process. 
The helicity basis that was introduced and utilized in Chapter 2, while convenient 
to analyze hyperon decays and to quantify the reaction spin observables, is less 
convenient to use to calculate the pp —• YY transition amplitudes. Plane-wave 
helicity states are not eigenstates of parity or angular momentum and so do not 
allow the easy application of these symmetries. To circumvent this problem, the 
most common approach is to use two-particle basis states that are eigenstates of 
spin, orbital, and total angular momentum — the LS states — with labels 2S+1 Lj. 
These states may then be transformed back to helicity states for the calculation of 
observables via the unitary transformation that links the two bases. 
The symmetry of the strong interaction under the parity (P) and charge-
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conjugation (C) operations allows the derivation of selection rules for the partici-
pating LS states in the pp —> YY transition. The parity of a pp or YY pair in an 
LS state is 
P = (-l)L+l (3.1) 
with the extra +1 arising in the exponent due to the opposite intrinsic parity of 
fermion and antifermion. The conservation of P implies that only transitions between 
initial and final LS states with A.L = 0 ,2 ,4 , . . . are allowed. The further application 
of angular momentum conservation limits these to transitions with AL = 0,2. For 
the pp —» AA reaction the invariance of the strong interaction under C may also be 
applied. For pp —> E°A or pp —» AE°, the final state is not an eigenstate of C and 
this selection rule is not applicable. The C-parity value for the pp or AA states is 
C = (-\)L+S. (3.2) 
This has the effect that, for the pp —> AA reaction, there must be no change in total 
spin from the initial to final states. The allowed transitions between initial and final 
LS states in pp —> AA and pp —• E°A -f c.c for J < 2 are summarized in Table 3.1. 
The AA state has isospin 0 while the E°A and AE° states are of isospin 1. This 
fact, together with the assumption of isospin invariance of the transition, implies that 
the pp —> AA reaction occurs through the 1 = 0 channel and pp —> E°A + c.c via 
1 = 1. Although usually buried in the formalism, this symmetry is a feature of the 
model transition mechanisms. 
The convenience of the LS basis of states to analyze a reaction near threshold 
is due to the "centrifugal barrier". The LS basis radial matrix elements, using the 
Born approximation, have the form 
( 6 , | % ) o c ^ ^ ( 9 / r ) y ( r ) ^ ( 9 , r ) r ^ r , (3.3) 
where the JL are the spherical Bessel functions and the q, L are the cm. momenta 
and orbital angular momentum values for the initial and final states. The limiting 
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initial state 
pp 
% 
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lD2 
XF3 
3Po 
3Si 
3Pi 
3£>i 
3P2 
3D2 
3F2 
final state 
AA, AE° + c.c. 
' & 
'A 
^ 2 
^ 3 
3Po 
W D , 
3
-Pl 
"Di /& 
3f2,3F: 
3A 
W f : 
AE° + c.c only 
3 A 
3
^ 
3F3 
XA 
xfl2 
Table 3.1: Allowed partial wave transitions for the pp -+ AA and pp —> E°A + c.c. 
reactions for J < 2. The first column contains the initial state partial wave, the 
second column contains the allowed final states common to both pp —> AA and 
pp —> E°A + c.c, and the third column contains the additional final states allowed in 
pp -> E°A + c.c. only. The state notation is 2S+1Lj. 
form of the Bessel functions for small qr values is (qr)L/((2L + 1)!!). This remains 
small for values of qr < JL(L + 1). Since the potential V(r) is of finite range, the 
matrix elements are negligible for sufficiently large values of L. This provides a cutoff 
which allows for a truncated basis of LS states, thereby limiting the number of LS 
transitions that need to be considered in the analysis of the process. 
The transitions from Table 3.1 that connect initial and final states of different 
L values merit further examination. The most common potential forms, central 
and spin-orbit, do not connect states of different L values. If these transitions are 
observed, it is evidence for a different type of potential form, the tensor. The tensor 
operator connects states of different L and allows only triplet-to-triplet transitions. 
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This is worth noting when examining the pp —> AA singlet-fraction data. 
3.4 The Models 
In the following subsections, three models of the pp —• YY reaction are examined 
in some detail. These works constitute an important subset of the calculations that 
have been proposed over the years. These specific examples have been chosen because 
they have been published fairly recently and therefore address the largest portion of 
the PS185 data. They are also somewhat orthogonal in their methods; thereby, in 
examining these models, a representative sample of approaches is surveyed. 
3.4.1 The Tabakin, Eisenstein, and Lu Amplitude Analysis 
Tabakin, Eisenstein, and Lu [36] have performed a reasonably model-independent 
amplitude analysis followed by the application of a scattering length approximation. 
Using these "tried-and-true" techniques, they take a step back and determine the 
behavior of the pp —• AA observables expected simply because it is a strongly ab-
sorptive reaction taking place near threshold. The observables are derived in terms 
of partial wave amplitudes and compared to the data. Various conclusions are then 
drawn about the nature of the reaction mechanisms that are consistent with the 
data. Also, the methods used in this analysis provide an excellent introduction to 
the fundamental aspects of the pp —> YY reaction; thus making this work a good 
place to begin this survey. 
The calculation is started by expressing the transition matrix that describes the 
dynamics of the pp —> AA process using the helicity basis [38]. For reasons described 
in the previous section, the calculation is then transformed from this basis to the 
LS basis via a unitary transformation. The resulting LS amplitudes reflect the 
constraints of angular momentum, parity, and charge conjugation invariance in that 
only amplitudes of the allowed transitions shown in Table 3.1 appear. 
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The observables are then obtained using density matrix methods as is shown in 
Chapter 2, Eqs. 2.30-2.33. This results in expressions for all the observables — dif-
ferential cross sections, polarizations, and spin-correlation coefficients — as functions 
of an infinite sum of bilinear products of LS amplitudes. In these expressions, all of 
the angular dependence is contained in products of Wigner V functions. Using the 
properties of these functions, the angular dependence is then simplified so that all 
the observables may be described as sums of Legendre polynomials, 
Y,aLPL(cos6*), (3.4) 
L 
or of associated Legendre polynomials 
]TW>2(«)s(r), (3.5) 
L 
with the coefficients ai and bi given by products of LS amplitudes, and 9* as the 
cm. scattering angle. 
The next step of the calculation involves choosing a limited set of partial-wave 
amplitudes for the subsequent analysis. Near threshold, due to the centrifugal barrier, 
it is expected that the transition proceeds through only a few low-1, partial waves. 
This assumption restricts the calculation to only a few LS states with J < 1 plus the 
3P2 state (to include all P waves). This allows contributions from seven LS states, 
two singlet— 1S0 and lPx — and five triplet — 3P03Si,3Du3Pi, and 3P2. As can 
be seen from Table 3.1, only the 3 5i and 3Di states feed off-diagonal transitions. 
Including these transitions yields nine total partial-wave amplitudes. 
The PS185 data was fit using the forms in Eqs. 3.4 and 3.5 and the fit values of the 
ai and bi coefficients were compared to the equations involving the truncated set of 
LS amplitudes. The pp —> AA data from threshold up to an antiproton momentum 
of 1.695 GeV/c (corresponding to % 92 MeV excess energy) were considered. It is 
dubious whether it was appropriate to fit this highest momentum point with this 
small set of amplitudes but, with this in mind, they proceeded. This fitting exercise, 
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while not able to constrain each amplitude individually, allowed for the extraction 
of information about the relative sizes and phase relationships of the competing 
amplitudes. 
The fits to the differential cross section, polarization, and spin correlation coef-
ficients revealed several points. First it was assumed, in light of the singlet fraction 
measurements, that the singlet amplitudes may be safely neglected. The shape of the 
differential cross sections and, in particular, the forward peaking was attributed to an 
interference between S- and P-wave amplitudes which, naturally, means that both 
of these terms must be piesent. This data also indicates significant 3P2 contributions 
as well as some 3D\. The behavior of the polarization data, especially the location of 
the central node with momentum, indicates that there is a contribution from S waves 
and that there is most probably a difference in magnitude and phase — a splitting — 
between the different P waves. An examination of the spin-correlation data served 
to add additional support to these conclusions. 
In the procedure described above, the authors assumed no energy dependence of 
the amplitudes; the fits at each momentum were independent. To gain further insight 
into the behavior of the data, they introduced a scattering length approximation [78]. 
This approximation dictates a momentum dependence of each partial-wave amplitude 
Tsu: 
Tsu = AsuqL, (3.6) 
with Asu as a complex, energy-independent scattering-length and q as the final c m . 
momentum. The differential cross section and polarization data for the six momenta 
nearest threshold (the data at 1.695 MeV/c were omitted) were fit simultaneously 
with seven amplitudes of this form. The singlet amplitudes were again assumed to 
be negligible. 
The amplitudes calculated from the seven complex fit scattering-lengths are shown 
in the conventional, unitless, 5-matrix form in Fig. 3.1 as an Argand diagram. The 
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Figure 3.1: An Argand diagram of the unitless amplitudes resulting from the complex 
scattering length fit of Tabakin, Eisenstein, and Lu [36]. The amplitudes marked 
SD and DS refer to the pp(3Z>i) -> AA(3&) and pp(35"i) -» AA(3Z)1) transitions 
respectively. The markers indicate the values of each amplitude at 1.436, 1.477, and 
1.546 GeV/c. 
fit was of reasonable quality with a reduced %2 of 1.75. Along with this presentation 
of the fit amplitudes, several important characteristics were noted. Among these 
were: the 3Si and D —> S amplitudes are substantial at the lowest momenta while 
the others are very small; the D —* S amplitude is actually the larger of the two, 
indicating the presence of a tensor force even near threshold; the P and D amplitudes 
increase rapidly with momentum; and the P amplitudes display a large splitting. 
These conclusions constrain the dynamical models that may be constructed to 
explain the pp -» YY system. The fact that the 5-wave amplitude is not negligible 
serves to limit the amount of annihilation in the pp system. It was also noted that the 
presence of only 35i and 3 P 0 amplitudes is ruled out, therefore any quark-based model 
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constructed must be able to generate more than just these waves in the pp —• AA 
system. The P-wave splitting is interesting in that it arises in the presence of L • S 
and/or tensor forces which are generated, in a meson-exchange model, from the 
exchange of vector mesons. 
3.4.2 Meson Exchange vs. Quark-Based Calculations 
In the next two subsections, two different dynamical models of the pp —» AA reaction 
are described. These models are representative "state-of-the-art" calculations and 
illustrate the dichotomy of approaches that has evolved over the years. The calcula-
tion of the Nijmegen group, involving kaon exchange in the (-channel, represents the 
more conventional side of the division. The calculation of the Washington-Colorado 
(WC) group, involving gluonic-type exchanges is a good example of the more mod-
ern, but less developed, opposite side of the division. A simple diagram illustrating 
the two approaches is shown in Fig. 1.2. Of course these are not the only ways to 
approach the problem, as other models have been proposed, but these, in some form, 
have come to be recognized as the most fundamental and successful. 
It is naive to hope that one type of model can be labeled "right" and the other 
"wrong" for certainly both quark-gluon and meson processes play a role. If an an-
tiproton and proton come within 1 fm of one another, surely the quarks and anti-
quarks are able to interact. And on the other hand, if the meson-exchange potentials 
are significant at ranges greater than 1 fm, the mesons also must play a role. A 
more correct way to phrase the question would be to ask if one approach is more 
appropriate than the other to describe the pp —• YY process in the PS185 energy 
regime or does one model stress a less important degree of freedom at the expense of 
the more salient. 
Both approaches divide the problem up in a similar fashion, however each part 
are is handled differently. The three parts of the problem are: the initial-state 
interaction, the reaction mechanism, and the final-state interaction. Both agree that 
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all three of these must be addressed, with emphasis on the latter two, are important 
in reproducing the experimental results. 
3.4.3 The Nijmegen Meson-Exchange Model 
The Nijmegen group is an excellent example of a group with a long history of work 
on NN, NN, and YN scattering processes. The work described here [42,37] draws 
on this expertise to produce an elaborate meson-exchange model that describes the 
data well. 
To account correctly for the strong annihilation in the initial and final state in 
the presence of many open reaction channels, the Nijmegen group uses a coupled-
channels approach. This is accomplished by solving the Schrodinger equation in 
channel space. For a partial wave with angular momentum J, this matrix equation 
is written, 
C/2 7-2 1 
$ J ( r ) = 0. (3.7) ^ 1 _ ^ _ ( / J + ^ dr2 r2 
In this equation, UJ = y/2mVJ\/2m, where VJ is the matrix of coupled-channels 
potentials and k, m, and L2 are diagonal matrices containing the momenta, reduced 
masses, and L(L + 1) values. All baryon channels below 2.0 GeV/c antiproton mo-
mentum are considered: pp, nn, AA, AE° -f c.c, and three charged-E channels. 
The coupled-channels potential matrix VJ was determined in a manner anal-
ogous to that used for the Nijmegen soft-core one-boson-exchange nucleon-nucleon 
and hyperon-nucleon potential [79,80] with the proper C-parity transforms to change 
from nucleons to antinucleons. The mesons considered included the Jpc = 0~+ pseu-
doscalars, the Jpc = 1 vectors, the Jpc = 0 + + scalars, and the Jpc = 2++ tensors. 
The momentum-space potentials were calculated using a set of meson-baryon Feyn-
man rules assuming SU(3) flavor symmetry for the baryon-meson couplings. Gaussian 
form factors were used at the vertices with a cutoff mass set to the value determined 
from their previous NN work. These potentials were then Fourier-transformed into 
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configuration-space to yield VJ. The elements of VJ contain no free parameters. The 
resulting potential for the pp -+ AA channel shows a very strong tensor force from 
the coherence of the K and K* exchanges. This is in contrast to the spin-spin part 
of the potential where these mesons add deconstructively. 
Within these potentials only two-body baryonic channels were considered. The 
authors consider this to be an adequate model for the long-range part of the interac-
tion. To take care of the complicated short-range interaction where the annihilation 
couples to many mesonic channels and where quark-gluon degrees of freedom are per-
haps important, a phenomenological P-matrix formalism [81] is used. The P matrix 
relates the inner to outer region physics by setting a (logarithmic derivative) bound-
ary condition for the solution to the channel-space Schrodinger equation (Eq. 3.7) at 
a distance b from the origin: 
M-
The distance b was determined to be best set to 1.2 fm and the parameters of the P 
matrix were set with a fit to the data, as explained below. 
With the potential matrix set and the P matrix parameterized, Eq. 3.7 was solved 
numerically for each partial wave with J < Jmax and matched with the P matrix at 
r = b. Then the scattering matrix was determined from the solution matrix and the 
observables were calculated. 
This model was then used to fit the PS185 pp —» AA data including differential 
cross sections, polarizations, and spin correlation coefficients at six different antipro-
ton momenta (practically the same set as was used for the Tabakin, Eisenstein, and 
Lu analysis described above). In total, this amounted to 157 data points (seven were 
omitted from the fits). To fit this data, it was determined that 10 P-matrix param-
eters were needed to specify the unknown short range part of the interaction. One 
parameter was needed to specify the initial state absorption, one for the final state 
absorption, three to specify the AA —> AA scattering, and five to specify the short-
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P = b 
range pp —* AA couplings. The resulting fit to the data was good, with a reduced %2 
of 1.15. 
The dominant features of the Nijmegen model are evident upon examination 
of the cross sections in each partial-wave transition. The dominant tensor force 
results in a virtually zero contribution at all momenta from the singlet transitions, 
a large contribution from the 3D\ —> 3S\ transition with 3F2 —> 3P2 increasing with 
momentum, and important contributions from all of the triplet P waves as needed 
to reproduce the polarization data. The model is very sensitive to the inclusion of 
the K* meson and not so to the scalar IQ and tensor K2. 
Dete rmina t ion of t h e ApK Coupling Cons tant 
With a subset of the PS 185 data used above, the Nijmegen coupled channels model 
was also used to extract the ApA" coupling constant [56]. The same procedure and 
potentials as described above were used but with eight P-matrix parameters instead 
of 10. Then, instead of fixing the ApK coupling constant by SU(3) flavor symmetries, 
it was added as a ninth parameter. A tenth parameter had to be added to allow a 
scaling of the strength of the contribution from the K*. 
The fit of this model to the data, resulted in a value for the ApA' coupling constant 
hpK given by, 
flPK = 0-071 ± 0.007. (3.9) 
To check this result, the K mass was replaced with a parameter and allowed to vary in 
the fit. The resulting mass of 480 ± 60 MeV/c2, in agreement with the experimental 
value, was interpreted by the authors as evidence for a one-kaon-exchange mechanism 
in the pp —> AA process. Using the value determined for /APA- from the fit to the 
PS185 data to determine the a = F/(F + D) ratio and comparing with that found 
from weak semileptonic baryon decays, they reached the conclusion that a pseudovec-
tor coupling of the pseudoscalar mesons to baryons is favored over a pseudoscalar 
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coupling. Also, no evidence for violation of the SU(3)-determined relation, 
UNK = - / A W * ( 1 + 2 a ) / A (3.10) 
was found in this analysis of the data. 
3.4.4 The Washington-Colorado Quark-Based Model 
The Washington-Colorado (WC) group has developed a model that, in strong con-
trast to the Nijmegen approach, focuses on the short-range physics by describing the 
strangeness production through the interactions of quarks and gluons [67]. 
In this model, a scalar "3P0" term, representing scalar multigluon exchange and/or 
the confining scalar force, and a vector "3Si" term, representing vector exchange of 
one or more gluons, are included. In a related work [66], the WC group has calculated 
the contribution of a pseudoscalar term and shown it to be negligible. The notation 
"
3P0" and "35i" refers to the strange quark production mechanism, not the partial 
waves of the composite baryons; thus the quotes are used. The operator for vector 
exchange is 
Iv = gv(?3-°~3 (3.11) 
and the operator for scalar exchange is 
, / V 3 < - V 6 A / V 3 - V 6 
with the 3 and the 6 referring to the annihilated quark and antiquark and the primed 
quantities referring to the final state quarks. For the strange quark mass, they used 
m3 = 491 MeV/c2 and for the down and up quark masses, m = 313 MeV/c2. 
To calculate the observables resulting from this interaction model and to include 
initial- and final-state effects, a distorted-wave Born approximation was used. The 
matrix element for the reaction is 
^PP_AA = (X^(1'2'3')<A(4'5'6')|(A, + 7 , ) |^(123)^456)X^) , (3.13) 
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where XjA and XjjN are the distorted waves of the final and initial states and (f> is 
a gaussian wave function for the internal motion of the quarks: 
^ ~ n e - ( r - - R / 2 > 2 / 2 6 2 . (3.14) 
) = 1 
The quantity R./2 is the baryon cm. coordinate, r, is the coordinate of the ith quark, 
and 6 is the r.m.s. radius of the quark distribution. SU(3)-symmetric wave functions 
were used. 
The distorted waves were determined from the initial- and final-state potentials 
using what has come to be fairly standard procedure. The initial-state potential 
W r ) = ! W r ) + iWWr) (315) 
includes, in the real part UjjN, central, tensor, spin-orbit, and spin-spin terms and, 
in the imaginary part WJJN, a central potential to take care of annihilation. The 
long-range part of UJJN was determined by a G-parity transform of the Ueda one-
boson exchange potential [82] and extrapolated from r = 1 fm to the origin with a 
Woods-Saxon form. The annihilation part of the initial-state potential, WJJN, was 
also of Woods-Saxon form with parameters set by fits to pp data. None of these 
initial-state parameters were adjusted in the fits to the pp —* AA data. 
The final state potential used was of the same form (Eq. 3.15) as for the initial 
state. The long range part of U^ was derived from the Nijmegen hyperon-nucleon 
potential [83] and smoothly extrapolated to the origin. The imaginary part WjA was 
also of Woods-Saxon form. However, these potentials were only starting points and 
the parameters were varied for the fits to the pp —> AA data. 
This model was then applied to a global fit of the PS185 pp —> AA data at eight 
antiproton momenta. This set consists of 356 data points including differential cross 
sections, polarizations, and spin-correlation coefficients. There were nine parameters 
varied in the fit: the strengths of the vector and scalar terms, gv and gs; the quark 
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wavefunction range parameter r0 (= 2b/\/Z); and six parameters of the AA final-
state potential. Three parameters in the real part of V^A were varied: the strength 
of the central plus spin-spin term (Vc), the strength of the tensor term (Vx), and 
the strength of the spin-orbit term (Vis). In the annihilation part of V^A, three 
parameters were varied: the strength, radius, and diffuseness (WjA , r%/, and aw). 
The resulting fit was of fairly good quality with a reduced %2 of 3.2. The resulting 
vector strength gv converged to a value more than twice that of the scalar strength 
gs- The diffuseness parameter aw tended to zero and so was fixed at 0.01 while the 
values for W^A and rw converged to -1956 MeV and 0.66 fm. The result was a deep, 
sharp, final-state annihilation potential of about half a nucleon radius. The fits were 
not very sensitive to the Vc, Vr, and Vis parameters having flat valleys in %2 space. 
Alternative fits with the vector and scalar terms alternately set to zero resulted in 
X2 values twice that of the best fit, showing that, in this model, both mechanisms 
are required for a good fit to the data. 
3.4.5 More on Meson Exchange vs. Quark-Based Calculations 
The Nijmegen meson-exchange model and the Washington-Colorado quark-based 
model detailed above provide insight into the two major approaches to describing the 
pp —• YY process. It is interesting to note that, while focusing on different parts of 
the interaction distance scale, they both provide adequate descriptions to the PS185 
pp —» AA data. The Nijmegen model calculates the outer-region interaction with no 
parameterization while treating the inner region phenomenologically. The WC model 
takes the opposite approach, calculating the short-range interaction of quarks and, 
to a large degree, parameterizing the part where long-range meson exchange should 
be important. Are these two approaches equally valid? 
In a recent effort, Eisenstein has examined [84] the resulting partial-wave ampli-
tudes of the Nijmegen and WC models along with those resulting from the Tabakin, 
Eisenstein, and Lu, amplitude analysis that was explained in Section 3.4.1. The 
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most striking conclusion from this comparison is the difference in strengths of the 
off-diagonal 3D\ —> 3S\ and 3F2 —> 3 P 2 transitions between the two dynamical mod-
els. The Nijmegen model, because of the large tensor force due to the K and K* ex-
changes, yields strong off-diagonal transitions. In the WC model, the quark-creation 
mechanism yields a very weak tensor force; the off-diagonal transitions are due pre-
dominantly to the tensor-force terms in the initial and final-state interactions. Even 
with these tensor force terms, the off-diagonal transitions are significantly smaller 
than in the Nijmegen model. The data are not able, however, to definitely separate 
these subtle effects and, therefore, select the better of the two approaches. 
The idea of a measurement of the depolarization parameter Dnn has recently been 
proposed by Haidenbauer et al. [59,60]. They submit that this spin observable is more 
sensitive to spin-flip transitions that occur in the presence of a tensor force and is 
less affected by initial- and final-state effects. This measurement may have greater 
power to select between the quark-based and meson-exchange models. The proposed 
experiment would need a polarized target and is currently being investigated by the 
PS185 collaboration. 
3.5 The pp —» S°A -f c.c. Reaction and Theory 
A thorough measurement of the pp —> E°A+c.c. reaction in the near threshold region 
should allow significant gains to be made in understanding the pp —» YY process. 
The SU(3) flavor symmetries constrain, to some degree, how much the parameters of 
the above models can be adjusted to fit the data from the pp —> E°A + c.c reaction 
along with that of pp —• AA. The Nijmegen model has all the machinery in place to 
address this new channel. Of course, there would have to be additional final-state 
interaction parameters added, but they should be limited in number. The same is 
true of the WC quark-based model. A replacement of a E° quark wave function for 
a A and an adjustment of the final-state interaction makes the model work for the 
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pp —• E°A -f- c.c. reaction. 
What is expected to be seen in the pp —» E°A -f c.c data? From a meson-
exchange perspective, the tensor force in this channel has quite a different character 
as compared to pp —> AA. The EpA" coupling constant is reduced compared to the 
ApA coupling (/ANA//SA/A- ~ 3.4 in the Nijmegen work [37,80]) and f^NK- is of 
opposite sign and somewhat reduced as compared to / A W - Therefore, the K and 
K* do not add to produce as strong a tensor force for pp —> E°A + c.c as is seen in 
pp —• AA. This should be evident in the data as the reordering of the partial-wave 
amplitudes changes the character of the observables in the pp —» E°A -f c.c. channel. 
Also, with a sufficiently complete data set for pp —» E°A -f c.c, the T.NK coupling 
constant could be extracted from the data as was done by the Nijmegen group for 
the ANK coupling [56]. 
From the quark perspective, the different quark wave function for the E° adds 
a new twist to the problem. In the E°, the role of the s quark in the spin wave 
function is quite different. The singlet fraction for the pp —> E°A + c.c. reaction 
has been calculated to be | using a vector [48] or scalar [62] ss creation mechanism. 
Unfortunately, since singlet to triplet transitions may occur also in the pp -+ E° A+c.c. 
final state, the situation is somewhat clouded. 
As might be imagined, since the pp —• E°A+c.c. final-state interaction is relatively 
unknown, predictions for the pp —> E°A + c.c. channel are somewhat scarce. However 
a recent calculation by Haidenbauer et al. [57,58] does address the pp —• E°A -f c.c. 
data with their coupled-channels meson-exchange model. Prompted by the PS 185 
pp —» E°A + c.c. measurement at 1.695 GeV/c antiproton momentum, they have 
worked out the observables for this channel (with a calculation similar to that of 
the Nijmegen group). The results include, as for the pp -* AA channel, sizeable P 
wave production due to S-wave suppression. However, the division among P waves is 
somewhat different as compared to pp —• AA. The off diagonal 3F2 —> 3 P 2 transition 
is not as strong due to the reduced tensor force and the 3P] —» x P\ transition, not 
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forbidden for pp —• E°A -f c.c, is appreciable. The contribution of the singlet states 
(150/P1/D2) are also considerably larger: the calculation at 1.695 GeV/c antiproton 
momentum gives a pp —> E°A + c.c. singlet fraction of approximately 0.2. 
The PS185 pp -> E°A + c.c. data at 1.695 GeV/c along with the fits from Haiden-
bauer et al. are shown in Fig. 3.2. The model reproduces the data reasonably well, 
although the differential cross section data seem to be more strongly peaked than is 
reproduced by the fits. Unfortunately, the polarization data, due to the large errors, 
does little to constrain the model. Although a good start, it is evident that more 
pp —> E°A + c.c data, with better precision is required. 
More data on the pp —» E°A + c.c. reaction would help with the theoretical 
understanding of the pp —• YY reaction dynamics. A high-precision measurement 
that includes spin observables at different momenta in the near-threshold region is 
clearly beckoned. Perhaps this new information could facilitate the construction of a 
model that includes both long-range meson exchange and short-range quark dynamics 
in a complete coupled-channels formalism with a minimum of phenomenology. This 
is possibly a goal only to be obtained in the far future as a complete understanding of 
the interactions of quarks and gluons is still beyond our grasp. But, this measurement 
of the pp —> E°A+c.c. reaction described in the following pages is a step in the proper 
direction. 
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Figure 3.2: The PS185 pp - • E°A + c.c. data at 1.695 GeV/c with the fits by 
Haidenbauer et al. [58] to the (a) differential cross section, (b) A polarization, and 
(c) E° polarization. 
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Chapter 4 
Experiment 
To study the YY system, a source of illumination (the antiprotons) and a microscope 
(the detector) are needed. In this chapter, the LEAR antiproton source, the pp —> YY 
reaction topology, and the PS185 detector are described. For both the antiproton 
source and the PS185 detector, specific details have changed from year to year as the 
accelerator has been upgraded and the detector improved. The situation described 
here is as it was for the data set studied in this work, taken with an extracted 
antiproton momentum of 1.729 GeV/c. 
4.1 The Antiproton Source 
The antiprotons used for the experiment PS185 are provided by the LEAR (Low 
Energy Antiproton Ring) facility at CERN. The antiprotons are produced by bom-
barding a metal target with a pulse of 26 GeV/c protons from the CERN proton 
synchrotron (PS). The antiprotons are collected and injected into the antiproton col-
lector ring (AC) where they are stochastically cooled and moved into the antiproton 
accumulator storage ring (AA). In this manner, approximately 1010 antiprotons per 
hour are collected and up to approximately 1012 antiprotons are stored [85]. Upon re-
quest from the LEAR control, a "bunch" of approximately 1010 antiprotons from the 
AA is transferred to the PS, decelerated from 3.5 GeV/c to 0.609 GeV/c, and then 
transferred to LEAR [86]. The sections of the CERN accelerator complex relevant 
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Figure 4.1: A diagram of a portion of the CERN accelerator complex showing the 
relative positions of LEAR, the antiproton accumulator (AA), and the proton syn-
chrotron (PS) [87]. 
to the operation of LEAR are shown in Fig. 4.1. 
After a bunch of antiprotons are loaded into LEAR, they are stochastically cooled 
for a few minutes before they are accelerated or decelerated to the desired momentum. 
The stochastic cooling reduces the phase space of the stored antiprotons which results 
in a beam of low divergence and small momentum width. The cooling is accomplished 
by sensing the velocity divergence of the beam with a "pickup" located on the ring 
and sending a compensating signal across the ring to a "kicker" located across the 
ring which adjusts the beam as it passes [86]. A diagram of LEAR with the layout 
of the stochastic cooling system is shown in Fig. 4.2. 
After the antiprotons are cooled and accelerated or decelerated to the desired 
momentum, they can be used within the storage ring or extracted. For extraction, 
the longitudinal distribution is broadened and the outermost antiprotons are deflected 
out of the ring with electrostatic and magnetic septa [86]. The extracted beam is 
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Figure 4.2: A diagram of LEAR with the layout of the stochastic cooling system. 
Antiprotons enter the ring along the line at the top left of the figure and are extracted 
to experiments along the line at the top right. 
then delivered to any of several external beam lines. It is delivered continuously until 
the ring is emptied (a "spill") and then a new bunch of antiprotons is delivered from 
the AA and the cooling, acceleration, and extraction cycle is repeated. 
The LEAR facility can provide extracted antiprotons with momentum w 0.1-
2.0 GeV/c at intensities up to % 2 x 106 Hz with a duty factor of greater than 80%. 
The advantages of LEAR antiproton beam as compared to a non-cooled and non-
stored beam are multifold. They include zero pion contamination, low momentum 
spread, reduced angular divergence, and small beam spot size. 
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hyperon 
mass (GeV/c2) 
lifetime (s) 
cr (cm) 
main decay modes and 
branching fractions 
A 
1.115684 ±0.000006 
2.632 ± 0.020 x 10"10 
7.89 
A -> p7T- (63.9 ± 0.5%) 
A -> mr° (35.8 ± 0.5%) 
E° 
1.19255 ±0.00008 
7.4 ± 0.7 x 10-20 
2.22 x 10-9 
E° -> A7 (100%) 
Table 4.1: Physical parameters of the A and £° hyperons [12]. 
The PS185 experiment is situated on the Ml extraction line (see Fig. 4.1) and is 
delivered antiprotons with momenta from the pp —• AA threshold (pp = 1.435 GeV/c) 
to the maximum LEAR momentum at rates around 1 x 106 Hz. The beam is steered 
and focused onto the target with several magnets on the Ml extraction line using 
diagnostic information supplied by beam line chambers and the PS 185 apparatus. 
For the data set described in this work, the extraction momentum was 1.729 ± 
0.001 GeV/c and the average (beam-on) antiproton rate to the experiment was 5.9 x 
105 Hz. A LEAR spill was delivered over the course of approximately 1 hour and the 
refilling to extraction time was about 10-15 minutes. 
4.2 The Reaction Topology of pp -+ YY 
The topology of the pp —• YY reactions dictate the design and operation of the PS 185 
detector. Therefore, an explanation of this topology is prerequisite to a description 
of the experimental apparatus. The factors that dictate the reaction topology are 
the hyperon decay modes and their lifetimes and the kinematics of the hyperon 
production and decay. These factors are explained in this section. The physical 
parameters of the A and E° hyperons relevant to this discussion are listed in Table 4.1. 
The majority of the A (A) hyperons of a pp —> AA event decay through A —• pir~ 
(A —> p7r+) with a branching fraction of 63.9%. With the exception of several rare 
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modes with branching fractions less than 0.2%, the remainder decay via A —> nir° 
(A —» mr0). For precise A and A reconstruction, only the charged decay mode is 
considered. The total reaction chain detected is pp —> AA —• p7T+p7r~ with a double-
decay branching fraction of 40.8%. 
The E° hyperons in the pp —» E°A + c.c. channels decay through E° —> A7 
(E° —» A7) with a branching fraction of 100%. All other decay modes are sufficiently 
rare to be considered negligible for this experiment1. The reaction chains for the 
pp —> E°A + c.c channels are pp —» E°A —» p7r+p7r~7 and pp —• AE° —» p7r+p7r~7, 
both identical to pp —* AA except for the presence of the photon. 
The neutral A has a relatively long lifetime and typically travels a few centimeters 
in the detector before decaying (cr = 7.89 cm). This, together with the detected two-
charged-particle decay mode, is the characteristic signature of pp —» AA. The tracks 
of the charged particles in these events resemble two "V'"s displaced slightly from 
the target. This event pattern has acquired the familar name — "2-V event". The 
E° decays almost immediately after traveling a negligible distance in the detector 
(cr = 2.22 x 10~9 cm) and the mass of the E° is only about 6% larger than the A 
mass. The E°-decay photon has energy 76.9 MeV in the E° rest frame. In the lab, 
at an antiproton momentum of 1.729 GeV/c, the E°-decay photon has energy in the 
range 30-170 MeV. Therefore, the pp —• E°A + c.c. reactions have a charged-particle 
signature in the detector that is very similar to that of pp —> AA. The two reactions 
are distinguishable through the slightly different kinematics and the E°-decay photon. 
Because the A and E° masses are larger than the proton mass, the pp —> AA and 
pp —• E°A + c.c. reactions are endothermic That is, in the c m . system, especially 
near threshold, the momenta of the final state hyperons are much smaller than the 
momenta of the initial state p and p. This has the result, after the boost to the 
lab frame, that the lab momentum vectors of the hyperons are constrained to a 
'The decay mode S° -* A77 has an experimental upper limit of 3% and S° —• Ae+e~ has a 
QED-calculated value of 5 x 10~3 [12]. 
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Figure 4.3: Kinematic ellipses for the pp —> AA and pp —• E°A + c.c. reactions for 
an antiproton (lab) momentum of 1.729 GeV/c. The longitudinal and transverse 
momentum values of the final state hyperons are constrained to lie on the circles in 
the cm. system and on the ellipses in the lab. The outer (inner) curves are for the 
pp —» AA (pp —» E°A + c.c) reaction. The arrows illustrate a 9* = 60°, pp —> A A 
event in both the cm. and lab frames. 
narrow forward cone around the beam direction. This is best illustrated with the 
use of kinematic ellipses illustrated in Fig. 4.3. It is evident from this figure that the 
transverse momentum is small compared to the effect of the boost in the pp —> A A 
and pp —> E°A + c.c. reactions near threshold. For lower beam momenta, the ellipses 
become smaller and move slightly down in momentum. Exactly at threshold, they 
become points with zero transverse momentum. 
The decay of the E° has a relatively small effect on the kinematics. The kinematic 
ellipse of the E°-decay A, if plotted, is similar to that of the E° with the addition of 
an approximately 100 MeV/c "smearing" of the ellipse due to the momentum carried 
by the E°-decay photon. 
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Figure 4.4: Maximum A angle as a function of antiproton lab momentum for the 
pp —» AA and pp —» E°A + c.c. reactions. The dotted line indicates the momentum 
of this measurement, 1.729 GeV/c. 
The maximum lab angle of the A and A with respect to the beam direction for the 
pp —> AA as a function of antiproton momentum is shown in Fig. 4.4. The maximum 
A (A) angle for the pp -+ E°A (pp —»• AE°) reaction is shown on the same plot. The 
maximum E° angle is slightly smaller due to the larger mass of the E° hyperon. The 
maximum possible lab angle of the S°-decay A is approximately equal to that of a 
directly-produced A due to the possibility of a transverse momentum "kick" from the 
E°-decay photon. 
The decay products of the A and A are also forward boosted. The maximum 
angle of the proton and pion with respect to the parent-A direction as a function of 
A lab momentum is plotted in Fig. 4.5. The momentum range plotted corresponds to 
the range of A momenta in the pp -» AA reaction at 1.729 GeV/c as can be seen from 
Fig. 4.3. For all A momenta possible in the PS185 experiment, the decay protons 
are constrained to the forward hemisphere. At 1.729 GeV/c incident antiproton 
momentum, the maximum decay-proton angle is approximately 20°. These protons 
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Figure 4.5: Maximum (a) p, p and (b) -K~ , TT+ angles in the decays A —• p7r" and 
A —> p7r+ with respect to the direction of the parent A,A as a function of parent lab 
momentum. Below 0.8 GeV/c, pions of all angles are possible. 
are from the lowest momentum A's in the pp —> AA reaction. However, the pions are 
constrained to the forward hemisphere only for A's with momenta greater than 0.8 
GeV/c For pions from lower momenta A's, all angles are possible. These decays have 
the additional feature that, for all A momenta possible in the PS185 experiment, for 
a specific decay, the proton decay angle is always smaller than that of the pion. 
In summary, the pp —> AA and pp —* E°A + c.c. reactions are detected through 
the decay chains: pp —• AA —> p7r+p7r_, pp —> £°A -> p7r+p7r~7, and pp —• AE° —» 
p7r+p7r~7. For all incident antiproton momenta in the PS185 range, the final-state A1s 
have lab angles within a narrow forward cone. Due to the relatively long lifetime of 
the A, the A decay vertex is typically displaced a few centimeters from the production 
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point. The A-decay protons are also constrained to lie within a narrow forward cone 
in the lab. 
4.3 The PS 185 Apparatus 
To successfully collect and reconstruct pp —> YY events, the PS185 experimental ap-
paratus must perform several important functions. These functions and the detector 
components that carry them out are listed below. 
• The kinematics of the incident antiprotons and the interaction point must be 
precisely determined. This is necessary to sufficiently constrain the reaction 
kinematics. It is achieved through the use of the high-quality LEAR antiproton 
beam, a system of silicon microstrip detectors upstream of the target, and a 
small target system. 
• A fast signal (the trigger) is needed in order to collect pp —» YY events while 
rejecting the more ubiquitous elastic, nn, and multipion events. This trigger is 
formed with the information from a scintillator array that surrounds the target 
and a downstream scintillator hodoscope. 
• The A decay products must be accurately tracked in order to reconstruct the hy-
peron trajectories. Two tracking chambers, a multiwire proportional chamber 
(MWPC) and a drift chamber (DC), provide the charged particle coordinates 
that enable this tracking. 
• The charge of the A decay products must also be measured so that the A and A 
may be distinguished. A tracking chamber (MACH) within a magnetic solenoid 
is implemented for this purpose. 
• The pp —> E°A + c.c reactions are better constrained if the E°-decay photon is 
detected. A lead/scintillating-fiber calorimeter and system of veto scintillators 
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is installed and provides the information to be used when this constrain is 
necessary. 
Because the A and A and the decay protons are limited to small production angles, 
good acceptance for the entire 4%- of cm. solid angle is obtained with a detector 
covering only the forward region of the lab solid angle. Also, the two-body nature of 
the reaction and the A decays allow the kinematics to be completely reconstructed 
by measuring track directions only — a momentum analyzing magnet is not needed. 
Because of these aspects of the reactions, the PS185 detector is fairly compact, simple, 
and economical. The PS185 apparatus is shown in Fig. 4.6 along with a Monte Carlo 
generated pp —» AA event. The individual detectors are described in detail in the 
following sections. 
Two right-handed orthogonal coordinate systems are used in the experiment and 
subsequent analysis. They are diagrammed in Fig. 4.7 along with a view of the 
MWPC. The xyz system is oriented with the z axis along the beam direction and 
the x and y axes are aligned with the orientation of the DC, hodoscope, and MACH. 
The origin is defined to be in the plane of the front foil of the MWPC. The uvz system 
is rotated 45° around the z axis with respect to the xyz system and is aligned with 
the orientation of the MWPC and the microstrip detectors. The different orientations 
are necessary to allow unambiguous 3-dimensional particle tracks to be formed from 
the coordinate information gathered by the detectors. 
In the following descriptions, "upstream" is used to indicate the direction an-
tiparallel (—z) to that of the incident antiprotons and "downstream" is the direction 
parallel (+z). 
4.3.1 Microstrip Detectors 
The silicon microstrip detectors are situated upstream of the target and are used to 
measure the direction of the incident antiproton beam. With these detectors, the 
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Figure 4.6: A schematic diagram of the PS185 experimental apparatus with a Monte 
Carlo pp —> AA event generated with an antiproton momentum of 1.729 GeV/c. 
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Figure 4.7: A diagram of the xyz and uvz coordinate systems superimposed on an 
isometric view of the MWPC. 
beam direction and focus may be determined which helps with the beam steering 
process. This event-by-event measurement of the antiproton direction also helps 
to constrain the kinematics of the initial pp system. The charge liberated by the 
antiproton as it passes through the thin silicon detector is collected, amplified, and, 
recorded with an ADC [89]. Each plane is divided into thin strips of 100 or 200 pm 
width which allow the determination of the antiproton coordinate to an accuracy 
equal to approximately the strip width. For the 1.729 GeV/c data, there were four 
planes with parameters listed in Table 4.2. 
4.3.2 Target System 
The target system provides a source of protons and a portion of the information 
needed to form the event triggers (described in Sec. 4.4). It consists of four small 
cylinders of polyethylene (CH2) and one of carbon (C) surrounded by a system of 
scintillators as shown in Fig. 4.8. The disk-shaped Si A, SIB, and SO together function 
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plane # 
1 
2 
3 
4 
orientation 
V 
u 
V 
u 
thickness 
(pm) 
500 
500 
300 
300 
# of strips 
16 
16 
20 
20 
strip width 
(pm) 
200 
200 
100 
100 
z position 
(cm) 
-26.3 
-25.9 
-9.5 
-9.1 
Table 4.2: Parameters of each microstrip detector plane. 
SO S1A S2-1 S2-2 S2-3 S2-4 S2-5 
Figure 4.8: A cut view of the target system. 
to determine the beam. In addition, the SO scintillator provides the time reference 
signal ( " V ) for the entire experiment. The five disk-shaped S3 counters are used 
to measure the antiproton flux into each target cell and to provide a portion of the 
signals needed for the neutral trigger. The S2 scintillators are cylindrical barrels 
that surround each target cylinder and provide additional trigger signals. This entire 
system is centered on the nominal beam axis approximately 1.5 cm upstream of the 
MWPC (z = —1.5 cm). Each scintillator is connected to a phototube and the charge 
and time information of the phototube signal was recorded with an ADC and a TDC. 
This small system of target cells surrounded by scintillators allows the cell of 
interaction to be determined. This gives the coordinate of hyperon production with 
accuracy equal to the size of the target cell (2.5 mm). Five separate cells are used 
in order to increase the probability of an interaction without increasing the error 
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target cell 
p momentum (GeV/c) 
total cm. energy (GeV) 
1 
1.72750 
2.33448 
2 
1.72661 
2.33417 
3 
1.72598 
2.33394 
4 
1.72530 
2.33370 
5 
1.72465 
2.33347 
Table 4.3: Momentum and total c m . energy for each target cell with an incident 
antiproton momentum of 1.729 GeV/c as calculated with a Monte Carlo simulation. 
on the production point. A target cell of pure carbon is installed to monitor the 
background from pp —> YY reactions occurring on carbon in the CH2 cells. The 
five cells also allow measurement of the reactions at five different, closely grouped, 
momentum points due to the energy loss of the incident antiproton as it traverses 
each cell of the target. The momentum loss per cm of target material is 4.26 MeV/c 
cm for carbon and 2.07 MeV/c cm for CH2, so the four CH2 target cells correspond 
to four momentum bins of width % 0.5 MeV/c spaced w 0.5 MeV/c apart. The 
actual momentum loss is slightly larger due to the additional materials present. The 
most likely momentum loss of the incident antiproton from the exit of the beam 
vacuum line to the first target cell is % 1.0 MeV/c due to material upstream of the 
target. The calculated central momentum and total cm. energy values at the center 
of each cell are listed in Table 4.3. The CH2 cells are separated by about 0.65 MeV/c 
momentum or 0.25 MeV total c m . energy. 
4.3.3 Multiwire Proportional Chamber 
The multiwire proportional chamber (MWPC) measures the coordinates of the 
charged A-decay products so that the kinematics of the event may be reconstructed. 
It is constructed with ten planes of 160 wires (the anodes) of diameter 10 pm and 
length 20.3 cm on a spacing of 1.27 mm. The wire planes are spaced 1 cm apart and 
separated by a 10 pm thick aluminum foil (the cathode). Five planes are oriented to 
measure the u coordinate and five to measure v, although, for the collection of this 
data set, one u and one v plane were inoperable. The parameters of each plane are 
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plane # 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
coordinate 
measured 
u 
V 
u 
V 
u 
V 
u 
V 
u 
V 
z position 
(cm) 
1.0 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
6.0 
7.0 
8.0 
9.0 
10.0 
active area 
(cm*) 
not functioning 
not functioning 
20.3 x 20.3 
20.3 x 20.3 
20.3 x 20.3 
20.3 x 20.3 
20.3 x 20.3 
20.3 x 20.3 
20.3 x 20.3 
20.3 x 20.3 
Table 4.4: Summary of parameters for each plane of the multiwire proportional 
chamber (MWPC). 
summarized in Table 4.4. The volume of the MWPC is filled with a gas mixture con-
sisting of 72% argon, 23.5% isobutane, 4% methylal, and 0.5% freon [27]. A 4.7 kV 
potential is maintained between the cathode and anode. 
The ionization electrons created by a passing charged particle drift toward the 
anode wire and the positive ions drift toward the cathode. Close to the anode wire 
the electric field becomes very large. This results in an avalanche effect which creates 
more electron-ion pairs thereby amplifying the original signal [90] and the liberated 
charge creates a signal on the wires. This system yields the charged particle coor-
dinates with accuracy on the order of the wire spacing. The wires within a 5 mm 
diameter circle centered on the nominal beam axis are electroplated to avoid amplifi-
cation of the ionization charge due to the primary beam. The signal from each wire, 
if larger than a preset threshold, is read with the PCOS II system manufactured 
by LeCroy Research Systems. This system groups adjacent hits in each wire plane 
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cw 
pw 
x,y 
e 40 , 
Figure 4.9: A diagram of the wire arrangement in a drift chamber cell showing the 
locations of the sense wires (SW), potential wires (PW), and cathode wires (CW). All 
dimensions are in mm. One DC cell spans the distance between adjacent potential 
wires (40 mm). The cathode and potential wires have radii of 40 pm and the sense 
wires have a radius 10 pm. 
into clusters and stores and holds the central wire address and cluster size for later 
readout. 
4.3.4 Drift Chamber 
The drift chamber (DC) also measures the coordinates of the charged A-decay prod-
ucts to enable the kinematic reconstruction of the event, it consists of 13 planes of 
drift cells with a drift cell wire arrangement as diagrammed in Fig. 4.9 [91]. There 
are 14 such cells in each plane with the exception of plane 1 which consists of six 
cells. Seven of the planes were oriented so as to measure the x coordinate and six 
to measure y. The parameters of each plane are summarized in Table 4.5. The vol-
ume of the chamber is filled with a 67.6% argon, 30% isobutane, 2.4% methylal gas 
mixture [27]. The potential wires are were held at —3.3 kV while the sense (anode) 
wires are held at +1.9 kV. The potential values on the cathode wires are graded so 
that the electric field is constant for almost the entire width of the cell. A plot of the 
calculated equipotential lines in a drift cell is shown in Fig. 4.10 [92]. 
When a charged particle crosses the cell, the ionization electrons drift toward 
pw 10 SW 
0.42 
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plane # 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
coordinate 
measured 
X 
X 
y 
y 
X 
X 
y 
y 
X 
X 
y 
X 
y 
z position 
(cm) 
12.0 
13.0 
14.7 
15.7 
17.4 
18.4 
20.1 
21.1 
22.8 
23.8 
25.5 
27.2 
28.8 
active area 
(cm=) 
24.0 x 24.0 
56.0 x 56.0 
56.0 x 56.0 
56.0 x 56.0 
56.0 x 56.0 
56.0 x 56.0 
56.0 x 56.0 
56.0 x 56.0 
56.0 x 56.0 
56.0 x 56.0 
56.0 x 56.0 
56.0 x 56.0 
56.0 x 56.0 
Table 4.5: Summary of detector parameters for each plane of the drift chamber (DC). 
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Figure 4.10: The calculated potential values in a drift cell. The orientation is the 
same as in Fig. 4.9. The contours are the equipotential lines with each corresponding 
to a potential change of 200 V. 
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the sense wires, are amplified, and create a signal on the wires as explained for the 
MWPC. However, unlike the MWPC, an additional piece of information is used to 
obtain a more accurate coordinate measurement. By measuring the drift time of 
the ionization charge, the drift distance and the coordinate of the particle track is 
determined. It is important that the electric field be constant so there is a linear 
relationship between drift time and drift distance. The accuracy of the DC is dictated 
by the statistics of ion production and the diffusion of the charge as it drifts. It is 
also a function of the angle of incidence of the particle track and the distance of the 
track from the sense wire. The error on the coordinate measurement ranges from 
% 150 p,m for tracks perpendicular to the DC plane to % 1 mm for tracks incident 
at 60°. The time of arrival of each signal above a preset threshold is recorded with 
a multihit TDC [93]. The multihit TDC allows more than one hit per wire to be 
recorded for an event which is necessary due to the large width of the cell. The sense 
wires are arranged in pairs to eliminate, albeit with a loss of efficiency, the left-right 
ambiguity problem that accompanies single sense wire drift chambers [94]. The sense 
wire nearest the nominal beam center is electroplated for 1 cm along its length to 
avoid detecting the ionization charge of the primary beam. 
4.3.5 Hodoscope 
The scintillation hodoscope provides information on the charge multiplicity of the 
event for use in the neutral trigger (described in Sec. 4.4. It also provides rough 
coordinate information; however, this was not exploited in the final analysis of this 
dataset. The hodoscope consists of two planes, one oriented to measure the x coor-
dinate and the other to measure y. Each plane contains 21 elements, the outer 20 
are 0.4 x 3.0 x 61.0 cm3 scintillator slabs. The element in the center of each plane 
consists of two scintillator pieces, 0.4 x 1.0 x 30.0 cm3 and separated in the center 
by 1.0 cm to allow a hole for the primary beam. A phototube is attached to both 
ends of each of the 42 scintillator elements and the charge and time information from 
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Figure 4.11: An isometric view of the hodoscope including the lightguides and pho-
totubes. Part of the x plane is cut away to reveal the y plane behind. 
plane # 
1 
2 
coordinate 
measured 
X 
y 
z position 
(cm) 
34.2 
34.7 
active area 
(cm=) 
61.0 x61.0 
61.0 x61.0 
Table 4.6: Summary of parameters for each plane of the hodoscope. 
the phototube is recorded using an ADC and a TDC. A diagram of the hodoscope 
is shown in Fig. 4.11 and a summary of the parameters of each plane is listed in 
Table 4.6. 
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plane # 
1 
2 
3 
coordinate 
measured 
X 
X 
X 
z position 
L_ (cm) 
39.9 
64.4 
88.9 
active area 
(cnf) 
64.0 x 70.0 
92.0 x 94.0 
116.0 x 116.0 
Table 4.7: Summary of parameters for each plane of the drift chamber in the magnetic 
solenoid (MACH). 
4.3.6 Baryon Identification Detector 
The baryon identification detector determines the charge of the A-decay products 
so that the A and A may be distinguished. It consists of a drift chamber (MACH) 
situated within a magnetic solenoid that maintains a 0.9 kG magnetic field along 
the y direction. Particles that pass through the solenoid are deflected in a direction 
normal to the magnetic field. The deflection is measured by tracking the particles 
with the MACH, which, together with the sign of the magnetic field, determines 
the particle charge. The solenoid consists of water-cooled aluminum coils wound 
inside an iron yoke. A current is maintained in the coils which establishes a fairly 
uniform field contained within the yoke. The coils are separated slightly around the 
midsection to allow the primary beam to pass unimpeded. A diagram of the solenoid 
is shown in Fig. 4.12. The MACH is of the same design as the DC described above, 
with three planes of 16, 23, and 29 drift chamber cells as diagrammed in Fig. 4.9. As 
in the DC, the central sense wire is electroplated near the beam center so as not to 
amplify the beam ionization. The time information of the signals above a threshold 
is recorded with a multihit TDC, also as in the DC. The parameters of each MACH 
plane are listed in Table 4.7. 
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Figure 4.12: An isometric view of the magnetic solenoid. 
4.3.7 Calorimeter and Veto Scintillators 
A segmented calorimeter and system of veto scintillators were added to the PS 185 
apparatus in preparation for this run to enable the detection of E°-decay photons from 
the pp —> E°A + c.c. reactions. The calorimeter consists of an array of 240 modules 
20 cm long constructed of 1 mm-diameter scintillating plastic fibers embedded in a 
lead/antimony material [95]. The modules were machined into trapezoidal shapes 
so that they fit together closely forming several rings of modules. The fibers in 
each module point toward a region « 60 cm downstream of the target. With this 
geometry, incident particles intersect the calorimeter at a slight angle that remains 
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fairly constant across the face of the calorimeter. 
When a photon enters the calorimeter, an electromagnetic shower develops rapidly 
due to the density and high-Z of the lead. The charged particles of the shower create 
light in the scintillating fibers in proportion to the product of their number and 
track length which is proportional to the energy of the incident photon. The energy 
resolution for the device as employed in this experiment is given by a/E % 8%/\ZJ5 
with E in GeV yielding a/E % 25% for a 100 MeV photon. The position resolution, 
determined by the energy sharing of the shower between modules is approximately 
0.5 cm [95]. A light guide is attached to the back of each module to channel the light 
from the fibers to a phototube. The phototube signals are recorded with an ADC. A 
drawing of the device is shown in Fig. 4.13. 
The scintillator system consists of 48 pie-shaped scintillators arranged to match 
the <j> divisions of the calorimeter to enable a veto on the calorimeter signals due 
to charged-particles. Each scintillator is attached to a phototube and each signal is 
recorded with an ADC. This calorimeter/scintillator system is a subset of the final 
device which was later used for the JETSET experiment at LEAR [96]. 
4.4 The Trigger, Scalers, and Data Acquisition 
During the running of the experiment, the incident antiprotons strike the target at a 
rate of approximately 500 kHz. It is not possible (or desirable) to record the signal 
for every event. The function of the trigger is to provide a selection criterion to select 
the subset of events to record. The trigger is generated when the pattern of detector 
signals matches the desired pattern. The principal trigger of the PS185 experiment 
is the neutral trigger, which selects for pp —> YY events. Several other triggers are 
used in addition to select events for diagnostic and calibration purposes. 
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Figure 4.13: An isometric drawing of the lead/scintillating-fiber calorimeter as em-
ployed in the PS185 experiment. There are five rings of 48 individual modules. The 
light guides and phototubes are not shown. 
4.4.1 The Neutral Trigger 
The neutral trigger is designed to select, from the many possible, pp —• AA and 
pp —* E°A + c.c. events. As seen by the detector, these events may be described 
as an antiproton into the target in coincidence with zero charged particles exiting 
and the detection of the charged A-decay products downstream. Thus, the event 
pattern desired is "charged—meutral-^charged". The target scintillator information 
is used to form the "charged—^neutral" portion and to determine in which target cell 
the interaction occurred. The scintillator hodoscope information is used to form the 
"—•charged" portion. 
For the target portion of the neutral trigger, the signal from each of the target 
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Neutral 
Cell # 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
S2 hit pattern 
1 2 3 4 5 
- 0 0 0 0 
- - 0 0 0 
- - - 0 0 
- - - - 0 
_ _ _ _ _ 
S3 hit pattern 
1 2 3 4 5 
- 0 0 0 0 
+ - 0 0 0 
0 + - 0 0 
0 0 + - 0 
0 0 0 + -
+ = hit, — = not hit, 0 = not considered 
Table 4.8: Required hit pattern of each S2 and S3 target counters for the neutral 
target condition of the neutral trigger. 
phototubes is passed to a discriminator which produces a logic signal if the analog 
signal is larger than a preset threshold level and the target component is considered 
to be "hit". These logic signals are routed to coincidence units where the neutral cell 
decision is made. 
First it is required that the SO, S1A, and SIB are all hit. This is called the "pbar" 
requirement. Next, the selection for exclusively neutral production is made. This 
is accomplished by requiring a target scintillator pattern that is consistent with an 
antiproton entering one of the target cells with no charged particles exiting that cell. 
For a particular target cell pattern, the S3 immediately upstream is hit while the S3 
immediately downstream and the surrounding S2 are not. These logical patterns for 
each target cell are listed in Table 4.8. If one of these patterns is satisfied and the 
pbar condition is fulfilled, the neutral target condition is satisfied and the target cell 
of the interaction (the "neutral cell") is assigned. 
The "—•charged" part of the neutral trigger is formed by requiring that the ho-
doscope have at least one hit element in the x plane and one hit element in the y 
plane. If both the hodoscope and neutral target conditions are fulfilled for an event. 
a neutral trigger is generated. The average rate of the neutral trigger during this 
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experimental run was 140 Hz. 
4.4.2 Calibration and Diagnostic Triggers 
For diagnostic and calibration purposes several other triggers are used, either in 
parallel with the neutral trigger or in separate runs, to accept events of other types. 
For calibration of the calorimeter and to observe other neutral reactions such as 
pp —> Tin and pp —• n(w°), the 'V0" trigger is implemented. It is formed with the 
requirements that the neutral target condition is fulfilled and that no element of the 
hodoscope has a hit. This trigger was used for the 1.729 GeV/c data to accept events 
in parallel with the neutral trigger. The rate was lowered by prescaling one of the 
input signals to be approximately 4% that of the neutral trigger. 
For diagnostic purposes, a minimum-bias, "beam" trigger is used. It consists of 
simply the pbar condition. The pbar signal was prescaled so that the beam trigger 
rate was approximately 2% that of the neutral trigger rate. 
An "elastic" trigger is used to select pp —• pp events for drift chamber calibration 
and general diagnostic purposes. It is formed with the pbar condition combined with 
the requirement that there is exactly one hit in each hodoscope plane. The near-
beam region of the hodoscope is used as a veto in order to select only larger-angle 
elastic events. For this data set, this trigger was used alone in several runs per day 
to collect tapes of pure "elastic" events with which to calibrate and/or examine the 
tracking chambers. 
4.4.3 Scalers 
In addition to the charge and time information, it is also desirable to count the 
number of signals from the detectors. The discriminated signals from many of the 
detectors and logical combinations thereof are routed to scalers. The scalers count the 
number of signals independent of the event trigger. The information is for diagnostic 
purposes to obtain the correct normalization for the cross section calculations. The 
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Beam 
Cell# 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
S2 hit pattern 
1 2 3 4 
- 0 0 0 
- - 0 0 
- - - 0 
— — — — 
+ = hit, — = not hit, 
i 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
S3 hit pattern 
1 2 3 4 5 
0 0 0 0 0 
+ 0 0 0 0 
+ + 0 0 0 
+ + + 0 0 
+ + + + 0 
0 = not considered 
Table 4.9: Required hit pattern of each S2 and S3 target counters for each beam cell 
condition. 
most important count is the number of antiprotons incident on each target cell. 
For this purpose, the output of the "beam cell" definitions shown in Table 4.9 are 
routed to scalers. These definitions are the same as the corresponding neutral cell 
definitions except that the downstream S3 veto requirement is removed. Using these 
scaler values to calculate the cross section for each target cell ensures that the flux 
of antiprotons on each target cell is correctly counted. 
4.4.4 Data Acquisition 
The data acquisition system for the PS 185 experiment for the collection of the 1.729 
GeV/c data consisted of CAM AC and FASTBUS systems, a MBD-11 special interface 
computer, and a Micro VAX II computer. The FASTBUS system contained the TDC's 
and ADC's for the microstrips, DC, MACH, calorimeter, and veto scintillators. The 
CAMAC system contained the ADC's and TDC's for the target and hodoscope, 
the PCOS II MWPC readout module, and the scalers. It also contained a dual-port 
memory module to gather the FASTBUS data [93]. The Micro VAX II, manufactured 
by Digital Equipment Corporation, was used to run diagnostic and experimental-
control programs and to write the data to tape via two 6250 bpi 9-track tape drives. 
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The MBD-11 (Microprogrammed Branch Driver), manufactured by Bi Ra Systems 
Inc., was used to read out the data from the CAM AC system and to transfer it to 
the Micro VAX memory. 
When an event trigger is generated and the MBD is not busy processing a previous 
event, a signal is generated that gates the ADC's, provides the time reference signal 
for the TDC's, instructs the MWPC readout system to latch and gather the wire 
information, and sets an interrupt for the MBD. At this prompt, the MBD reads the 
data held in the various modules and stores it in a data buffer in shared memory 
in the Micro VAX [97]. This process is repeated until the data buffer is filled. The 
Micro VAX writes this buffer to tape while the MBD resumes filling the next buffer. 
The values from the scaler modules are read every 5 seconds and the totals written 
to tape in a separate buffer once a minute. 
While the data acquisition was running, the data stored in the shared memory 
buffer was simultaneously used by various running on the MicroVAX programs to 
create histograms, make event plots, calculate detector efficiencies, and other tasks 
to monitor that the detector was functioning properly. 
The data set analyzed for this work at an antiproton extracted momentum of 
1.729 GeV/c was collected over a 60 hour run period in November of 1989. In this 
time, 5.5 Gbytes of data from 1.1 x 107 neutral triggers were written to approximately 
50 tapes. 
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Chapter 5 
Data Analysis 
After the beam is turned off and the detector information is recorded on tape, this 
data must be read and interpreted. Thus begins the process of analysis. The data 
must be transformed from the binary information stored on tape into the physics 
observables that provide insight into the pp —» YY reaction. This procedure, from 
decoding the data to calculation of the cross sections, is described in this chapter. 
The description of the extraction of the spin observables, the hyperon polarizations 
and spin correlations, due to its complexity and length is given an entire chapter 
which immediately follows. 
5.1 Overview 
The experimental data written to tape contains more than pp —» AA and pp —» E°A + 
c.c. events. No trigger is perfect and other event types often satisfy the PS185 neutral 
trigger and are written to tape along with the events of interest. The task of the data 
analysis is to reconstruct the events on tape and apply numerous cuts to eliminate 
the uninteresting events and gather the pp —• AA and pp —» E°A + c.c. events. After 
the events are selected, the detector acceptance must be calculated to determine 
the number of events corrected for losses. Then, the integrated luminosity of the 
experiment must be calculated. With these ingredients, the total and differential 
cross sections may be extracted. 
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The term "hit" is often used in experimental nuclear and particle physics. In 
Chapter 4 it was used to specify a piece of information associated to a detector that 
consists of ADC, TDC, and/or wire number information. In this chapter it is used 
to mean a piece of information consisting of spatial coordinates, energy, and/or time 
information. Not all experimental hits are considered hits in the analysis. Selection 
criteria are applied to eliminate the experimental hits that are undesirable for some 
reason in the analysis procedure. 
A detector coordinate system is needed to reconstruct the particle trajectories 
for each event. The two systems used in the analysis are the same as those used in 
the description on the experimental apparatus and are illustrated in Fig 4.7. Both 
are defined with origins coincident with the front foil of the multiwire proportional 
chamber. The uvz system which is rotated by 45° is used primarily to describe 
tracks in this chamber, which are eventually rotated into the xyz system. The hits 
and tracks are all described using these systems. 
5.2 Target and Microstrip Analysis 
The purpose of the target scintillator array is, in addition to providing the signals 
to form the neutral trigger, to determine in which cell the pp —> YY interaction 
occurred which yields the interaction point to within the size of the target cell. 
The measurement of the interaction point allows a better determination of the final 
AA kinematics through a more precise knowledge of the production angles. The 
silicon microstrips provide the information to determine the direction of the incident 
antiproton which further constrains the and interaction point and yields a more 
precise measurement of the kinematics of the initial pp kinematics. 
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5.2.1 Target Analysis 
As explained in Chapter 4, the target cell of the interaction for the neutral trigger 
is assigned by combining the logic signals of the target components as shown in 
Table 4.8. This "neutral cell" as assigned in the experiment is recorded on tape and 
is called the "hardware cell". In addition to this information, the ADC and TDC 
values of the target components are also recorded. This information was used in the 
analysis to double-check and to refine, if necessary, the neutral cell as assigned using 
the hardware pattern. 
The distributions of ADC and TDC values for the S2-3 and S3-3 target counters 
from elastic trigger events are shown in Fig. 5.1. The S2-3 is the scintillator barrel 
surrounding and S3-3 is the scintillator disk immediately downstream from the third 
target cell (see Fig. 4.8). The distributions from the other S2 and S3 counters are 
similar. Elastic trigger events were used because the S2 and S3 target counters are 
not used in the elastic trigger and so the resulting distributions are only slightly 
biased by the trigger. The window for the ADC values was set to eliminate noise 
hits and the window for the TDC values was set to contain the true peak as shown 
in the figure. The windows for the other counters were set in an analogous fashion. 
With the ADC and TDC hits defined to be within these windows, the neutral 
cell for each event was determined based on the hit pattern from the target counters. 
These possible hit patterns with the assigned neutral cell are listed in Table 5.1. Note 
that the these patterns are slightly more strict than those used to form the hardware 
cell. In these hit patterns, all of the S3 counters upstream from the target cell must 
have a hit to satisfy the neutral cell assignment. The neutral cell resulting from the 
hits formed from the TDC information is called the "TDC cell"and that from the 
ADC information, the "ADC cell". 
The hardware, TDC, and ADC cells were compared and the ambiguities were 
resolved by setting the neutral cell according to the pattern where two of the three 
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Neutral 
Cell # 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
S2 hit pattern 
1 2 3 4 5 
- 0 0 0 0 
- - 0 0 0 
- - - 0 0 
- - - - 0 
S3 hit pattern 
1 2 3 4 5 
- 0 0 0 0 
+ - 0 0 0 
+ + - 0 0 
+ + + - 0 
+ + + + -
+ = hit, — = not hit, O ~ not considered 
Table 5.1: Required hit pattern of each S2 and S3 target counter for each neutral 
cell assignment. 
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of the (a) S2-3 ADC, (b) S3-3 ADC, (c) S2-3 TDC, and (d) 
S3-3 TDC for elastic trigger events. The shaded area indicates the windows set for 
these counters. Note the logarithmic scale. 
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methods agreed. This was sufficient to set the neutral cell in all but 1-2% of the neu-
tral trigger events. These events may be explained by the slight differences between 
thresholds and timing windows used in the experiment versus those set by the ADC 
and TDC windows used in the analysis. They may also be due to an "accidental" 
antiproton passing through the target closely in time as is fairly probable with the 
occasional 1-2 MHz beam rates that occurred during the running of the experiment. 
These events were rejected from the analysis and accounted for in the calculation of 
the cross section. 
The neutral cell assignment sets the z position of the interaction to within the 
length of the target cell. The positions of the target cells are known through the 
detector survey. The z positions were more precisely determined from the density 
of reconstructed vertices in elastic trigger data in the target region. The x and y 
position of the interaction is also determined by the neutral cell assignment to within 
the dimensions of the target cell. But, it may be more precisely determined by using 
the antiproton track as reconstructed with the silicon microstrip detectors. This is 
described in the next section. 
5.2.2 Microstrip Analysis 
To determine the beam (antiproton) track for each event, the microstrip ADC values 
were used. If the ADC value of an individual microstrip channel was above a certain 
cut value then that strip was considered to be hit. The ADC distributions for a 
typical channel in each of the four microstrip planes and the positions of the ADC 
cut are shown in Fig. 5.2. This cut was set to be above the level of the noise. 
The hits were grouped into clusters, where a cluster is defined as a group of 
contiguous hits in a plane. If there was exactly one cluster of hits in each microstrip 
plane for an event then the coordinates (in the u or v system) of each cluster are 
used to form the beam track for that event. The coordinates of each microstrip plane 
are known through the detector survey and were more precisely determined using a 
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Figure 5.2: Microstrip ADC distributions from a typical channel in each of the four 
planes. The shaded area indicates the values passing the ADC cut. 
calibration procedure that correlates the tracks from in the wire chambers with the 
hits in the microstrips. The errors on the coordinate measurement were set to be 
equal to the width of an individual strip in the plane (200 /xm for planes 1 and 2 and 
100 pm for planes 3 and 4). For ease of calculation and integration into the kinematic 
fit, the beam track was parameterized using x,y slopes and intercepts. The ( 4 x 4 ) 
error matrix for these parameters was calculated by propagating the coordinate errors 
to the slope and intercept values. The microstrip hit coordinates from a typical run 
are shown in Fig. 5.3 and the resulting beam x and y slopes are shown in Fig. 5.4. 
For this data set, the cut on exactly one cluster per plane allowed a beam track 
measurement for only approximately 40% of the events. This relatively low number 
was due mainly to the low gain of the channels in microstrip plane 3 as can be seen 
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Figure 5.4: Microstrip beam vector measurements: (a) x slope and (b) y slope. The 
large number of counts in the center channel of each distribution is due to the events 
that did not allow a beam vector measurement and the average slope values were 
used. 
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in Fig 5.2. If a good beam track measurement was unavailable for an event, the 
average beam track and error matrix was used. Even with only the average beam 
track, there was a considerable improvement in constraining the kinematics of an 
event over a situation with no microstrips. The average beam track was monitored 
for the different runs of this data set and if the parameters changed, due to beam 
steering or focusing, a new set of beam track parameters was calculated and used for 
the average beam track for subsequent runs. 
5.3 Hodoscope Analysis 
The ADC and TDC values for the hodoscope were decoded and associated to a ho-
doscope element number. Only those elements with signals above a preset threshold 
were written to tape. If data for a hodoscope element were written to tape, this 
element was considered as hit in the analysis — no ADC or TDC cuts were applied. 
Each hit was assigned an xz or yz coordinate pair which is known for each hodoscope 
element through the detector survey and via a calibration procedure that correlates 
tracks from the wire chambers with the hodoscope hits. 
In the final version of the analysis, the hodoscope was used only for a cut on 
number of elements hit per event. It was required that there were more than 2 and 
less than 20 hits in both the x and y planes of the hodoscope. It was determined 
that essentially all pp —> AA and pp —• S°A + c.c. events that pass the cuts of the 
later stages of the analysis fulfill this requirement. Thus, this hodoscope cut could 
be applied which efficiently removes a large fraction of undesired events. 
It is possible to use the hodoscope hits for additional particle-track coordinates to 
reduce ambiguous combinations or to use the ADC information to determine particle 
energy loss through the scintillator. But this was deemed not necessary for this 
analysis and is left for future work. 
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5.4 Calorimeter and Veto Scintillator Analysis 
The information from the calorimeter and veto scintillators was used to find potential 
E°-decay photon candidates in the data and to analyze a neutral reference reaction for 
the target normalization correction (see Sec. 5.13.3). Although, in the final analysis, 
it was determined that the E°-decay photon information was of limited utility for 
this data set due to the low acceptance of the calorimeter. However, the procedures 
were developed and implemented and are described in this section. 
The ADC and TDC information from the veto scintillators was decoded. For each 
scintillator, if the ADC value was above the level of the noise and the TDC value was 
within the true peak, a hit was formed. The ADC information from the calorimeter 
was decoded and a hit formed with the respective calorimeter module position and 
an energy value. The locations of the individual scintillator wedges and calorimeter 
modules are known through the detector survey and determined more precisely by 
correlating hits in the detectors with tracks from the chamber stack. 
The calorimeter ADC-value to energy calibration was determined in the following 
way. As a first step, elastic trigger events were used and cuts applied to select 
events where a particle passes through the calorimeter without interacting. Events 
of this type create a calorimeter ADC distribution with a fairly sharp peak. The 
energy lost by a minimum ionizing particle in the scintillator of the calorimeter was 
calculated and a first approximation for the ADC to energy calibration constant for 
each calorimeter module was determined. 
In the next step, elastic trigger events were used and cuts applied to obtain a 
sample of events that contained one or more ir° mesons1. The 7r°'s decay into two 
photons which, for a fraction of the events, are detected in the calorimeter. With 
these events, the hits in the calorimeter were used to form clusters, where a cluster is 
i Events taken with the elastic trigger contain a reasonable number of 7r°'s due to the presence 
of pp -* 7T° + X reactions that satisfy the trigger. 
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a group of neighboring calorimeter modules that contain some energy. The energies of 
the modules were summed to form the cluster energy and the energy-weighted average 
cluster position calculated. A cluster was considered a neutral cluster candidate if 
there were no hit scintillator wedges within an azimuthal angle of 7.5° of the cluster 
center. With the hypothesis that each cluster was due to a 7r°-decay photon, the 
invariant mass of the possible photon pairs was formed. 
The invariant mass of a photon pair is given by 
M27 = yj2EtE2(l-cos9) (5.1) 
where E\ and E2 are the energies of two photons and 9 is angle between the two 
photon lab momentum vectors. An invariant mass distribution was formed for each 
calorimeter module, with events added if the calorimeter module was a member of a 
cluster for that event. Using these distributions, the offset of the invariant mass peak 
from the ir° mass was used to adjust the calibration constants. The new calibration 
constants were then used to form another set of distributions and the second iteration 
constants were extracted. This process was repeated until the peaks in the invariant 
mass distributions converged on the 7r° mass. 
In practice, the number of events was not sufficient to adjust the constants for 
each individual module, so each calorimeter ring was adjusted together. The final 
two photon invariant mass distributions for all rings together and for each ring in-
dividually are shown in Fig 5.5. The invariant mass for a cluster pair was accepted 
if the energies of both clusters were greater than 0.3 GeV, the angle between them 
was greater than 25°, and the center of the either cluster was not within 5 cm of the 
inner or outer edge of the calorimeter. An invariant mass combination was used for 
the individual ring spectra if that ring contained 30% or more of the total energy of 
both clusters. 
Candidate S°-decay photons were selected in the neutral trigger sample by re-
quiring a cluster to be a neutral candidate (as described above) and that the energy 
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Figure 5.5: Calorimeter 2-7 invariant mass distributions from neutral cluster candi-
dates for (a) all calorimeter rings and (b)-(f) rings 4-8. The curves are the result of 
fitting the distributions to a Gaussian plus a constant over the range 0.8-1.8 GeV/c . 
All fits resulted with the Gaussian mean within 1% of the n° mass. 
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of the cluster be within the range 0.08-0.2 GeV. The energy range of E"-decay pho-
tons within the solid angle covered by the calorimeter is kinematically constrained to 
0.12-0.17 GeV. If desired, the clusters passing these cuts with energy and position as 
determined by the calorimeter may be used in the kinematic fit along with the rest of 
the event information. The error on the x and y position of the cluster was estimated 
to be 0.5 cm and the error on the energy parameterized by a/E = 8%JE(GeV). It 
was assumed that the x, y, and energy errors are independent. 
5.5 Tracking Coordinates 
Accurate tracking of the A-decay products is the paramount task in the analysis of the 
PS185 data. If it is not done correctly the reconstruction efficiency and precision suf-
fers tremendously. To obtain accurate tracks, the coordinates of the charged particles 
as measured by the tracking chambers must be carefully and correctly determined. 
5.5.1 Multiwire Proportional Chamber Coordinates 
The information recorded from the multiwire proportional chamber (MWPC) consists 
of, for each cluster of wires in a plane, a data word containing a central wire address 
and cluster size. For each data word, the cental wire address is mapped to either a 
u or v coordinate (depending upon the plane). This coordinate, the z coordinate of 
the plane, and the cluster size are stored as a MWPC hit. If the cluster size is an 
odd number, the coordinate of the central wire is used; if it is even, the coordinate 
halfway between the two central wires is used. The situation for two typical tracks 
is illustrated in Fig. 5.6. 
The MWPC is a digital detector; that is, if a wire is hit, the exact position of 
the particle track at the z of the wire plane is uncertain by an amount equal to the 
wire spacing. The error usually assigned for digital detectors is a — d/y/12 where 
d is the width of the detector elements, which is the square root of the variance of 
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Figure 5.6: An illustration of MPWC wires hit and the coordinate assigned for two 
typical tracks. The crosses indicate the wires hit and the circles indicate the assigned 
coordinates. 
a top-hat function [98]. With the exception of a slight complication, discussed in in 
Sec. 5.6.1, this error assignment was used for this analysis with d set to the MWPC 
wire spacing, 0.127 cm. 
The experimental coordinate system is defined as fixed to the MWPC with each 
sense wire plane spaced exactly 1.0 cm apart and perpendicular to the z axis. The 
front mylar sheet of the MWPC contains the origin. These assumptions are reason-
able considering the precision of the wire spacing of the MWPC. The positions of the 
other detectors and the beam direction are determined using this coordinate system. 
5.5.2 Drift Chamber Coordinates 
The information recorded from the drift chamber (DC) consists of a data word con-
taining the wire address and a drift time for each wire signal detected. For each data 
word, the drift distance is calculated from the drift time using a time to distance 
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calibration function. A coordinate is calculated from this drift distance and the po-
sition of the wire and is stored, together with the z position of the plane, as a DC 
hit. 
To achieve accurate coordinates, it is important that the position of each wire is 
precisely known. These positions are known to a few millimeters through the detector 
construction and survey. However, to reach the tracking precision of % 100-200 pm 
that the DC is capable of, a calibration procedure is necessary. The time to distance 
calibration function must also be determined accurately. A simple function based on 
the geometry of the ionization drift paths may be used but this is not adequate for 
the desired precision. To accurately determine the time to distance function and the 
wire positions, a calibration procedure using particle tracks was used. This procedure 
is described, in detail, in Appendix A. The resulting time to distance function, DC 
positions, and resolution function, allow the DC coordinates with associated errors 
to be determined. 
5.6 Tracking 
The multiwire proportional chamber and drift chamber measure track coordinates in 
in two dimensions. The goal of tracking procedure is to form the particle direction 
vectors in three dimensions (3D) from the information provided by these detectors. 
The first step is to recognize and form potential tracks in each of the four two dimen-
sional (2D) projections. Then, valid combinations of these 2D tracks are combined 
to form 3D tracks which give the particle direction vectors. 
5.6.1 Two Dimensional Tracking 
The tracking chambers provide uz,vz,xz, or yz coordinate pairs. The task of the 2D 
tracking is to recognize all plausible tracks that can be formed from the hits in each 
of these four orientations. Since the magnetic field in these detectors is negligible 
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and in the limit that the multiple scattering is small, the process reduces to finding 
and fitting hits that form straight lines. To find these lines, the "road-building" 
technique [99] is used. 
The search for 2D tracks proceeds independently through each of the four chamber 
projections. The hits from each projection are first sorted according to the plane 
number or z and by measured coordinate (u, v, x or y). The road-building algorithm 
begins with choosing two points, the "pivot points", in the planes at opposite ends 
of the chamber in z, the "pivot planes". A "road" of a certain width is formed that 
connects the two pivot points. The planes between the pivot planes, the "support 
planes" are searched for hits that lie on the road. If a hit is found that lies on the 
road, it is added to the candidate track. After all support planes have been searched 
the candidate track is considered final if at least one hit on one support plane has 
been found (at least three hits are needed for a track) and the number of support 
planes without hits on the track is below a certain tolerance. The hits of the resulting 
final track are removed from the list of available hits and are fit to a straight line. 
The resulting track fit parameters (slope and intercept) are stored. 
After all hits on the pivot planes are used as pivot points and the support planes 
are searched, the pivot planes are moved in and the previous support plane becomes 
a pivot plane and the road building algorithm is repeated. The pivot planes are 
systematically moved in (together in z) until all possible combinations of pivot planes 
are exhausted. In this way, all possible combinations of hits are checked as track 
candidates. 
For this analysis, it was determined that the track road tolerance was best set to 
4cr where a is the error of the candidate hit on the support plane. That is, if the 
hit is within 4a on either side of the center of the road, it is added to the candidate 
track. Thus, the road is of variable width, set by the error on the hit being checked. 
By scaling the 2D track tolerance to the error, the uncertainty of the hits is treated 
correctly. The factor of 4 is wide enough to account for the error on the line between 
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the pivot hits due to the error on the pivot hits, yet not too wide to allow many 
noise hits or to "steal" hits from other tracks. The maximum number of support 
planes with missing hits for a track was set to 2 planes for the DC and 1 plane for 
the MWPC. This was determined for the DC by considering the efficiency. If each 
plane is more than 90% efficient, there is a less than 0.1% chance of having a track 
with no hits in three planes between planes with hits. For the MWPC this value 
was, in practice, not important since there were only four functioning planes for each 
projection. This allowed for some degree of inefficiency in the tracking chambers yet 
did not allow many tracks due to noise hits. 
Only tracks up to 60° were considered in the 2D track finding. From the work on 
the DC calibration (Appendix A), it was evident that the DC time to distance was 
adequate only for tracks below this angle. Also, the planar geometry of the chambers 
yields a low efficiency for tracks with angles larger than 60°. The efficiency is also 
hard to determine for large angle tracks. So, it was decided to put a firm cut at 60° 
where the efficiency is easily determined. 
As is common with any implementation of tracking, there are several details of 
the algorithm that are specific to these particular detectors. 
For DC tracks: 
• Since the time to distance function depends on angle, the coordinate (x or y) 
and error must be calculated for each hit using the angle of the candidate track. 
This requires that the coordinates of the hit be calculated multiple times, once 
for each time the hit is considered for a candidate track and once again when 
(and if) the final track is fit to a line. 
• Large angle tracks through a drift cell often cause multiple hits due to the large 
spread in the time of arrival of the charge at the sense wire. To account for 
this, as each candidate track is formed, clusters of hits that are likely due to 
a single track are put together as one hit and the coordinate calculated from 
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the hit with the earliest time. These hits that are clustered are then removed 
from the list of available hits. This eliminates the problem of the formation of 
multiple tracks from the clusters of hits that are due to one large-angle track. 
For MWPC tracks: 
• The MWPC provides hits in the form of wire clusters. Sometimes, due to 
inefficiencies of the chamber, one track may cause more than one cluster of hits 
in one plane of the MWPC. This becomes more likely with large-angle tracks 
due to the decrease in track path length in a single wire cell. This is corrected 
by looking for "broken" clusters in each plane as each candidate track is formed. 
If two clusters are found in one plane that are likely due to a single track, then 
the broken cluster is repaired and a new coordinate calculated. As in the DC, 
this serves to eliminate extra spurious large angle tracks. 
These methods to eliminate extra hits and the feature of the algorithm that 
removes used hits from the available hit list may cause another problem. That is, 
assigning a hit to one track when it should belong to different track. This can happen 
when tracks overlap or, as is often the case with the A decay products, they originate 
from a point close to a tracking plane. To mitigate this problem, an additional feature 
was added to the track finding algorithm. After all possible 20 tracks were found. 
the hits that were assigned to a track were searched again to check the hypothesis 
that they may also belong on another track. If they are on another track, to within 
tolerances, they are added to this track and the track is refit. They are not removed 
from the original track; they are "shared" by the two tracks. It is the case that sharing 
hits does not eliminate the problem of tracks that are completely missed when hits 
are assigned to another track and made unavailable. But it has been determined 
that few tracks are missed due to this problem and it is outweighed by the gain in 
reducing the number of spurious tracks formed if all hits can be on multiple tracks. 
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Figure 5.7: The results of the 2D tracking for a 2-V event. The crosses are the 
chamber hits; those encircled were determined to be on a track. 
The tracking algorithm was thoroughly checked by examination of hundreds of 
event display pictures that show the hits and the tracks formed from these hits. An 
example is shown in Fig. 5.7. The least-squares sum and stretch function distributions 
for tracks were also checked thoroughly. 
The least-squares sum (often called, imprecisely, the chi-square) is defined for 
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each track as [98] 
X2 = j ^ fXi-Rl ~ x ' .me_V (5.2) 
where n is the number of hits on the track. Here, for the ith hit, x,-(fit is the track-fit 
predicted coordinate, £j,meas is the measured coordinate, and <r,- is the error assigned 
to the hit. If the errors are assigned correctly and there are no extra hits due to 
noise or other tracks, this quantity should be distributed as the familiar chi-square 
distribution. This distribution has mean and variance equal to the number of degrees 
of freedom v and a maximum at v — 2. For a 2D track fit to a straight line, v is equal 
t o n - 2 . 
The hit stretch function is defined for the i-th hit on a track as [98] 
_ Z.'.Rt - %,,me_ /_ o\ 
where a\ is the error on z,,Rt and the other quantities are the same as for the least-
squares sum. This quantity, again with correct errors and no noise hits, should be 
distributed as a Gaussian with zero mean and unit variance. 
The least-squares sum and stretch function distributions were checked as a func-
tion of chamber plane, individual wire cells, track angle, number of hits on a track, 
tracks with and without hit clusters, and (for the DC) hit drift time. A subset of 
these distributions from neutral trigger events is shown in Fig. 5.8. As can be seen 
in this figure the least-squares sum and stretch functions follow the expected distri-
butions well. There is a slight excess of large X2 and z,- tracks which is due to some 
erroneous tracks or extra uncorrelated hits on good track. This is not unexpected 
with neutral triggers due to the large number of hits in a typical event. The MWPC 
distributions exhibit a jaggedness which is due the the digital nature of this detector. 
The final values of the errors on hits from the DC and MWPC were adjusted 
by examining these distributions for different track angles. For the DC, the errors 
obtained from the DC calibration procedure and shown in Fig. A.5 were used as 
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Figure 5.8: Least-squares sum distributions for (a) DC 6-hit tracks and (b) MWPC 
4-hit tracks. Stretch function distributions for all (c) DC and (c) MWPC tracks. 
The curves in (a) and (b) are chi-square distributions with four and two degrees of 
freedom respectively. The curves in (c) and (d) are Gaussians of mean zero and unit 
variance. The curves are for comparison only; they are not fits to the data. 
a starting point. These errors were then scaled for each angular range such that 
the stretch function distributions were of unit width. This required a scale factor 
somewhat less than one for the lower angular ranges. This is reasonable considering 
that the distributions fit to obtain these errors included the error on the fit track. 
By considering the stretch function distributions, this error on the track is properly 
taken into account. For the MWPC, as mentioned in Sec. 5.5.1 an error of d/\[X2 
was used, where d is the width of a MWPC cell, along with an extra term. This 
additional term added a factor of (nexPected — nmeasuredK/\/l2 to the error if the 
measured hit cluster size nmcaSured was smaller than that expected ncxpected. The 
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expected hit cluster size was calculated from the track angle and the geometry of 
the MWPC wire planes. This accounted for the extra uncertainty on a hit if it had 
missing wires in the cluster. This assignment resulted in reasonable least-squares 
sum and stretch function distributions. This choice of errors was used for the plots 
shown in Fig. 5.8. 
5.6.2 Three Dimensional Tracking 
The 3D tracking involves combining the 2D tracks to form 3D tracks. The relative 
45° rotation between the xyz system of the DC and the uvz system of the MWPC 
allows this to be done more efficiently. If both detectors were oriented with the same 
system, xyz for example, all xz 2D tracks would have to be combined with all yz 
tracks to form the possible 3D tracks. The two tracking orientations reduces this 
number considerably. 
For each combination of the uz and vz tracks, a 3D track is formed and rotated 
into the xyz system. This combination of 2D tracks projects into the xyz system as 
a 3D track described by 
x = —= \(au - av)z + (bu - bv)] (5.4) 
y = -/= [(«« + av)z + (bu + &„)], (5.5) 
where au, av are the u, v slopes and au, av are the u, v intercepts describing the 2D 
tracks in the uz and vz orientations. This 3D track is then parameterized by the 
slopes and the coordinates of the line at a point midway between the MWPC and 
the DC (z — 11 cm). Each xz track and each yz track is then compared to this 
line and, if both the slope and coordinate of the track are equal to within tolerances, 
the xz and/or yz tracks are added to the 3D track and a 3D track is found. In a 
similar fashion, each combination of xz and yz tracks is rotated into the uvz system 
and the combinations are formed. This procedure forms "4-match" 3D tracks (xyuv 
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combinations) and "3-match" tracks (xyu, xyv, xuv and yuv combinations). All 
combinations of xy and uv tracks that are not matched after all are checked are used 
to form "2-match" tracks (xy and uv combinations). 
The resulting combinations are then fit to a 3D line using the original coordinates 
and errors of the hits from each 2D track of the combination. The 3D line is param-
eterized with a 4-vector consisting of the x and y slopes and intercepts. The (4 x 4) 
covariance matrix of these parameters is also calculated using the errors assigned to 
the original hits. 
The slope and coordinate difference distributions for neutral trigger events for 
the each xz and uz 2D track comparison are shown in Fig. 5.9. The yz and vz 
distributions are similar. These differences quantities are normalized with the calcu-
lated error and should be distributed as a Gaussian of unit width. As can be seen in 
the figure, they are well described by this form. All combinations are checked and 
contribute to these distributions so there is a flat background due to uncorrected 
combinations. The tolerance to accept a 20 projection for the 3D track is set to 4<r 
for both the slope and coordinate normalized differences as shown in the figure. 
Figure 5.10 shows the least-squares sum distribution for the the 3D tracks ac-
cepted with 20 hits. This distribution should be described as a chi-square distribu-
tion with the number of degrees of freedom v = 20 — 4 = 16 and is shown on the plot 
for comparison. 
5.7 Vertex Recognition 
After the 3D tracks are formed, the next task is to find the pairs of 3D tracks that 
come from the same point in space and are likely due to the decay of the A into a 
proton and a pion, that is, to find the A and A vertices. 
This procedure begins with forming all possible combinations of two 3D tracks 
that have passed the previous cuts. For each combination, the distance of closest 
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Figure 5.9: Normalized slope difference distributions for (a) the xz projection and (b) 
the uz projection and the normalized coordinate difference distributions for (c) the 
xz projection and (d) the uz projection. The shaded areas indicate the combinations 
accepted with the Aa cut. 
approach (DCA), the point of closest approach (PCA) of the two tracks, and the 
plane of the vertex are calculated. Using the vertex plane, the distance from this 
plane to the target point (VTD) is calculated. The target point is set to be in the 
center of the assigned neutral cell. These quantities are illustrated in Fig. 5.11. Two 
3D tracks from the decay products of a A originate at a point and (in the absence of 
experimental errors) DCA is equal to zero. If the A is produced at the target point, 
momentum conservation for the decay implies that VTD is equal to zero. 
If the DCA and VTD quantities satisfy these conditions within certain tolerance 
values, the combination of two 3D tracks is considered to be a vertex candidate 
and the parameters of the vertex plane are stored. A 3D track can belong to more 
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Figure 5.10: Least-squares sum distribution for fit 3D tracks with 20 hits. The curve 
is a chi-square distribution with 16 degrees of freedom, shown for comparison. 
than one vertex combination and all combinations of 3D tracks are tested except the 
unphysical case where both 3D tracks consist of a common 2D track. 
The distribution of DCA, normalized by the calculated error on this quantity, 
and the distribution of VTD for all 3D track combinations from neutral events are 
shown in Fig. 5.12. The quantity VTD is very non-linear in the 3D track parameters 
resulting in a difficult error calculation; therefore the unnormalized quantity was 
used. The cut on normalized DCA was set at ±6.0 which corresponds to about 0.3 
cm. The VTD cut was set at ±1.5 cm. Both of these cuts are kept rather wide; at 
this stage only the obviously incorrect combinations were removed from the sample. 
Figure 5.13 shows the distribution of points of closest approach of the candidate 
vertices in the neutral event sample. Note the large density of vertices found along 
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Figure 5.11: An illustration showing the vertex quality parameters, DCA and VTD. 
The plane illustrated is that of the vertex containing the point of closest approach, 
PCA, which is halfway along the shortest line connecting the two 3D tracks. 
the beam (z) axis near the target location (z % —1.5 cm). To eliminate unsatisfactory 
candidate vertices, a cut was applied that kept those vertices with the vertex point 
(PCA) inside a "cone of acceptance", illustrated in Fig. 5.14. The minimum z of the 
cone was set to a value 1.0 cm downstream from the center of the assigned neutral 
target cell. This value was determined to be the minimum value possible to have a 
sufficient "lever-arm" with which to constrain the hyperon production angle. The 
value of the maximum z was not very critical to the analysis; it was set to the 
maximum value for which a vertex could be reconstructed in the chambers. The 
minimum radius of the cone was set to 0.5 cm and the cone half-angle, 25.4°, was 
determined by the maximum A lab angle at this momentum. 
With the candidate vertices and the hypothesis that the decaying particle was a 
A, the momentum vectors of the A and the decay proton and pion may be calcu-
lated. The momenta of the A hyperons for the reactions studied here are such that 
the proton always has a smaller decay angle than that of the pion. This allows the 
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Figure 5.12: Vertex recognition distributions: (a) distance of closest approach (DCA) 
normalized by the calculated error and (b) vertex plane-target point distance (VTD). 
The shaded area indicates those combinations accepted by the vertex quality cuts. 
unambiguous assignment of particle type to each leg of the vertex. Also, the kine-
matics of the A decay allow for a fairly precise determination of the A momentum 
from the decay angles of the daughter tracks. 
The momentum of the A as calculated from the vertex parameters is shown in 
Fig. 5.15(a). The range of allowed A momenta in the pp —» AA reaction is approxi-
mately 0.4 - 1.3 GeV/c (see Fig. 4.3). The peak at around 0.3 GeV/c is due largely 
to vertices formed from incorrect 3D track combinations. A fairly loose cut was im-
plemented on candidate vertices with reconstructed A momenta outside of the range 
set 0.2-1.7 GeV/c, as indicated in Fig 5.15(a). The A momentum may be used to 
calculate the mass of the recoil particle with the hypothesis that the reaction was 
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Figure 5.13: Postion of candidate vertices from neutral events in the (a) xz and (b) 
yz planes. 
pp—> AX. The distribution of the mass of X, the recoil mass, is shown if Fig. 5.15(b). 
No cuts were implemented on this quantity. Note the excess of events at the A mass 
(1.115 GeV/c2), a clear signature for the pp —» AA reaction even at this early stage 
of the analysis. 
5.8 Vertex Pairing 
After the vertex recognition phase of the analysis, the candidate vertices remaining 
in the sample are subjected to the vertex pairing procedure. All combinations of two 
candidate vertices, except for those that share a 3D track or use the same 20 tracks, 
are formed. Using the momentum vectors formed from these vertex pairs and the 
momentum vector of the beam, the momentum sums of the event along the three 
axes of the lab system are calculated. The distributions of these quantities are shown 
in Fig 5.16. 
The excess of combinations that result in a z momentum sum less than zero is due 
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Figure 5.14: An illustration of the vertex "cone of acceptance projected onto the xz 
plane. 
to the combinations of vertices with a momenta less than the lower limit dictated 
by the kinematics. The cuts on these sums were determined by examining these 
distributions for events that passed the kinematic fit cuts (described below) and for 
Monte Carlo events. For pp —> AS0 + c.c. events the momentum sums do not equal 
zero by the amount of momentum carried by the _°-decay photon. But, since the 
photon is of relatively low energy (0.077 GeV in the cm.) , fairly strong cuts can still 
be made without a loss of good events. It was determined that the cuts should be 
placed at ±0.15 GeV/c for the x and y momentum sums and at ±0.35 GeV/c for 
the z momentum sum as shown in Fig 5.16. The vertex combinations that pass this 
cut are considered vertex pair candidates. 
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Figure 5.15: Vertex kinematic distributions: (a) A momentum and (b) mass of recoil 
particle for the pp —> AX hypothesis. The shaded area of (a) indicates the values 
accepted in the A momentum cut. 
The recoil masses as calculated from the vertex pair candidates from a subset of 
the 1.729 GeV/c data are shown in Fig. 5.17. The pp —> AA events are clearly seen 
in the scatter plot as an increased density of points where the recoil masses 1 and 2 
are equal to the A mass (1.115 GeV/c2). There is also an increased density where 
the recoil masses are both equal to E° mass (1.192 GeV/c2), showing that there are 
pp —> AS0 and pp —• _°A events in the sample as well. 
5.9 Kinematic Fitting 
The final task in the analysis chain to complete before the final pp —» AA, pp —> AS0, 
and pp —> E°A event sample is selected is the kinematic fitting. This involves using 
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Figure 5.16: Vertex pair kinematic distributions: Sum of the (a) x, (b) y, and (c) z 
momentum components as calculated from the vertex pair. The shaded areas indicate 
the values accepted in the vertex pair cut. 
the detector information needed to specify an event, parameterized in some way 
and with errors, and fitting these parameters to the hypothesis that the event was 
one of the type desired. The fitting procedure adjusts the parameters to satisfy 
the momentum, energy, and spatial constraints of the reaction hypothesis and finds 
the "best-fit" values for these parameters. If the event fits one of these hypotheses 
satisfactorily then it is considered to be a "good" event and a pp —• AA, pp —> AS0, 
or pp —• S°A has been found. The best-fit parameters are then used to calculate the 
desired observables. 
As is usually the choice of methods for problems of this type, a procedure is imple-
mented that minimizes the least-squares sum for the event subject to the constraints 
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Figure 5.17: Recoil mass distributions for vertex pairs: (a) scatter plot of recoil mass 
for vertex 1 vs recoil mass for vertex 2, (b) recoil mass for vertex 2, and (c) recoil 
mass for vertex 1. One tape (% 2%) of the total 1.729 GeV/c data set) of data was 
used to form these distributions. 
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imposed by the particular event hypothesis. The constraints are nonlinear in the pa-
rameters which prevents an analytical solution and the minimization procedure must 
progress iteratively. A computing problem of this type is extremely complex, to write 
the code from scratch would be a daunting task. Instead, the routine E04UCF from 
the NAG (Numerical Algorithms Group) Fortran Library [100] is used. This routine 
determines the values of parameters that minimize a function while satisfying the 
constraint equations. The user supplies the initial values for fit parameters and the 
corresponding error matrix. The user must also write the routines that calculate the 
function to be minimized, the values of the constraints, and the derivatives of the 
function and constraints with respect to the parameters. 
The kinematic fit is performed for each candidate vertex pair for each event hy-
pothesis. The kinematics of the pp —• AA and pp —• A_° + c.c. reactions are very 
similar; none of the cuts up to this stage of the analysis are sufficient to separate the 
reactions. So, each vertex pair is fit to the hypotheses that the event is a pp —> AA 
and, that it a pp —> AS. These reactions are intentionally written without the 
correct particle-antiparticle differentiation because the decay-particle charge assign-
ments have yet to be made. And, as far as the kinematic fit is concerned, the A 
decay is no different than a A decay because of the identical masses. The particle-
antiparticle identification is done after the kinematic fit procedure. 
Each pp —• AS hypothesis is fit twice, once with A* identified as the daughter 
of the S° and once with A2 as the daughter of the S°. Here Ai and A2 are the A's 
associated with vertex 1 and 2, respectively, of the candidate vertex pair. Also, each 
of these two pp —» AS fits can be performed with two different methods, one with 
the momentum components of the S°-decay photon as free parameters and the other 
using the momentum components of the photon as measured by the calorimeter. That 
is, of course, if there is a candidate photon signal measured in the calorimeter for 
that event (see Sec. 5.4). The kinematic fit using the measured photon information 
is called a pp —> AS7 fit. So, each candidate vertex pair is fit with three event 
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hypotheses and, if desired, with two more for each photon candidate measured in the 
calorimeter. 
The core group of parameters describing the event information for the kinematic 
fit procedure is listed in Table 5.2. These 28 parameters are common to the fits with 
all three of the event hypotheses: pp —> AA, pp —• AS, and pp —» AS7 . The additional 
parameters required for the pp —> AS and pp —> AS7 fits are listed in Table 5.3. A 
parameter is either "measured" or "unmeasured" [98]. The measured parameters 
are, as the name implies, those measured with the detector or otherwise, such as 
the slopes and intercepts of the final charged particles and the beam momentum. 
The "unmeasured" parameters are those not directly measured and are needed to 
solve the constraint equations, such as the momenta of the hyperons and their decay 
products. The parameters could be limited in the fitting procedure by assigning 
upper and lower bounds; however, for only the z coordinate of the interaction point 
zt was this of importance. This parameter was limited by the edges of the target cell 
in which it was determined the reaction took place. The final value of zt often ended 
up on the bounds, especially for the pp —> AS hypothesis, but it was determined 
that this does not effect the quality of the fit. The constraints imposed for the fit 
procedure are listed below. 
• The two tracks from the A decays must intersect at a point in space. This 
yields two equations; one for each decay. 
• The hyperon production must obey momentum and energy conservation. The 
yields four equations. 
• Each A decay must obey momentum and energy conservation. This yields eight 
equations; four at each vertex. 
• The S decay must obey momentum and energy conservation. For the pp —> AS 
and pp —> AS 7 fits, this yields four additional equations. 
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# name 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Pb 
zt t 
ab 
k 
Cb 
db 
« i 
6i 
C\ 
dx 
ei 
/ i 
gi 
Ai 
description 
p momentum 
interaction, z 
p, x slope 
p, x intercept 
p, y slope 
p, y intercept 
Pi, a; slope 
Pi, x intercept 
Pi, y slope 
Pi, y intercept 
7Ti, a: slope 
7r%, a; intercept 
" i , J/ slope 
7Ti, y intercept 
# name description 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
0-2 
b2 
c2 
d2 
e2 
h 
92 
h2 
*i f 
k2 f 
*3 t 
h t 
h t 
h t 
P2, x slope 
p2, x intercept 
p2, y slope 
p%, y intercept 
TT2, x slope 
TT2, x intercept 
7r2, y slope 
ir2, y intercept 
Ai, momentum 
A2, momentum 
Pi, momentum 
TTi, momentum 
p2, momentum 
7r2, momentum 
Table 5.2: The core parameters for to the pp —• AA, pp —• AS, and pp —» AS7 fits. 
The p is the beam particle; A%, p\, and 7Ti are the particles associated with vertex 1; 
and A2, p2, and TT2 are the particles associated with vertex 2. A f after the parameter 
name indicates that that is an unmeasured parameter. 
The number of parameters, constraints, and degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) of the kine-
matic fit are tabulated for each event hypothesis in Table 5.4. The number of d.o.f for 
each fit is simply the number of constraints imposed minus the number of unmeasured 
parameters that are introduced. 
The function minimized for each fit, the least-squares sum, is calculated for each 
iteration of the fit using the matrix equation [98], 
where y is the vector of the measured parameters, 7] is the vector of the estimated 
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pp-> AS 
# name description 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
P*,z t 
P*,E t 
P*.s t 
Px,7 t 
P*,7 t 
Px,7 t 
S, x momentum 
S, y momentum 
S, z momentum 
7, x momentum 
7, y momentum 
7, z momentum 
pp —> AS7 
# name description 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
Px,£ t 
Px,£ t 
P*,£ t 
y-t 
S, x momentum 
S, y momentum 
S, 2 momentum 
7, x position 
7, y position 
7, energy 
Table 5.3: The additional parameters needed for the pp —» AS and pp —> AS7 fits. 
A j after the parameter name indicates that that is an unmeasured parameter. 
fit hypothesis 
total parameters 
measured parameters 
unmeasured parameters 
number of constraints 
number of degrees of freedom 
pp —> AA 
28 
21 
7 
14 
7 
pp-» AS 
34 
21 
13 
18 
5 
pp -» AS7 
34 
24 
10 
18 
8 
Table 5.4: Summary of unknowns, constraints, and number of degrees of freedom for 
each fit hypothesis. 
parameters for the current iteration, and V is the covariance (or error) matrix for the 
measured parameters. The covariance matrix V is set using the covariance matrices 
for each subgroup of the measured parameters. That is, there is one error parameter 
for the momentum of the beam, one 4 x 4 covariance matrix for the beam track, and 
one 4 x 4 covariance matrix for each of the four decay particle tracks. These 4 x 4 
covariance matrices are calculated from the least-squares fit to the tracks with the 
information provided by the microstrips and tracking chambers. 
Careful examination of the kinematic fit least-squares sum and stretch function 
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distributions for different types of events showed that the errors as described above 
were adequate with the exception of the lower-energy decay-pion and decay-proton 
tracks. For these tracks, multiple scattering in the detector is a non-negligible process 
and must be accounted for in the covariance matrices. To quantify this, the effects 
of matter are estimated to cause an angular deviation of the particle track that is 
Gaussian in shape and of width [12] 
* 0 = H £ M ^ , (5.7, 
where p and 0c are the momentum and velocity of the particle and X/XQ is the 
amount of material in radiation lengths traversed by the particle. This quantity is 
determined for each decay-particle track and the covariance matrix due to multiple 
scattering is calculated. It is then added to the covariance matrix as calculated from 
the track hits to form the final covariance matrix that is used in the kinematic fit. 
In the final implementation of the analysis, each candidate vertex pair was fit to 
the pp —• AA and pp —> AS hypotheses and the vertex pair that yielded the lowest 
value of the kinematic fit X2 was selected as the "best" fit pair. 
If the best-fit X2 was below a certain cut value and the best-fit hypothesis was 
pp —» AA, the event was considered a candidate pp —» AA event. If the best-fit .Y2 
was below a different cut value and the fit hypothesis was pp —» AS, the event was 
considered a candidate pp —* AS event. The X2 cut values were set to correspond to 
a x2 probability of 99%, which is 18.5 for the 7 d.o.f. pp —• A A hypothesis and 15.1 
for the 5 d.o.f pp —> AS hypothesis [98]. 
The values of the best-fit X2 for each event are histogrammed in Fig. 5.18, sep-
arated into pp —> AA and pp —> AS candidate events. The curves superimposed 
on these histograms are the chi-square distributions with the number of degrees of 
freedom corresponding to that particular event hypothesis. The distributions are 
described by this form remarkably well. There is a slight excess of events with larger 
values of the best-fit X2. These events include a particle scattered in the detector 
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Figure 5.18: Best-fit X2 distributions from the kinematic fit for (a) pp —> AA can-
didate events and (b) pp —> AS candidate events. The curves are the chi-square 
distribution for (a) 7 and (b) 5 degrees of freedom scaled for the data; they are not 
fits. The shaded area indicates events accepted by the kinematic fit X2 cut. 
by more than is accounted for with the multiple scattering error or a track that is 
erroneous for some other reason not accounted for with Gaussian errors. There is no 
evidence for background from events other than those considered here. This will be 
further supported by examination of the Monte Carlo data. 
Events that were selected as pp —+ AS candidates and included a candidate 
photon in the calorimeter were refit with the pp —• AS7 hypothesis. The results 
of these fits were less than satisfactory. The best-fit X2 values for a subset of the 
pp —» AS candidate events are histogrammed in Fig. 5.19. More work is needed to 
verify that the kinematic fit with this hypothesis is working correctly and that the 
candidate photon used in the fit is a true photon. With these fits, only 6% of the 
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Figure 5.19: Best-fit X2 distributions from the kinematic fit to a subset of the 
pp -* AS candidate events for the pp —» AS7 hypothesis. The curve is the chi-square 
distribution for 8 degrees of freedom scaled to the data. 
pp —> AS were successfully fit to the pp —» AS7 hypothesis. This low acceptance is 
due, at least in part, to the low geometrical acceptance of the calorimeter for photons 
in the pp —> AS0 + c.c. events and the harsh cuts needed to obtain a unambiguous 
photon signal. This number was also verified with Monte Carlo events. Because of 
this low acceptance and the fact that pp —» AS candidate events are successfully fit 
and separated for pp —» AA without using the calorimeter information, it was decided 
to complete the analysis of the data without using the photon information provided 
by the calorimeter. It may turn out that the calorimeter is needed for the analysis 
of the data at other momenta, but that is a task for future work. 
5.10 Baryon Identification 
After candidate pp —» A A and pp —> S° A + c.c. events are selected on the basis of the 
kinematic fit results, they are subjected to the baryon identification (BID) procedure. 
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This involves using the data provided by the three drift chamber planes that were 
situated in the magnetic solenoid (MACH). The hits in this chamber are formed as 
with the DC as explained in Sec. 5.5.2. The analysis of the hits allows (ideally) the 
particle charge to be assigned to each track of the candidate event as identified in the 
upstream tracking chambers. From these charge assignments, the baryon number of 
the hyperon associated with each vertex may be determined. If the more massive 
decay-particle from the vertex 1 has a positive charge, it was a proton and the vertex 
was caused by a A; if it has negative charge, it was an antiproton and the vertex 
was caused by a A. Up to this stage of the analysis, there has been no distinction 
between an antihyperon and a hyperon vertex; the baryon identification allows this 
distinction to be made. 
The predicted trajectory of each of the four tracks of the candidate event through 
the magnetic solenoid drift chamber (MACH) is calculated for the two different charge 
hypotheses. A portion of the pion trajectories do not intersect the MACH; these 
are excluded and the BID procedure uses the remaining tracks. This trajectory is 
predicted using the track direction and momentum as calculated in the kinematic fit. 
The most-likely momentum loss in the aluminum coil of the solenoid is subtracted 
from the fit momentum and the trajectory was calculated using the equation for the 
radius of a curvature of a unit charged particle in a magnetic field [99]: 
a(cm) = 3 3 5 6 . 4 1 ^ ^ ^ , (5.8) 
where R is the radius of curvature of the particle, Pxz is the momentum of the particle 
in the xz plane (normal to the magnetic field), an B is the value of the magnetic field. 
The magnetic field for this experiment was 0.9 kG which yields radii of curvature of 
a few hundred cm for pions to a few thousand cm for protons. 
Each plane of the MACH is searched for hits that are within a certain tolerance 
of the hits predicted from the calculated trajectories. The tolerance value is set to 
be 2.5 times the total error calculated by adding, in quadrature, the error on the 
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measured hit together with the error on the predicted hit due to multiple scattering, 
momentum loss in the AI coil, and extrapolating the fit track. Any and all hits that 
are within the the tolerance value of the predicted hit are saved. 
After all hits are checked, if there is at least one hit in each MACH plane consistent 
with one of the bending hypotheses for the track, a candidate MACH track has been 
found. If there is more than one hit per MACH plane or if a MACH track is found 
for both bending hypotheses for one extrapolated track, then the combination of hits 
that is most likely to have been created by a track of the predicted momentum is 
chosen as the candidate track. This choice is made by selecting the combination of 
three hits that minimizes the prediction difference R, 
R = Xhit - Xpred, (5.9) 
where Xhu is the coordinate of the measured hit in the center MACH plane and xpred 
is the coordinate at this plane as predicted by the two hits in the outer planes and 
the momentum of the track. Note that this method of predicting the hit does not 
rely on the particle passing through the AI coil of the solenoid undeflected. 
With the selected MACH tracks, each consisting of three hits, the deflection 
distance S is calculated for each, using the definition: 
S = xs t r - Xhit, (5.10) 
where xstr is the x coordinate at the center MACH plane of a straight line connect-
ing the two hits from the outer two MACH planes. The situation is illustrated in 
Fig. 5.20. The deflection distance for MACH tracks for candidate events as a function 
of momentum and separated into proton and pion tracks is shown in Fig. 5.21. Note 
the very clear separation of particles of different charges. 
Using the deflection distance S, for the itb. candidate MACH track, the deflection 
distance sum is defined: 
%f = ] [ A_,&, (5.11) 
i 
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Figure 5.20: An illustration of the baryon number identification using the magnetic 
solenoid drift chamber (MACH). The measurement of the prediction difference R 
and the deflection difference S are shown. The deflections and hit offsets are greatly 
exaggerated for the figure. 
where the sum runs over all candidate MACH tracks and 1, is +1 or —1, chosen 
such that tracks consistent with assignment of the A to vertex 1 would contribute a 
positive value to the sum. The quantity w, is defined as, 
_, = m i n ( ^ ^ , 1 . 0 ) , (5.12) 
it, 
where R, is the prediction difference for the zth candidate track and a(Rt) is the 
calculated error on .ft,. The addition of this term weights the sum inversely propor-
tional to the prediction difference, thus giving less weight to the tracks that fit the 
MACH plane 3 
MACH plane 2 
MACH plane 1 
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Figure 5.21: Scatter plot of MACH deflection distance S as a function of particle 
momentum for (a) proton and (b) pion tracks. 
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prediction poorly. For each event, each vertex is assigned a baryon number based on 
the value of W. If W > 0, the A is assigned to vertex 1 and the A to vertex 2. If 
W < 0, the opposite assignment is made. 
The number of candidate MACH tracks found for pp -+ AA and pp —• AS0 + 
c.c. events is histogrammed in Fig. 5.22(a). The deflection distance sum W for 
these events and for events with different numbers of MACH tracks is shown in 
Fig. 5.22(b)-5.22(e). The requirement for an event to be considered successfully 
"baryon identified" is that the number of MACH tracks is at least one and that the 
absolute value of W be greater than 0.05 cm. 
5.11 Data Reduction 
The pp —> AA and pp —> S°A + c.c. events are selected from the large amount of 
raw data by subjecting each event to each stage of the analysis and eliminating those 
that do not pass the cuts from further consideration. The events that remain at the 
end of the analysis chain are considered to be pp —» AA and pp —» S°A + c.c. events 
and are used to extract the observables. 
The final values for the cuts were checked and adjusted (especially the later-stage 
cuts) by analyzing a subset of raw events with all cuts relaxed. The distributions 
of the cut variables were then examined for events that were determined by the 
kinematic fit procedure to be pp —» AA and pp —> S°A + c.c. events. These distribu-
tions allowed the determination of how the cuts should be set to efficiently remove 
unwanted events without eliminating too many of the events of interest. 
A summary of the cuts applied at each stage of the analysis and described in 
previous sections is listed in Table 5.5. They are divided into quality cuts and number 
cuts. A quality cut requires each object formed (a track, a vertex, a vertex pair, etc.) 
to satisfy certain quality constraints; a number cut requires the number of these 
objects in each event to be within a certain range. 
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Figure 5.22: Final BID distributions of (a) number of candidate MACH tracks for 
pp —• AA and pp —» AS0 + c.c. events and the MACH deflection sum W for events 
with (b) 1, (c) 2, (d) 3, and (e) 4 good MACH tracks. 
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analysis task 
Target Analysis 
Hodoscope Analysis 
DC coordinates 
2D Tracking 
3D Tracking 
Vertex Recognition 
Vertex Pairing 
Kinematic Fit 
Baryon ID 
quality cut 
good target pattern 
track road width — Aa 
track slope tolerance = 3.5<r 
track coord tolerance = 3.5<r 
|DCA| < 5a 
|VTD| < 1.5 cm 
PCA in cone of acceptance 
0.2 < pA < 1-7 GeV/c 
| £ P x | < 0 . 1 5 G e V / c 
| £ P y | < 0 . 1 5 G e V / c 
|EPz | < 0.35 GeV/c 
best-fit X2 < 25 
\W\ > 0.05 cm 
number cut 
2 < # x hits< 20 and 
2 < # y hits< 20 
3 < # x hits < 70 and 
3 < # y hits < 70 
1 < # x tracks < 20 and 
1 < # y tracks < 20 
2 < # 3D tracks < 30 
2 < # vertices < 20 
1 _ # vertex pairs < 20 
Table 5.5: Analysis cut summary. 
After all analysis, the 1729 MeV/c data yielded 10451 pp - • AA, 1522 pp -+ S°A, 
and 1757 pp —> AS0 events. A representative pp -+ AA event that passed all cuts is 
shown in Fig. 5.23 and an event that was determined to be a pp —> S°A is shown in 
Fig. 5.24. 
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Figure 5.23: An event display plot of an event that was determined to be a pp —» AA. 
The tracks drawn are those resulting from the kinematic fit and do not indicate the 
deflection in the magnetic field. 
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Figure 5.24: An event display plot of an event that was determined to be a pp —> S°A. 
The tracks drawn are those resulting from the kinematic fit and do not indicate the 
deflection in the magnetic field. 
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5.12 Acceptance Calculation 
After the pp —> AA and pp —> S°A + c.c. events have been extracted from the data, 
the next task is to calculate the acceptance of the detector. The detector acceptance 
is the fraction of the total events that are successfully reconstructed in the detector. 
This fraction must be known as a function of several different kinematic variables to 
enable the calculation of the observables. In addition, the number of pp —> AA events 
reconstructed as pp —> S°A + c.c. events and vice versa must be determined because 
this effects the detector acceptance as well. The G E A N T Monte Carlo package [101] 
is a valuable tool to help with the acceptance calculation by providing an accurate 
simulation of the detector and the interactions of particles in it. 
5.12.1 The GEANT Monte Carlo 
A description of each subdetector of the PS185 experimental apparatus was entered 
into the simulation program [102] using the routines provided by the G E A N T pack-
age [101]. This description includes the position in space, the shape, and the detector 
material. All parts of the detector, including supports and frames, that could con-
ceivably be important through their effects on particle trajectories were entered. The 
picture shown in Chapter 4, Fig. 4.6, used to illustrate the detector, is actually the 
apparatus as described in the Monte Carlo program. 
Each of the pp —» YY reactions is simulated in full detail. The incident antipro-
ton is generated 30 cm upstream of the target, just before the beam pipe beryllium 
exit window, with a direction vector chosen to yield the same distributions in the 
microstrip detectors as was measured in the experiment. This particle is then trans-
ported ("tracked") by the program downstream to the target until it reaches the 
point in one of the target cells where the reaction is to take place. This point is cho-
sen by picking a z position randomly and uniformly within an interval given by the 
edges of the target array. The AA, S°A, or AS0 reaction products are then generated 
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at this point with kinematics dictated by the momentum of the beam antiproton at 
the point it was stopped. During the tracking of the incident antiproton, energy loss 
and multiple scattering are considered. By generating the reactions in this way, a 
realistic simulation of the momentum and direction of the incident antiproton at the 
point of interaction is obtained. 
The hyperons produced in the target are tracked by G E A N T through the de-
tector. The lifetimes are taken into account and the particle decays are simulated. 
Multiple scattering, energy loss, and interactions with the matter in the detector are 
also considered. Any secondary particles that would be produced in these decays 
or interactions are generated and tracked as well. Each particle is tracked until it 
decays, stops, or leaves the detector volume. As the particles are tracked through 
the active detectors, the details of the track are recorded so that a realistic approxi-
mation of the detector response may be generated. For efficient simulation, only the 
charged decay branch of the A and A was considered. 
At the end of each event, when all particles, including the secondaries, have been 
tracked to completion, the recorded track information is used to produce the simu-
lated detector response. The ADC values for the scintillator and silicon detectors art-
generated by multiplying the recorded energy loss in each detector by a conversion 
constant chosen such that the ADC distributions from the Monte Carlo approximate 
those from the experiment. The corresponding TDC values are generated by mul-
tiplying the Monte Carlo time of flight value by a conversion constant, also chosen 
so that the TDC distributions approximate those of the experiment. The intrinsic 
efficiency of these scintillator and silicon detectors needs no special treatment. It 
is accounted for in the accurate modeling of the energy loss. The geometric effi-
ciency is correctly determined by positioning all detectors, including gaps and holes, 
as they were in the experiment. This scheme is adequate for the target, microstrip. 
hodoscope, and calorimeter detectors. 
The process of converting the tracking chamber information to readout and mod-
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eling the efficiency is somewhat more complicated. The physical processes involved 
with the drift of ionization charge from a charged particle passing through the propor-
tional or drift chamber are not simulated in full. Instead, the behavior is parameter-
ized and this parameterization is used to produce the hits from the track information. 
For the drift chamber, the time to distance function that was determined from the 
data is inverted and used to produce a drift time from the track coordinate. The 
measurement error of the chamber is simulated by adding a random offset to the 
data in accordance with the resolution function measured in the experiment. For 
the proportional chamber, the output addresses are calculated from the individual 
wires cells that were crossed by each track. The geometric efficiency for both of these 
tracking chambers is accounted for, as for the more simple detectors, through the 
accurate detector description and positioning. The intrinsic efficiency is simulated 
using a function that calculates the detection probability of the particle given the 
track parameters. The parameterization of these efficiency functions was determined 
from the experimental data and is described in Appendix B. 
The data as generated with the Monte Carlo program is encoded exactly as the 
data from the experiment so that it can be read and analyzed with the data analysis 
program. A list of Monte Carlo words which consists the kinematic variables of 
the generated event, is added to the data so that the event as reconstructed by the 
analysis program can be compared with the event as generated. 
The detector acceptance was determined by generating events with the Monte 
Carlo simulation and analyzing them with the analysis program using the same cuts 
that were used for the experimental data. Almost all of the different things that can 
cause the loss of an event are accounted at one time with the use of this accurate 
simulation program. Only a few additional corrections that are beyond the scope of 
the Monte Carlo will need to be added to calculate the cross sections. 
The adequacy of the Monte Carlo program to simulate the experiment was checked 
by examining various quantities calculated with the analysis program using Monte 
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Carlo data and verifying they are distributed as with the experimental data. With 
two exceptions discussed in Sec. 5.12.3, the quantities examined passed this test. 
Three of these quantities, the best-fit least-squares sum from the kinematic fit for 
the three pp —> YY channels, from both Monte Carlo and experimental data are 
shown in Fig. 5.25. These verify that the simulation is reproducing the experimental 
data accurately. 
5.12.2 The Acceptance Matrix 
The goal of the acceptance calculation is to obtain, for each pp —• YY reaction 
channel, the detector acceptance as a function of cos 9*, where 9* is the cm . scattering 
angle. A naive calculation would simply take the number of Monte Carlo events 
accepted from each reaction channel in each cos 9* bin and divide by the generated 
number of events from this reaction channel and cos 9* bin to obtain the acceptance. 
Unfortunately, this would not correctly account for the events that are reconstructed 
with an incorrect value of cos 9* or are improperly identified (e.g. pp —» AA event 
identified as a pp —* AS0 event). To account for these problems the measured angular 
distribution and cross section values must be considered. To do this, the acceptance 
matrix method [103] is used. 
The acceptance matrix method allows the acceptance to be calculated while cor-
recting for event type misidentification and incorrect reconstruction of cos0*. The 
acceptance matrix2 C is defined, 
_ # reconstructed in bin i, channel k; generated in bin j , channel / 
,J —
 total # generated in bin j , channel I 
where "bin" refers to a cos0* bin and "channel" refers to one of the three pp —> VT 
reaction channels. The analysis of Monte Carlo events was employed to calculate the 
elements of C. 
2Actually, in this formulation, C is a tensor. 
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Figure 5.25: The best-fit least-squares sum distribution from the kinematic fit for the 
three pp —>• YY channels. The dotted line is that from Monte Carlo data, the solid 
is from the experimental data. The two distributions of each plot are normalized to 
the bin with the largest number of counts. 
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The number of experimental events reconstructed from the data in each cos 9* 
bin and reaction channel is given by 
P.& = _ X Q w , (5.14) 
hi 
where p,& is the number of events reconstructed in bin z, channel k and r,; is the 
number of "true" events that where produced in bin j , channel /. The index j runs 
over the number of cos 9" bins and / runs over the number of reaction channels. 
The obvious way to proceed would be to solve the system of equations implied by 
Eq. 5.14 for the true number of events, r,,, using the Monte Carlo analysis to calculate 
the C,jki- Unfortunately this is an example of an "ill-posed problem" [104] and is 
not so easily done. The statistical errors present in the p,& are strongly amplified in 
the inversion process, which results in solutions for the r,/ with unreasonably large 
errors. To circumvent this problem, a method of regularization [104] is used. 
First, Eq. 5.14 is rewritten as 
P,fc = rlk C„kk + Yl —C',w . (5 15) 
\ # ' , ' # r « * / 
Then, the r,& are solved for iteratively. For the nth iteration, 
» _ _P_L (5.16) 
with 
/
 r ' ( » - i ) \ 
A^=\Cllkk+ E -j^Ctjkl . (5.17) 
The regularized solutions from the (n — l)th iteration, r[k , have been introduced 
to avoid the ill-posed problem. These regularized solutions are obtained by fitting 
the rlk of the (n — l)th iteration to a Legendre polynomial over cos0* and using the 
values of the fit, r'tk, to obtain the values for the Alk for the nth iteration. This, in 
effect, smooths the statistical fluctuations for the acceptance calculation. It should 
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be noted that the actual data is not smoothed, only the corrections. This process is 
repeated until the values for the A{k have converged. The convergence criterion is 
EMZ'-4r'>)< 0.005, (5.18) 
i,k 
and, for this data set, this criterion was satisfied after 8 iterations. 
Each A{k, from the final iteration, is the calculated acceptance for the itb. cos 9* bin 
and 6th reaction channel. If the acceptance matrix was diagonal (no misidentification 
of cos0* or reaction channel), the acceptance would reduce to the naive formulation, 
Aik — Cukk. The actual calculated acceptance for bin i, channel k has an additional 
term due to events reconstructed in this bin and channel but generated in other bins 
and channels. This is the significance of the second term in Eq. 5.17. The final values 
of the Aik may then be used, through Eq. 5.16 to calculate the number of events, 
corrected for detector acceptance. 
For the acceptance calculations, 850k Monte Carlo events were generated for each 
pp —• YY channel considered. They were generated with a forward-peaked cos0* so 
that there were more Monte Carlo events and smaller statistical error in the cos 9' 
region where more experimental events were expected. 
The fraction of Monte Carlo events accepted for each reaction channel, generated 
and reconstructed, is listed in Table 5.6. The fraction of accepted events that are 
reconstructed with the correct reaction channel is around 11.5% for all channels. 
There is a small fraction of AA events3 that are reconstructed as S°A or AS0 events 
and a negligible number of events generated as S°A or AS0 and reconstructed as A A. 
There is, however, an appreciable number of S°A and AS0 events reconstructed as 
the charge conjugate event. Approximately 20% of the S°A or AS0 events that are 
reconstructed are assigned to the charge conjugate channel. 
The acceptance matrix as calculated with the Monte Carlo events that passed 
3For the remainder of this section, the writing of the initial state is suppressed when indicating 
a pp —* YY reaction channel. 
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Reconstructed 
reaction channel 
pp-+ AA 
pp -» S°A 
pp -4 AS0 
Generated reaction channel 
pp -» AA 
0.1168 
0.0006 
0.0012 
pp -> S°A 
2. x 10-s 
0.1150 
0.0358 
pp -+ AS0 
3. x 10~5 
0.0316 
0.1174 
Table 5.6: Fraction of Monte Carlo events passing the analysis cuts for each generated 
and reconstructed pp —> YY reaction channel. 
all cuts is illustrated in Fig. 5.26. The bands at cos 9*ec « cos 0*en in the plots on 
the diagonal (Figs. 5.26(a),5.26(e), and 5.26(i)) are due to those events that are 
reconstructed with the correct cos0* and the correct reaction channel identification. 
The other structures in the plots indicate how cos0" is incorrectly assigned if the 
event is reconstructed incorrectly. There are two possible independent errors that 
may contribute to reconstruct an event incorrectly. 
1 The reconstructed kinematics are wrong. The kinematic fit forces the kinemat-
ics to obey one of the three event hypotheses; if the input measurements arc 
somehow corrupted, it is possible that the event hypotheses that best fits the 
event is incorrect. 
2 The baryon identification is wrong. If this occurs, the A vertex is assigned to 
the A and vice versa. 
These two errors conspire to yield the incorrect reaction channel and/or cos 0" 
value for a fraction of the events. If an error of type 1 occurs a AA event may 
be reconstructed as a S°A or AE° and vice versa. This type of event is seen in 
Figs. 5.26(b), 5.26(c), 5.26(d), and 5.26(g). This error may also cause S°A events to 
be reconstructed as AS0 and vice versa. This type of error occurs when the wrong 
vertex is assigned as the S-decay A. These events are seen as the wide bands along 
cos0*cc = cos0*cn in Figs. 5.26(f) and 5.26(h). Error type 1 is most likely to occur 
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at | cos 9*\ « 1 where the kinematics of the A decay are less precisely determined by 
the lab angles of the decay products. 
If an error of type 2 occurs in the AA channel, the event is reconstructed as 
a AA but with cos0*ec « — cos#*cn. This type of event causes the narrow band 
along cos 0 ^ = -cos0* c n in Fig. 5.26(a). If this type of error occurs in the S°A 
or AS0 channel, the event is incorrectly assigned to the charge conjugate channel 
and cos 9*ec « - cos 0*en. This type of event may be seen in the narrow bands of 
Figs. 5.26(f) and 5.26(h) along cos0*ec = - cos 0* . An error of type 2 may occur 
with approximately equal probability in cos0*. 
If the errors of type 1 and 2 occur in the same event for the S°A and AS0 channels, 
the reconstructed reaction channel is correct but cos 9* is reconstructed incorrectly. 
These type of events contribute to the additional events seen in Figs. 5.26(e) and 
5.26(i) not along cos0*ec = cos0*en. 
The acceptance matrix is determined from the fraction of incorrectly recon-
structed Monte Carlo events. To determine the fraction of incorrectly reconstructed 
experimental events and the experimental acceptance, the iterative procedure de-
scribed above is employed. The calculated fraction of incorrectly identified events in 
the experimental data as a function of cos0* for the S°A and AS0 channels is shown 
in Fig. 5.27. The contribution of AA contamination in the S°A and AS0 channels 
is sizeable because, even though the fraction of the AA events feeding through is 
small, the AA cross section is approximately 10 times larger than that of S°A or 
AS0. The fraction of events feeding through from the S°A and AS0 channels into 
the AA channel is negligible and not shown. 
The calculated acceptance for each reaction channel, as defined in Eq. 5.17, as a 
function of cos0*, is shown in Fig. 5.28. The errors are statistical only. The falloff 
at cos0* RS ±1 in the acceptance for AA is due to drift chamber inefficiency along 
the beam axis. It is not seen in the S°A and AS0 channels because the lab polar 
angle distributions of protons from the A decays in these reactions are not so forward 
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I cosQ , generated | i i 
AA I°A AE° 
channel generated 
Figure 5.26: Scatter plots showing the acceptance matrix as calculated with Monte 
Carlo events. The density of the points is proportional to the size of the matrix 
element. Each row of plots corresponds to a pp —* YY reaction channel generated, 
each column to a channel reconstructed. The individual plots show cos 9* generated 
vs cos0* reconstructed. 
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Figure 5.27: Estimated fraction of contamination in experimental data from other 
reaction channels in the measured S°A and AS0 channels as a function of cos#*. 
peaked. The peaking of the acceptance function of the S°A and AS0 channels at 
cos0* « — 1 is due to the large contamination from other events with cos#* « +1 
that are reconstructed with cos0* « —1. 
5.12.3 Additional Acceptance Function Corrections 
The Monte Carlo simulation, detailed as it was, proved to be slightly inadequate to 
calculate the full acceptance function due to the inadequacy of the determination of 
drift chamber efficiency functions. Two additions were required to obtain the final 
acceptance. 
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Addit ional Drift C h a m b e r Dead Spot Correct ion 
Due to inadequately known drift chamber efficiencies near the beam axis (the chamber 
desensitized region), the acceptance function required a modification for the AA 
channel. The kinematics of this reaction are such that, for events with cos0* ~ ± 1 , 
the A-decay protons are emitted quite frequently in a direction nearly coincident 
with the beam. Because of this the correct modeling of the desensitized region of the 
chamber is crucial to provide the correct acceptance. This problem was negligible 
for the S°A, AS0 channels because they involve lower momentum A's for which the 
decay proton angles are not so forward peaked. 
The actual efficiency of the chambers near the beam axis is more complicated than 
described in the Monte Carlo. The additional correction needed to account for this for 
the AA reaction was estimated by examining the proton laboratory (j) distributions for 
events with |cos0*| > 0.9. The difference in this distribution between experimental 
and Monte Carlo events allowed an estimate of the effect of the additional inefficiency 
on the acceptance. This resulted in an additional acceptance term, symmetric in 
cos0*, that smoothly varied from 1.0 at |cos0*| = 0.9 to 0.87 at |cos0*| — 1.0. 
The systematic error on this correction due to the uncertainty in the method was 
estimated to be 5% of the size of the correction. 
Addit ional Baryon Identification Correction 
The acceptance due to the baryon identification also required refinement from that 
calculated by the Monte Carlo. This was due to an incomplete knowledge of the 
efficiency of the drift chambers in the magnetic solenoid. The additional correction 
was obtained by examining the fraction of events as a function of cos0* that in-
cluded a successful baryon identification for Monte Carlo events and comparing with 
that fraction obtained from the experimental data. The difference between the two 
samples was used to calculate the additional correction needed to account for the 
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complete baryon identification acceptance. The correction resulted in an additional 
term, approximately constant with cos0", that reduced the acceptance by ss 1% for 
the AA channel and « 2% for the S°A and AS0 channels. 
Combining these two additions with the acceptance as calculated from the Monte 
Carlo yielded the final acceptance function used for the remainder of the analysis. 
5.13 Calculation of the Cross Section 
In order to calculate the total and differential cross sections, two numbers are needed: 
the number of events that occurred and the integrated luminosity. The first, the 
number of events that occurred, is determined from the number of reconstructed 
events and the acceptance for these events. The second, the integrated luminosity is 
determined from the count of antiprotons incident on target and the target proton 
density. 
The acceptance function described in the previous section is only part of the 
acceptance needed to calculate the number of events that occurred. There are several 
other effects, not addressed by the Monte Carlo that need to included. However these 
additions do not effect the angular behavior of the acceptance; they are simply overall 
multiplicative factors. However, unlike the Monte Carlo acceptance, they do depend 
on the individual target cell of the interaction. For this reason they are calculated 
along with the integrated luminosity, which also varies among the target cells. 
Because of the target cell dependence of these quantities, the cross section is 
calculated independently for each target cell. For this data set, at an antiproton mo-
mentum of 1.729 GeV/c which is relatively far from threshold, there is little interest 
in the behavior of the cross section across the small momentum steps of the target 
cells. So, after checking that the behavior with target cell is reasonable, the cross 
section values from each target cell are combined to form the results at the average 
momentum point. 
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5.13.1 Accepted and Corrected Event Distributions 
The number of events from the experimental sample passing the analysis cuts for each 
pp —» YY channel (the accepted event sample) and target cell are histogrammed in 
Fig. 5.29. The number of events passing all cuts is lower for the carbon cell (target 
cell 1) because events produced on carbon are less likely to satisfy the two body 
kinematics imposed by the kinematic fitter and vertex pair cuts. There is a larger 
fraction of S°A and AS0 events accepted from the carbon cell because the kinematics 
are not so well constrained in these reactions compared to the AA. 
The cos0* distributions for the accepted event sample are shown in Fig. 5.30. 
The AA sample reflects the strong falloff in detector efficiency at | cos9*\ % 1 for this 
reaction channel. The corrected cos 9* distributions for each target cell and reaction 
channel were calculated with the raw distributions and the final acceptance function. 
These distributions are shown, summed over target cells, in Fig. 5.31. 
5.13.2 Integrated Luminosity 
The integrated luminosity is the product of the total number of antiprotons incident 
on target and the total proton density. This may be expressed, 
£ = AV£r , - ; F, = A O ^ , (5.19) 
where Np is the number of incident antiproton and P, is the proton density for the 
ith material. The sum runs over the contributing materials and includes the target 
cylinder and a contribution from the two S3 scintillators that are adjacent to the 
target cylinder. Monte Carlo studies have determined that events occurring in the 
edges of these scintillators can satisfy the neutral trigger and be reconstructed as 
accepted events. They contribute to the target an amount of material equivalent to 
the thickness of one of the scintillators. It is assumed that the quantities contributing 
to the proton density are the same for each CH2 target cell. These quantities are 
defined and their values and errors are listed in Tab. 5.7. 
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Figure 5.29: Number of accepted events as a function of target cell for each pp —» YY 
reaction channel. The errors are statistical only. 
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quantity 
n, - # of proton/molecule 
U - thickness [cm] 
Pi - density [g/cm3] 
A{ - molecular mass [g/mol] 
NA - Avogadro's number [1/mol] 
T, - proton density [10-22/cm2] 
target cylinder (CH2) 
2 
0.2500 ± 0.0005 
0.916 ±0.002 
14.016 
scintillator (CH\.\) 
1.1 
0.0200 ± 0.0002 
1.032 ±0.002 
13.11 
6.022 x 1023 
1.9678 ±0.0058 0.1043 ±0.0011 
Table 5.7: Values for the proton density calculation. 
target cell 
1010 antiprotons 
C [lOVbarns-1] 
1 
6.2596 
1.2971 
±0.0037 
2 
5.8909 
1.2206 
±0.035 
3 
5.6097 
1.1624 
±0.0033 
4 
5.3402 
1.1065 
±0.031 
5 
5.0815 
1.0529 
±0.0030 
Table 5.8: Number of antiprotons and resulting integrated luminosities for the 1.729 
GeV/c data set. 
The number of incident antiprotons was determined with the beam cell scalers 
(see Sec. 4.4.3). These scalers counted the number of antiprotons, incident on the 
target cell, that could result in a neutral event. The logic pattern of the target 
scintillators required to define a beam cell count for each target cell is listed in Ta-
ble 4.9. By counting only those antiprotons that fulfilled these beam cell conditions, 
the flux losses in the target are correctly taken into account. These total number of 
antiprotons and the resulting integrated luminosities for each target cell are listed in 
Tab. 5.8. The error on the the integrated luminosity values is approximately 0.28% 
and is due to the uncertainty in target density and thickness. 
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5.13.3 Target Cell Acceptance Corrections 
There are several angular-independent target cell-dependent acceptance corrections 
for the cross section calculation. These are gathered into a single factor for each 
target cell which may be expressed as 
— _ ^rate,i-' 'neut,|J<C,i / r n n \ 
The choice of whether to put these individual factors in the numerator or denominator 
is arbitrary and was made based on convenience. The calculation of each contribution 
is described in the following sections and listed in Table 5.9. 
Charged Branching Ra t io Fraction, FBR 
The A (A) hyperons decay via A —• pw~ (A —» p"7r+) with a branching ration of 
64.1 ± 0.5% [12]. The Monte Carlo simulation does not account for this as this 
branching ratio has been set to 100% for calculation efficiency. To take this into 
account, the cross section calculations must include a branching ratio correction, 
FBR. This is set to 0.4109 ± 0.0064, the probability that both A's decayed via the 
charged branch. 
Target 8 ray Correct ion, FSraky 
A neutral trigger event may be accompanied by a 8 ray (a low energy electron) 
produced by the beam antiproton. If this 8 ray causes the neutral trigger to be 
vetoed and does not veto the beam cell condition for that target cell, then the loss of 
this event should be corrected. This correction is not contained in the Monte Carlo 
acceptance because 8 rays in the target were not simulated in the data to calculate 
acceptance. The <5 ray correction was calculated for each target cell in a separate 
Monte Carlo study. This study showed that 8 rays veto approximately 1% of the 
neutral triggers for all target cells. 
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R a t e Dependen t Correc t ion , F r a t e 
The rate dependent correction consists of two separate corrections, the accidental 
S3 veto correction fgs and the computer livetime correction Fuvctime- Because these 
corrections are rate dependent, the product of the two must be integrated over the 
course of the run to obtain the total rate correction F r a t e . This integral is approxi-
mated with a sum over the number of scaler reads, which were written to tape every 
minute. 
The S3 veto correction is necessary because it is possible that an additional beam 
antiproton arrives at the target, fires the S3 counter within the time window allowed 
by the target electronics, and thereby vetoes a neutral trigger event. A rough cal-
culation shows that the probability of this occurring is equal to the product of the 
time window of the S3 veto and the rate in the S3 counter. For this data set, the S3 
veto time window was approximately 35 ns and the rate in the S3 counters was as 
high as 2 Mhz. With these numbers the probability to veto a neutral trigger with 
an accidental antiproton is 7%. To correct for this trigger inefficiency, the S3 veto 
correction is introduced. In practice, the details of the electronics and other effects 
makes the calculation of this correction somewhat more complicated. It was decided 
instead to measure the correction. The ratio of the neutral cell rate to beam cell rate 
scaled to yield one when extrapolated to zero rate is a measure on the fraction of 
accidentally vetoed neutral triggers. The reciprocal of this quantity integrated over 
the course of the run yields the S3 veto correction. 
The computer livetime correction is needed because, for some fraction of the 
neutral triggers that occur, the computer is busy reading out a previous event. These 
lost triggers must be taken into account. It is calculated by integrating, over the 
course of the run, the ratio of neutral triggers generated to neutral triggers accepted. 
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Neutral Reference Reaction Correction, Fr neut 
After the above corrections are calculated, a neutral reference reaction that is inde-
pendent of target cell is examined and an additional correction is generated. This 
accounts for any complicated rate or acceptance effects in the target that are missed 
with the corrections above. To calculate this correction, the "7r°" trigger events 
were used (see Sec. 4.4.2). From this sample, events were selected that had zero 
hits in the tracking chambers, hodoscope, and calorimeter veto scintillators and one 
or more clusters in the calorimeter. The number of events selected for each tar-
get cell is histogrammed in Fig 5.32(a). These events were probably pp -» NN or 
pp —> 7r°7r°, 7r07r°7r° although, for this method, the reaction type is not important. It. 
only has to be such that the reconstruction probability of the event is independent 
of target cell which is most certainly true since the calorimeter is % 120 cm from the 
target. The number of events was then normalized for each target cell and a neutral 
reference reaction "cross section" calculated: 
<W,, = ^ ^ N n e u t t i , (5.21) 
l-i r&ay 
where A^eut,: is the number of events passing the neutral reference reaction criteria. 
The neutral reference reaction cross section aneut is histogrammed for each target cell 
in Fig 5.32(b). The neutral reference reaction correction was calculated by the ratio 
of <7neut for target cells 3-5 to that of target cell 2. Target cell 2 was used because 
it is the most upstream CH2 cell with the simplest electronic logic for the beam cell 
and neutral cell definitions. 
Carbon Background Subt rac t ion Correct ion, Fc 
The target cells are constructed from polyethylene (CH2), so for every two protons 
(hydrogen atoms) available for a reaction there is one carbon atom. To understand 
and quantify the background of events produced on carbon in the CH2 target cells. 
a carbon (C) target cell is used (cell 1). The efficiency to trigger on and reconstruct 
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Figure 5.32: Neutral reference events for each target cell: (a) number of events 
with one or more calorimeter cluster and other detectors quiet and (b) these events 
normalized with the integrated luminosity and corrected for target inefficiencies. 
a pp —• YY event produced on C is fairly low as can be seen from the number of 
reconstructed events from target cell 1 (see Fig. 5.29), but the correction required 
is non-negligible. The carbon subtraction correction Fc for each reaction channel is 
calculated: 
CiEi Nt Fc = l-Rc- (5.22) CxExNi 
where £,- is the integrated luminosity in target cell i, E{ is the target cell efficiency 
(Ei =
 P
 F B £ — ) and N; is the number of events reconstructed from cell i. The factor 
Rc = 0.451 ±0.002 is the ratio the density of C atoms in the CH2 target cells to the 
density in the C target cell. So the carbon subtraction correction accounts for the 
number of events reconstructed on carbon in target cell i by scaling the number seen 
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in the C cell by the C density, target cell efficiency, and luminosity ratio. Since this is 
an angular independent correction, it is assumed that the angular distribution of the 
C events the same as that of proton events. This can be verified within the limited 
statistical accuracy by examining the distributions of cos 9* for events from the C 
cell in Fig. 5.33 and comparing to those from all cells in Fig. 5.31. Since the carbon 
correction is around 2.5% for AA and 15% for S°A and AS 0 events, the maximum 
systematic error introduced into the differential cross section with this assumption is 
negligible. 
The target cell acceptance corrections described in the previous sections are listed 
in Table 5.9. 
5.13.4 Cross Section Results 
Using the quantities introduced in the previous sections the differential and total 
cross sections may be calculated. The differential cross section for target cell i and 
cos 9* bin j (assuming uniform width bins) is calculated, 
d?_ 1 f F r a t e , ,Fneu t , iFc A A% 
<mtJ 27TA(COS0*) \ FB RF5 r a y , t ) C, { ' ' 
where A(cos0*) is the cos0* bin width, £, is the integrated luminosity in target cell 
i, and N' is the number of corrected events from target cell i, cos9" bin j . The 
various F, are the corrections described above. 
The total cross section for each target cell is calculated by summing the differential 
cross section over cos 9* bins: 
f, = 27rA(cosO')2]^ (5.24) 
- 1 £ Xate„Fneut,,Fc,,\ & (5.25) 
F B R j \ Fgray,, / _ , 
For the differential cross sections, it was decided to use 50 cos 9* bins for the A A 
data and 25 for S°A and AS0 . The differential cross sections as measured for each 
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Figure 5.33: Distributions of cos0* for corrected events from the carbon target cell 
for each reaction channel. The errors are calculated from the statistics of accepted 
events and the contributions from the acceptance function. 
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target cell 
Fbr 
Fsray 
•i* livetime 
FS3 
Fr.u: 
^neut 
Fc (AA) 
FC(S°A) 
Fc(A2°) 
2 3 4 5 
0.4109 ± 0.0064 
0.9908 
±0.0005 
1.3819 
1.0966 
±0.0008 
1.5202 
±0.0012 
1.0000 
±0.0000 
0.9750 
±0.0024 
0.8569 
±0.0137 
0.8613 
±0.0136 
0.9918 
±0.0004 
1.3811 
1.1174 
±0.0008 
1.5493 
±0.0012 
0.9999 
±0.0192 
0.9743 
±0.0025 
0.8573 
±0.0140 
0.8516 
±0.0150 
0.9909 
±0.0005 
1.3851 
1.0240 
±0.0006 
1.4194 
±0.0009 
1.0978 
±0.0195 
0.9751 
±0.0024 
0.8593 
±0.0139 
0.8700 
±0.0130 
0.9902 
±0.0005 
1.3803 
1.1337 
±0.0007 
1.5718 
±0.0011 
1.0562 
±0.0199 
0.9742 
±0.0025 
0.8523 
±0.0150 
0.8632 
±0.0140 
Table 5.9: Target cell acceptance corrections. The carbon correction factor is tabu-
lated for each reaction channel; the other factors are independent of reaction channel. 
The correction factors Fuvetime and Fgs are contained within the total rate dependent 
correction F r a t e . 
CH2 target cell are shown in Fig. 5.34. The total cross sections for each target cell 
and the average over target cells is shown in Fig. 5.35. 
The differential cross sections for the S°A and AS0 reactions summed over target 
cells are plotted together in Fig. 5.36. The total cross section for these reactions 
are plotted together in Fig. 5.35(b). Charge conjugation symmetry of the strong 
interaction implies that these differential and total cross section values should be 
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Figure 5.34: Differential cross section for each reaction channel and target cell. The 
errors on these plots include only the statistical contribution from the corrected 
number of events. 
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Figure 5.35: Total cross section for each reaction channel and target cell and the 
average over target cells. Note the suppressed zero of the scale. 
equal (see Chapter 2). 
Inspection of the figures does reveal agreement between the S°A and AS0 reac-
tions. The total cell averaged cross sections agree to within 8%. The fact that they 
agree within a few standard deviations when the acceptance for the two reactions. 
in some cos 9* regions, differs by 30% supports the conclusion that the Monte Carlo 
simulates the detector behavior rather well. The magnitude of the difference between 
the two reactions allows for an estimation of the systematic error on the Monte Carlo 
calculated acceptance. 
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Figure 5.36: Differential cross sections as measured for the pp —• S°A and pp —> AS0 
channel separately. 
5.13.5 Systematic Errors 
The difference between the S°A and AS0 differential cross sections, the difference 
in the baryon identification acceptance between the Monte Carlo and experimental 
data, and studies of the sensitivity of the acceptance as the detector parameters 
were varied, allowed for an estimate of the systematic error on the Monte Carlo 
calculated acceptance. This was estimated to be a constant term of 2% plus 5% 
times the event misidentification fraction (see Fig. 5.27). This results in an angular 
dependent and partially correlated systematic error. Unfortunately, there is no way 
to quantify the degree of correlation exactly. An estimate would be that the errors 
are strongly correlated between adjacent cos0* bins and becoming less so as the 
cos 9* bin separation is increased. Also, there is likely to be some correlation between 
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widely separated cosfl* bins that are linked through the event misidentification. This 
average over cos 9* of this error is 2.3% for A A and 3.6% for S°A and AS0 . 
It is estimated that the uncertainty in the integrated luminosity and target cell 
corrections, called the target cell error, contributes a 2% systematic error to the cross 
section independent of reaction type. The source of this error is the uncertainty in 
the rate dependent correction, the accuracy of the effective target thickness, and 
other unaccounted effects of target geometry and electronics subtleties. The error 
on the double charged branching fraction, since it is an overall multiplicative factor, 
contributes a 1.6% systematic error. 
The target cell systematic error and the branching fraction error are added in 
quadrature to yield the total systematic of 2.6% on the differential cross section 
scale. The angular dependent systematic error is reported as a function along with 
the differential cross section and is not added explicitly into the differential cross 
section systematic error. For the systematic error on the total cross sections, the 
target cell error, the branching fraction error, and the average value of the angular 
dependent systematic error are added in quadrature. This results in an overall 3.4% 
systematic error on the total cross section for the A A channel and 4.4% for the S°A 
and AS0 channels. These errors are listed in Table 5.10. 
5.13.6 The Momentum Scale 
The momentum of the antiproton beam in each target cell was determined by sim-
ulating the energy loss of the antiprotons, given an incident momentum of 1.729 
GeV/c, as they passed through the target/scintillator array, (see Sec. 4.3.2). The 
momentum distribution of the antiprotons beam in each target cell, allowed the de-
termination of the average momentum for each target cell. The average value of the 
momentum over the four target cells was used as the momentum for the reported 
cell-averaged differential and total cross sections. The error on this value is that 
due to the absolute uncertainty in the LEAR extraction momentum. The average 
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Systematic Errors 
AA S°A/AS° 
Differential Cross section 
target cell 
branching fraction 
total 
2.0% 
1.6% 
2.6% 
2.0% 
1.6% 
2.6% 
Total Cross section 
target cell 
branching fraction 
average angular acceptance 
total 
2.0% 
1.6% 
2.3% 
3.4% 
2.0% 
1.6% 
3.6% 
4.4% 
Table 5.10: Summary of systematic errors. 
momentum in the target, corresponding to the 1.729 GeV/c extraction momentum 
was 1.726 ±0.001 GeV/c. 
The final results for the total and differential cross sections for the pp —» AA and 
pp —• S°A + c.c. reactions are presented along with discussion in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 6 
Spin Observable Analysis 
The weak decays of the A hyperons in the pp —> AA and pp —» S°A + c.c. reactions 
enable the spin observables of the reaction to be determined. Details of this are 
explained in Chapter 2. Using the pp —> AA and pp —» S°A + c.c. sample that was se-
lected from the data in the analysis described in the preceeding chapter, the detected 
proton and antiproton angular distributions are subjected to the spin observable 
analysis. This procedure determines the spin observables, the hyperon polarizations 
and spin correlation coefficients, and is described in this section. 
6.1 Introduction 
The expressions for the angular distributions of the detected antiprotons and protons 
in terms of the YY spin observables are derived in Chapter 2. With the proper nor-
malization these expressions are equivalent to a probability density function (p.d.f.) 
for an event to occur with particle directions given by the p. Here the p are the direc-
tion vectors of the A-decay proton and A-decay antiproton in the parent particle rest 
frame. The components of p = (px,py,pz) are commonly called the direction cosines. 
As a first example consider the angular distribution of the detected antiproton 
and proton for the pp —> AA reaction (Eq. 2.57). If this expression is normalized such 
that the integral over the entire solid angle of both antiproton and proton is equal 
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to 1, it becomes 
W W p ) = 16TT 2 1 + aPj• p^ + Q P A -pp + aaY,CtJPp,tpp. 
' j 
(6.i; 
Using this as a probability density function, the expectation values of the quantities 
p,tP, phV, and pt,pPj,p may be calculated. These expectation values are 
(P..P) = J J P',pkh(PpiPp)dftpdttp, 
(PJ,P) = JjPhph/iiPpiPpWftpdttp, 
(P*,PP],P) = J J P',pPj,PkA(PpiPp)dttpdftp-
These integrals are easily calculated yielding, 
(P,P) = ^ a % , 
(Pj,p) = g ^ . A , 
(P;PPJ,P) = gClaCtj. 
The experimental estimates for these expectation values are 
(P.,p)exp. 
(PJ,P) exp. 
1_ 
N 
N 
N 
_ ] Pk,i,p, 
Jt=l 
N 
_2PAJ.P, 
i k = l 
N 
(P.,pPj,p)exp. = T7__Pi. i ,pPfcj j . i 
^ it=l 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
(6.1) 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
where N is the number of events in the experimental sample. Equating the experi-
mental estimates of the expectation values with those calculated from the probability 
density function I~\\(Pp,pP) and solving for the polarizations and spin correlation co-
efficients yields 
^.,A - ^ 2_Pt,,,: 
aN pi 
(6.11) 
fc=X 
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%A = ^ _ ] P W . P , (6.12) 
9 N 
Thus, by measuring the directions of the final antiprotons and protons and averaging 
over the event sample, the spin observables of the reaction may be determined. 
Unfortunately, with a finite efficiency detector the situation becomes more com-
plicated. If the efficiencies for detecting antiprotons and protons in the detector 
are a function of the particle directions (which they most certainly are), acceptance 
functions must be introduced into IyviPpiPp) and the integrals in the expectation 
value expressions (Eqs. 6.2-6.4) are not so easily calculated. The following sections 
describe the method of determining the spin observables including the effects of the 
finite acceptance of the detector. 
6.2 Polarization Analysis with Detector Acceptance 
First, consider the individual final-state particle acceptance functions ,4;. These 
Ai represent the detection probability of a decay proton (or antiproton) and are 
functions of the decay particle direction p,. It is assumed in the following that the 
detection probability of the proton is independent of that of the antiproton so that 
the probability of reconstructing the event is a a simple product of the acceptance 
functions for each particle. 
There is a potential complication for the pp —> S°A + c.c. reactions that merits an 
explanation. It is possible that the A, for the decay proton from the S° branch also 
depends on the direction of the decay A since the lab angles of the final protons are a 
function of this A direction. If this were the case, the integrals over A directions that 
lead to the distribution functions for the pp —• S°A + c.c. reactions (Eqs. 2.60 and 
2.61) would involve an additional function of the A direction and, therefore, not yield 
these simple expressions. Figure 6.1 shows the reconstruction efficiency separately 
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Y,Pk,i,pPk,i,P- (6.13) 
._ 0.2 -
1 
i 
Figure 6.1: Efficiency for reconstructing pp —> S°A Monte Carlo events with the 
S°-decay A emitted in the +z hemisphere and emitted in the — z hemisphere in the 
S° rest frame (+z is along the direction of motion of the S°). 
for Monte Carlo pp —» S°A events with forward S°-decay A's and for those with 
backward S°-decay A's. The figure shows approximately equal acceptances for the 
two event classes. There appears to be a slight systematic difference in the cos 9* < 0 
region, but this difference is small and, compared to the other error contributions, it 
is negligible. This allows the acceptance functions of the decay protons from the S° 
branch to be written as functions of the proton direction only. 
Using these acceptance functions with the decay distribution functions derived 
in Chapter 2 (Eqs. 2.57, 2.60, and 2.61), the probability density functions for each 
reaction channel become 
7AA (PV'PP) : 16TT 2 1 + aPj • pp + a P A • pp 
+ aaY,Ct]PpitPp,: 
>, j 
/ I p W & W , (6.W) 
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%oA(p>,pp) = 16TT2 
1
 ~ 3 a P s ° " PP + a P A " PP 
7AS"(Pp'Pp) = 16TT2 
- - a o : ^ C 1 J P p ) t p P i J 
1 + aP^- - p> - - aPso - pp 
& ( P p K ( P , ) , (615) 
-_0!^]C,;Pp,,Ppj 
« j 
MPP)AP(PP)- (6.16) 
The normalization has been changed such that the probability of finding an event, 
integrated over the solid angle of the decay protons, with 100% acceptance, is unity. 
Because of the large number of spin observables considered for each of the three 
reaction channels, it is convenient to express these p.d.f.'s in a more compact, matrix 
form: 
hviPpiPp) 
1 
2Ap(pp)Ap(pp)ppDYYpTp, (6.17) 1 6 ~ 2 * 'V\rpj- -v\rv>rp~ r r fp : 
where YY is used to indicate the AA, S°A, or AS0 reaction. The ( 1 x 4 ) vectors p^ 
and pp are the antiproton and proton direction vectors combined with the value 1: 
Pp = (l,Px,p,Pj/,p,Pz,p), 
Pp = (l,Px,p,Py,p,Pz,p). 
(6.18) 
(6.19) 
The (4 x 4) matrix DYY contains all of the spin observables and the various constants. 
It is handy to use because the factors of —| that are present for the pp —» S°A + c.c. 
channels are buried inside which allows the derivation of the relevant equations for 
all pp —* YY channels simultaneously. For each reaction channel, D is defined as, 
D^ = 
1 a P x , A a P y , A aPz,A 
o7PxA- aaCxx aaCxy aaCxz 
aPyj aaCyx aaCyy aaCyz 
aP,j aaCzx aaCzy aaCzz 
(6.20) 
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#:°A = 
1 
-InPyW 
. -55iV-° 
£>iz° = 
1 
« ^ . A 
. « ^ . A 
<*Px,\ 
-\aaCxx 
-\aaCyx 
-\aaCzx 
-\aPxZ° 
-\aaCxx 
~\aaCyx 
-\aciCzx 
a&A 
-\aaCxy 
-\aaCyy 
-\aaCzy 
-\aPv& 
-\aaCxy 
-\aaCyy 
-\oiaCzy 
« & , A 
-\aaCxz 
-\aaCyz 
-\aaCzz 
- 3 - 0 % , ! , 
-\aaCxz 
-\aaCyz 
-\aaCzz 
(6.21) 
(6.22) 
The next step of the calculation is to determine the elements of the D matrix (the 
spin observables) in terms of the expectation values which may be determined from 
the experimental data. Continuing with the matrix formulation, the expectation 
value matrix E is defined: 
(1) (PX,P) (Py,P) (PZ,P) 
(Px,p) (Pr,pPx,p) {Px,pPy<P) (Px,pPz,p) 
(Py,p) (Py,pPx,p) {Py,pPy,p) (Py,pPz,p) 
(Pz,p) (Pz,pPx,p) {Pz,pPy,p) (Pz,pPz,p) 
The reaction channel subscript has been dropped. There are three of these matrices, 
one for eachFY reaction channel. The expectation values of the squares of the 
direction cosine values are also required. These are most handily introduced as the 
4-vectors F and F: 
E = (6.23) 
F = (l,(P,,p)X&p>,Kp)) 
f - (i,(pL),(pL),(pU) 
(6.24) 
(6.25) 
The expectation value matrix may be evaluated in terms of the p.d.f. matrix as 
was done for the simple case in Eqs. 6.2-6.4. Preceding with this, the elements of 
the E matrices are, 
E = jj ptl,pP„,pIYY(pp,pp)dQ.pdQp, (6.26) 
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= J J jj^Pii,pP»,pl7YMp)p)MPp)PpDYYPp"dnpd[lP, (6.27) 
With the definition of the (4 x 4) matrices A and A, 
&.„ = j P^pP^pApdilp, (6.28) 
A** = J P^pPu,pApdnp, (6.29) 
the expectation value matrix may be written in a convenient matrix form: 
E = T^ADA. (6.30) 
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Using similar manipulations, the F and F 4-vectors become, 
F = ^ % X , (6.31) 
with these additional definitions: 
5„.„ - jpl^pApdSlp, (6.33) 
_ M l „ = J Pli,ppl<pApdnp, (6.34) 
CM = Jp^PApd^p(=A^), (6.35) 
CM = Jp^ApdSlp (= AQ(i). (6.36) 
By using the experimental estimates of the expectation values for E, F, and /*\ 
determining the acceptance integrals A, A, B, etc., and using Eqs. 6.30-6.32, the 
D matrices (and the spin observables) may be determined. Unfortunately, these 
acceptance integrals are not so easily determined. This is addressed in the next 
section. 
6.2.1 Detector Acceptance 
The Monte Carlo data allows the acceptance of the detector to be investigated in a 
form relevant to the polarization analysis and to estimate the acceptance integrals 
introduced above. 
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Figure 6.2 shows the distribution of the decay proton <j> and p, (measured in the 
parent rest frame) for successfully reconstructed pp —» AA Monte Carlo events for 
four different cos0* bins.1 If the acceptance is constant for all decay-proton angles 
(in the A rest frame) then these plots would show a constant density of points for 
all <f> and pz. However there are "holes" (regions of low to near-zero acceptance) 
clearly visible. These are due to the small reconstruction efficiency for protons that 
are emitted nearly parallel to the direction of motion of the A. The efficiency is lower 
in these cases because the lab momentum vectors of the proton and pion are nearly 
parallel and the two tracks are more difficult to resolve. 
When viewed in the A rest frame, these events can be separated into two types: 
those where the proton direction is (1) nearly parallel and (2) nearly antiparallel to 
the direction of the boost into the lab frame. Events of type (1) include a low (lab) 
momentum pion which undergoes more multiple scattering and energy loss than the 
pions in events of type (2). This results in an even smaller reconstruction efficiency 
for events of type (1). These two low efficiency regions can be seen as two holes in 
the plots of Fig. 6.2 at <f> — 0 and (j> — ±7r. The degree of the inefficiency and the 
position in pz changes with cos 9* changes due to the details of the boost from the 
lab to the cm. frame. Note also the approximate symmetry between A's at cosfl" 
and A's at — cos0* (<j> = 0 in the A rest frame corresponds to (j) = ±7r in the A frame 
due to the relative orientation of the two rest frames, see Fig. 2.1). This symmetry 
becomes exact in the limit where particles and antiparticles behave identically in the 
detector. 
Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show these distributions projected onto the pxpz and pyp~ 
planes. These plots are better for visualizing the result of the acceptance integrals 
of Eqs. 6.28 and 6.29. Note the asymmetry around px = 0 and pz = 0 due to the 
effects described above. However, the acceptance seems to be symmetric around 
'These plots and the conclusions drawn are essentially the same for the pp —» E°A and pp —• AE° 
channels. 
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Py = 0. This is because, unlike for the x and z directions, there is no boost in the y 
direction (y is perpendicular to the production plane) so a proton with a y direction 
component py has the same lab momentum as a proton with a component — py. And, 
since the observables do not depend on the hyperon production c m . angle <j> which 
is the azimuthal angle of the production plane, there is an implicit average over this 
angle in all measured quantities. So, for this symmetry around py = 0 to hold, the 
only requirement is that the acceptance (at a given cos 9" value) for the -\-py side of 
the production plane be the same as that for the — py side, averaged over all cm . <£. 
This is expressed as, 
MPx,Py,Pz) = Ap(Px,-Py,Pz), (6.37) 
AP(Px,Py,Pz) - Ap(px,-py,pz). (6.38) 
This symmetry may be violated slightly due to the finite decay lengths of the A 
hyperons but this is a small effect and negligible for this measurement. 
The acceptance integral matrices A and A, calculated using pp -> AA Monte 
Carlo events, as a function of cos 9" are shown in Fig. 6.5. The elements have been 
normalized such that Aoo and AQQ are equal to unity for all cos0*. This, together 
with the fact that these matrices are symmetric, implies that they are completely 
specified by nine elements. The features of the acceptances that were discussed above 
can be seen in these acceptance integrals. The asymmetric acceptance in x and z 
results in relatively large values for the px , p, elements of A and A for some values of 
cos0*. The pxpz elements are also non-negligible. In contrast, the elements involving 
odd powers of py are consistent with zero as would be expected from the arguments 
above. 
Using the formalism developed in Sec. 6.2, one could proceed by using the ex-
perimental estimates to set the expectation value matrix E, using Monte Carlo data 
to set the matrices A and A, and then solving Eq. 6.30 to determine the matrix D. 
This would then yield the complete set of spin-observables. This method, however. 
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Figure 6.2: Distributions of <f> and pz in the A (left column) and A (right column) 
rest frames for successfully reconstructed pp —> AA Monte Carlo events in the form 
of scatter plots. The four rows of plots correspond to four bins in cos0*. The scales 
are the same for all plots. 
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Figure 6.3: Distributions of px and pz in the A (left column) and A (right column) 
rest frames for successfully reconstructed pp —+ AA Monte Carlo events in the form 
of scatter plots. The four rows of plots correspond to four bins in cos0*. The scales 
are the same for all plots. 
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are the same for all plots. 
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suffers from the disadvantage of relying on the Monte Carlo data to calculate the 
acceptance integrals of the A and A matrices. A small error in the acceptance may 
be amplified in these integrals. For this reason, it is desirable to use a Monte Carlo 
independent method to determine A and A and the spin observables. 
6.2.2 Monte Carlo Independent Extraction of Spin Observables 
For this method of polarization analysis, it is necessary to exploit the symmetries of 
the spin observables due to charge conjugation and parity symmetry of the strong 
interaction that were described in Chapter 2. Exploiting these symmetries allows 8 
of the 16 elements of the D matrix to be set to zero. This eliminates many unknowns 
in the problem. The equality constraints between the spin observables imposed by 
these symmetries will not be exploited until after the solutions are determined in 
order to have a check on the method. In addition, the py symmetry of the detector 
that was explained above and observed in the Monte Carlo data is exploited. This 
allows the elements of the A and A matrices that involve odd powers of py to be set 
to zero. 
With these simplifications of the D, A, and A matrices the non-zero elements of 
D may be determined without the use of Monte Carlo data. There are few enough 
unknowns in the problem to determine, from the experimental data, the non-zero 
elements of A and A. 
The form of the D matrix is now 
DYY 
i o A>2 o 
0 Du 0 Di3 
D02 0 D22 0 
0 D3l 0 D33 
(6.39) 
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And, the A and A have the form, 
A = 
Aoo Am. 0 A03 
Am An 0 34i3 
0 0 A22 0 
Am A13 0 3433 
(6.40) 
and 
A = (6.41) 
A o An 0 A03 
Aoi An 0 ^ i3 
0 0 A22 0 
AC3 .4,3 0 A33 
Using these forms for D, A, and A and along with Eq. 6.30 yields an equation 
for each element of E. These are 
AQQAOO + • • • AQOAQI H AOOEQ2A22 A00A03 + 
E = 
A01A00 + • • • 
^422^20^00 
-4o3-4oo H 
A01A01 + 
AnD22Au + • 
^ 2 2 ^ 2 0 ^ 0 1 
A03A01+ 
A33D3iAn + • 
AoiDo2A22 
A22D22A22 
A01A03+ 
AnDi3A33 + -
A22D20Ao3 
^03^02^22 Ao3A03+ 
3433^33^33 + J 
(6.42) 
Using the same form for D and similar simplifications for the B, B, C, and C matrices, 
F and F become 
F - (AooAoo + ---,AnA00 + ---,A22Ao0 + ---,A33A0o + ---) (6.43) 
F = (AooA0o + ---,AooAn + ---,A0oA22 + ---,AooA33 + •••)• (6.44) 
The + • • • in the equations above indicate additional terms that are smaller in mag-
nitude than the leading terms and depend on non-zero elements of the D matrix. To 
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better understand these smaller terms, consider the expression for E00 with all terms 
included: 
£00 = A00A00 + AoiDiiAm + AoiDnAo3 + 3403£>3i A i + A B A B A J - (6.45) 
This expression shows that Eno, which is the acceptance of the detector integrated 
over the entire solid angle of both decay protons, has terms that depend on the 
correlations of the A and A spins. The other terms that are not written explicitly in 
Eq. 6.42 have similar forms. These terms and the magnitudes are examined as each 
D^,, is determined. 
The elements of D that contain the hyperon polarizations Py and Py are easily 
determined: 
D20 = # Do, = § 1 . (6.46) 
t2 t2 
And the element that contains the spin correlation coefficient Cyy is 
D22 = = ^ r - (6.47) 
^ 2 ^ 2 
The terms neglected in solving for these elements have been determined to introduce 
an error no larger than 1%. This is small compared to the statistical errors on these 
quantities and will not be considered. The D2Q and D02 elements are also present. 
in other elements of E. These could be solved to yield an additional two equations 
for each of these, but the errors are such that they would yield essentially no new 
information. 
The elements of D that contain the spin correlation coefficients Cxx, Czz, Cr:. 
and Czx have a slightly different form. They are 
En — EIQEQI n £13 — EWEQ3 
Dn =
 TlFl ' A 3 = FXF3 ' 
D 3 , _ ^ - j ^ \ D 3 3 = ^ - ^ . (6.48) 
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The terms neglected to yield these solutions are not so easily dismissed. They may 
be as large as 10 — 20%, depending on the true values of the D^. This is a correction 
that is close to negligible given the size of the statistical errors. However, it has been 
decided to use the formulas above for a first iteration, use the measured values for 
the D^v to determine a correction, and use the correction to obtain a second and 
final iteration value for Dn, Di3, D31, and D33. 
In summary, the expressions used to determine the entire D matrix are, 
D 
1 
0 
0 
0 
5"pGm5" + A_»31 
F2 
0 
J__ 
F2F2 
0 
0 
_ J _ i n + AD,, 
FiF3 ~ ^ ^ 1 3 
E
™Z,E™E™ + AD33 
(6.19) 
where the AD are the second iteration corrections explained above. The polarizations 
and spin correlation coefficients may be extracted from the measured D matrix for 
each reaction channel by using the appropriate formulas relating the D matrix to the 
spin observables (Eqs. 6.20-6.22). 
6.2.3 Statistical Errors 
The statistical errors on the spin observables are determined by propagating the 
errors on the expectation values (the elements of the matrix E and the vectors /*' 
and F) through the expressions relating them to the spin observables. The statistical 
errors on the expectation values and their correlations are obtained from the elements 
of the covariance matrix for these quantities. The covariance matrix for functions /, 
is estimated [98]: 
N 
vxl _ ^ZT)Z(/ , -4k- / ; ) 
1 r N 
N(N-l) 
,6=1 
1_ 
N 
N 
E/J;-^(E/, 
\k=l 
( N \ 
_ A 
^•=1 / 
(6 10) 
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where N is the number of events in the sample. In this analysis, the /,• are the various 
functions that appear in the expectation values: pitP, p,iP, and combinations of these. 
As an example, the error estimate for EQ2, which is the error of the expectation 
value (py,p), is expressed, 
= y = T fe) - (P».P)J) • (6-51) 
The errors and covariances of the other expectation values are determined in this 
manner and are propagated through the formulae to yield the statistical errors on 
the spin observables. 
6.2.4 The Measured Expectation Values 
The expectation value matrix E for the pp —• A A event sample using seven cos 9" bins 
is shown in Fig. 6.6. Upon examination of this figure and referring to Eq. 6.42, the 
structure of the y components of polarization and the Cyy spin correlation coefficient 
are evident in the E^ column and the _o„ row. In the other elements however, the 
dominant terms are due to the shape of the acceptance functions which must first be 
subtracted to obtain the Cxx, Czz, Cxz, and Czx spin correlation coefficients. This 
will be reflected in the final data as larger errors on these spin observables. 
The expectation value vectors F and F, also extracted from the pp —> AA data, 
are shown in fig. 6.7. These values serve as the normalization terms in the solutions 
for the elements of the D matrices. In the limit that the acceptances are constant 
for any decay proton direction, these elements would be equal to | as seen in the 
equations derived at the beginning of this chapter with naive assumptions about the 
acceptances. The values measured for F and F are of this magnitude but differ 
somewhat depending upon the acceptances. 
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Figure 6.6: The values of the expectation value matrix E as determined from the 
pp —> AA data for seven cos 9* bins. The £"oo element is normalized to one and is not 
shown. The scales are the same for each group of plots. Only statistical errors are 
shown and, for the first row and column, are smaller than the markers and cannot 
be seen. 
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6.3 Spin Observable Results 
Using the method developed above, the spin observables for each reaction channel 
may be determined. From the data, the expectation values that comprise the E 
matrix and the F and F vectors are calculated and these values are used to determine 
the D matrix through Eq. 6.49. The complete set of seven spin observables for each 
channel are then calculated using Eqs. 6.20-6.22. The results of this process are 
shown in Figs. 6.8-6.10. The subscript y on the polarization values has been dropped 
since the x and z components have been set to zero. The errors shown in these plots 
are statistical only. The number of cos 9* bins has been chosen to be small enough 
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so that the number of events in each bin is sufficient for relatively small statistical 
errors yet large enough to show the structure of each observable as a function of 
cos 9*. Unfortunately, the number of events in the pp —• _°A and pp -» AS0 samples 
was not adequate to realize this exactly. This small number of events causes larger 
errors on the spin observables for these channels. In addition, the factor of — | in the 
expressions for the D matrices further increases the errors on P^o, P^p, and the CV, 
for the pp —> S°A and pp -» AS0 channels. 
6.3.1 Physical Constraints 
Each of the spin observables is limited, by definition, to be within the range - 1 
to +1 . Some of the experimentally measured values, especially for the pp —• S°A 
and pp —» AS0 channels, are outside of this range. However, this is not surprising 
considering the limited number of events. The expectation values used to calculate 
the spin observables are estimates of the true value and the accuracy is limited by 
the number of events in the sample. A statistically correct analysis shows that the 
measured spin observables are consistent with the physical limits and there are no 
values that are outside of these limits by more that 2cr. 
As explained in Chapter 2, the symmetries of the strong interaction sets con-
straints among the spin observables. The constraints that require a subset of the 
spin observables to be equal to zero have been exploited in the method developed 
above to determine the remaining spin observables. Other constraints require, at 
cos 9* = 0,7r, that the polarizations and the Cxz, Czx spin correlations are zero and 
that Cxx = —Cyy. The data are consistent with these constraints although the errors, 
especially for pp —> _°A + c.c, do not allow a stringent test. 
The remaining spin observable constraints yield two constraint equations for the 
seven spin observables of pp —> AA channel and seven constraints for the 14 spin 
observables of the combined pp —» _°A + c.c. reaction channel. Table 6.1 lists these 
constraints for both reaction channels. Figures 6.11 and 6.12 illustrate how well 
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Figure 6.8: The non-zero polarizations and spin correlation coefficients for the 
pp —* A A reaction for seven cos0* bins. The errors are statistical only. 
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pp -* AS0 -f c.c. 
observables/ 
constraints 
Pso(S°A) =
 JPEo(AE°) 
PA(_°A) = /\(AE°) 
C_(^A) = C»(A_°) 
C_(_"A) = C=:(A_°) 
C„(_CA) = C„(A_°) 
CU_»A) = C^(A_«) 
C«(_«A) = C»(A_°) 
averaged 
observable 
P2o 
PA 
Cxz 
yyzx 
^xx 
Cyy 
G;z 
PP-> 
observables/ 
constraints 
PX = P* 
^xz — ^zx 
Cxx 
kyy 
czz 
AA 
averaged 
observable 
a 
G^z 
t ' n 
^yy 
Gzz 
Table 6.1: Spin observable constraints and the spin observable resulting from the use 
of the constraint. 
the data obey these constraints. The observables appear to be consistent with the 
constraint with the exception of a few possible systematic differences in some of 
the dj for the pp —> _°A + c.c. channels. These differences are most likely due 
to the errors introduced by misidentified events as discussed in Sec. 5.12.2. Several 
methods to correct for these misidentification errors, similar to those employed to 
correct the differential cross sections, were investigated, yet all failed for complicated, 
mostly pragmatic reasons. Also, any gains made by the correction schemes would be 
limited by the unavoidable, relatively large statistical errors. It was decided to use no 
correction scheme and simply estimate the systematic errors that misidentifications 
introduce. 
6.3.2 Systematic Errors 
The systematic errors were estimated to be proportional to the fraction of misidenti-
fied events that are present in the data sample as was done for the angular dependent 
systematic error on the differential cross section, explained in Sec. 5.13.5. A misiden-
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tified event is one that is assigned incorrectly to a reaction channel or is assigned the 
wrong value of cos 0*. This misidentification fraction is a function of cos0* and is 
discussed in Sec. 5.12.2. The constant of proportionality was chosen such that the \ 2 , 
formed from the differences in the equality-constrained spin, has the correct distri-
bution using the estimated systematic error. This systematic error is then added in 
quadrature with the statistical error to form the total error on each spin observable. 
6.3.3 Final Reduced Spin Observables 
Since C invariance is believed to be a good symmetry of the strong interaction, the 
equality constraints listed in Table 6.1 allow many of the spin observables to be com-
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bined into a single averaged quantity. These quantities are combined using a weighted 
averaging procedure which considers the total errors. The naming conventions for 
the resulting averaged spin observables are also given in Table 6.1. This averaging 
procedure reduces the number of spin observables for the pp —» AA channel from 
seven to five. And, the 14 total for the pp —> S°A and pp —> AS0 channels is reduced 
to seven for the combined pp —» AS0 + c.c. channel. 
These averaged spin observables for the pp —> AA and pp —» _°A + c.c. channels 
will be shown together with the cross sections and a discussion of the results in 
Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 7 
Results and Discussion 
In this chapter, the final results of the pp —• AA and pp —• _°A -f c.c measurement 
for the data set labeled with the extracted antiproton momentum of 1.729 GeV/c 
are reported. The observables include total and differential cross sections, hyperon 
polarizations, and spin correlation coefficients. In addition to these results, discussion 
and interpretations are offered. 
7.1 Cross Sections 
The average momentum at the center of the target was determined to be 1.726 ± 
0.001 GeV/c (see Sec. 5.13.6). This corresponds to an excess energy value 
e = y/s — mY — mY, the kinetic energy available to the final state hyperons, of 102.6 
MeV for the pp -> AA reaction and 25.7 MeV for pp -» S°A + c.c. 
7.1.1 Results 
The total cross sections measured for the pp —> AA, pp —> _°A, pp —• AS0 and 
pp —> S°A + c.c. combined reaction channels at an average antiproton momentum of 
1.726±0.001 GeV/c are listed in Table 7.1. The total cross sections for the pp -* AA 
and pp —» _°A + c.c. reactions are shown together with previous PS185 results for 
these channels in Fig. 7.1. 
The differential cross sections for pp —• AA and pp —> S°A + c.c. are displayed 
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this measurement along with those reported previously by the PS185 collaboration. 
The arrows indicate the reaction thresholds. 
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PP-+YY 
channel 
pp-* A A 
pp -> S°A 
pp -> AS0 
pp -+ S°A + c.c 
cross section 
(/ibarn) 
74.36 
6.99 
7.61 
14.60 
statistical 
error (//barn) 
0.80 (1.1%) 
0.19 (2.7%) 
0.19 (2.5%) 
0.27 (1.8%) 
systematic 
error (//barn) 
2.55 (3.4%) 
0.31 (4.4%) 
0.33 (4.4%) 
0.64 (4.4%) 
total 
error (/ibarn) 
2.67 (3.6%) 
0.36 (5.1%) 
0.38 (5.0%) 
0.70 (4.8%) 
Table 7.1: Total cross sections and errors, separated into statistical and systematic 
components for the pp —> YY reactions of this study at an average antiproton lab 
momentum of 1.726 _ 0.001 GeV/c. 
along with the angular dependent systematic error in Fig. 7.2. The other contribu-
tions to the systematic error result in a 2.6% uncertainty on the differential cross 
section scale (see Sec. 5.13.5). 
7.1.2 Discussion 
The most convenient way to examine these total cross section results is with the 
cross section ratio of the pp —» E°A + c.c and pp —» AA reactions. To eliminate. 
at least partially, the phase space differences between the two reactions, the ratio is 
best calculated at the same reaction excess energy values. The PS185 collaboration 
has measured the pp —• AA reaction at approximately the same excess energy value 
as that for this measurement of pp —> S°A + c.c. In fact, this was the basis of the 
momentum choice for this measurement. 
At 1.5076 GeV/c (e(AA) — 25.4 MeV), the pp —» AA cross section was measured 
to be 25.1 ±0.7 //barn [24]. Using the results for the pp —> S°A + c.c. cross section at. 
1.726 GeV/c (e(E°A) = 25.7 MeV) from this measurement to form the cross section 
ratio _ 
<T(E0A)_<7(AS°-fc.c.)/2 
4 A A) f(AA) ( ' 
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Figure 7.2: Differential cross sections for the (a) pp —• AA reaction and (b) the 
pp —> E°A -f c.c. combined reaction at an average antiproton momentum of 1.726 
GeV/c. The angular dependent systematic error is plotted beneath each plot. The 
systematic error due of the target cell corrections combined with the uncertainty in 
the charged branching ratio of the A results in a error on the scale of 2.6% for both 
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yields °\jJ = 0.29 ± 0.02. A naive calculation of this cross section ratio using the 
SU(3)-based ratio of the EpA' to ApA coupling constants utilized by the Nijmegen 
group in their meson exchange calculation [37,80] yields 
ffi-fc—• 
Of course, this value is only a reference point since this simple calculation completely 
ignores the contribution from the K*, interference effects between the K and A", 
and the initial and final state interactions, complications that are surely present in 
these reactions. 
The PS185 collaboration has reported a total cross section for the pp -+ E0A +c.c. 
reaction at another momentum point. At 1.695 GeV/c (e(E°A) = 14.8 MeV) the 
pp —• E°A + c.c. cross section was measured to be 7.53 _ 0.53 /ibarn [31]. This 
measurement was also done at an excess energy approximately equal to that from a 
previously measured pp —• AA measurement. At 1.4765 GeV/c (e(AA) = 14.4 MeV) 
the pp —• AA cross section was measured to be 13.0 _ 0.5 //barn [24]. The cross 
section ratio resulting from these two measurements is also 0.29 _ 0.02. 
Using a coupled channels meson exchange model, the group of Haidenbauer et al. 
has fit the pp —» E°A + c.c. data at 1.695 GeV/c and offered a prediction for the 
total cross section for pp —> E°A + c.c at an excess energy value close to that 
of this measurement [59]. The cross section ratios at approximate excess energy 
values of 15 and 25 MeV resulting from this model are listed in Table 7.2 along with 
the measured values. The agreement of the data with the model prediction is fair. 
Haidenbauer et al. note that if the initial and final state interactions are neglected, 
the cross section ratios drop from these values to 0.08 at both excess energies. This 
points out the importance of considering the initial and final state effects carefully. 
The differential cross sections for pp —> AA and pp —» E°A + c.c. show the forward 
peaking that has come to be expected for these reactions. To quantify this, the 
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e 
(MeV) 
14.4 
14.8 
14.6 
14.8 
25.4 
25.7 
25.6 
24.0 
<T(AA) 
(//barn) 
13.0 _ 0.5 
15.06 
25.1 _ 0.7 
25.08 
<r(AE° + cc) 
(//barn) 
7.53±0.5 
7.84 
14.60 ±0.70 
11.38 
f(E°A)/<r(AA) 
0.29 ± 0.02 
0.26 
0.29 ± 0.02 
0.23 
comment 
experiment, [24] 
experiment, [31] 
experiment 
model, [59] 
experiment, [24] 
experiment, this work 
experiment 
model, [59] 
Table 7.2: Total cross sections ratios from experiment and the model of Haiden-
bauer et al. [59] at e ss 15 and 25 MeV. 
differential cross section data were fit with a function of the form 
da km ax 
—(n-Eota(cos<n, (7-3) 
where the Pk are Legendre polynomials. The data were fit to this form using in-
creasing values of &max until the addition of more terms failed to improve the quality 
of the fit considerably. Both the pp —» AA and pp —> E°A -f c.c. data were well 
fit with these forms with A;max — 5. The data with the fits are shown in Fig. 7.3. 
The parameters of these fits are listed in Table 7.3. It is interesting that the fits to 
the pp —» E°A + c.c. data with e(E°A) = 25.7 MeV required as many terms as the 
pp —» AA data with e(AA) = 102.6 MeV. However, interpretations should be made 
with caution since the statistical errors on this data are such that the uncertainty on 
the terms of the Legendre fit are rather large. 
It is instructive to compare the differential cross section data at similar values 
of excess energy, as was done with the total cross sections, and to examine them 
in the context of the black disk model of scattering [32, 33]. Figure 7.4 shows this 
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channel 
Kmax 
A r e d 
a = Axao 
a0 
ai/a0 
a2/aQ 
a3/a0 
a4/a0 
as/aQ 
pp^> AA 
5 
0.74 
74.324 ± 0.787 
5.915 ±0.063 
1.421 ±0.017 
1.340 ±0.025 
1.009 ±0.032 
0.426 ± 0.034 
0.018 ±0.031 
pp -+ E°A + c.c. 
5 
0.94 
14.532 ± 0.272 
1.156 ±0.022 
1.170 ±0.033 
1.256 ±0.044 
0.736 ± 0.056 
0.153 ±0.061 
0.184 ±0.060 
Table 7.3: The parameters of the Legendre fits to the pp —» AA and pp -* E°A + c.c. 
data. 
differential cross section data in the form of ^ for the pp —» AA and pp —> E°A + c.c. 
reactions at excess energy values of approximately 15 and 25 MeV. Here t' is the 
reduced four momentum transfer. This quantity is defined, 
t' = t-tmin = 2pq(cos9'-l), (7.4) 
where t is the four momentum transfer (squared) and p and q are the incoming and 
outgoing c m . momenta respectively. In the black disk model, ^ should have the 
form e~bt>. The fits of this form to the forward data for the four data sets are shown 
in Fig. 7.4. The radius of the black disk is given by R = 2hc\/b. The parameters and 
resulting black disk radii for each of the fits are listed in Table 7.4. 
The data are well fit by this form in the forward cos 9* region as can be seen from 
examination of Fig. 7.4. The strong forward peaking noticed in the pp —> S°A + c.c. 
channel shows itself in these plots as a fairly steep slope of the fit to the data of 
this channel. The resulting black disk radii are 1.1-1.2 fm for pp -* A A while the 
pp —• E°A + c.c. data yield a radii of 1.3-1.5 fm. This result of the consistently larger 
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Figure 7.3: Differential cross sections for the (a) pp —» AA reaction and (b) the 
pp —» E°A + c.c. combined reaction at an average antiproton momentum of 1.726 
GeV/c. The curves are from a Legendre polynomial fit including terms up to order 
five. 
values in the pp —• E°A + c.c. channels is interesting. It perhaps implies an even 
stronger absorption of the lower partial waves in this new channel. 
7.2 Spin Observables 
The averaged spin observables for the pp —> AA and pp —• S°A + c.c. reactions at 
an average antiproton momentum of 1.726 ±0.001 GeV/c are shown in Figs. 7.5 and 
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e (MeV) 
14.4 
14.8 
25.4 
25.7 
pp -* AA 
b (GeV"2) 
9.7 ±0.9 
8.1 ±0.6 
R(fm) 
1.2 
1.1 
pp -» E°A + cc 
b (GeV-^) 
14.1 ±1.5 
11.0 ±0.4 
R(fm) 
1.5 
1.3 
... 
reference 
[24] 
[31] 
[24] 
this work 
Table 7.4: Results of the fits to the pp —> AA and pp —» E°A 4- c.c. using the black 
disk form. 
7.6. The quantities averaged to obtain these results and the naming conventions are 
listed in Table 6.1. 
The pp -+ AA and pp —» AE° + c.c. singlet fractions are shown in Fig 7.7. They 
are calculated using the averaged Ca in the singlet fraction definition: 
S - ^ ( l + C__-C- + C.,). (T.5) 
The total errors on the Ca are propagated through this equation to yield the errors 
on the singlet fraction. 
7.2.1 Discussion 
The spin observable data from the pp —> AA reaction at 1.726 GeV/c is consistent 
with what has been observed in previous measurements. In particular, the oscil-
latory behavior of the polarization data has been consistently observed throughout 
the entire PS185 momentum range. It is interesting to compare the shape of the 
polarization data to that of the differential cross section. The pp —> AA differential 
cross section and A polarization are shown together on the same plot as a function of 
t' in Fig. 7.8. The break in the e~bi' behavior of the differential cross section occurs 
in the same region of t' as the indicated zero crossing of the polarization. This same 
behavior occurs in all of the PS185 data and at approximately the same value of /'. 
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Figure 7.4: Differential cross sections ^ for the pp —* AA and pp —» E°A + c.c. 
reactions at approximate excess energy values of (a) 15 and (b) 25 MeV. Note the 
logarithmic scale. 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, this correlation is observed in other hadron scattering 
processes and may be related to the distance scale of the interaction [34,35]. 
The spin correlation coefficients of pp —> AA at 1.726 GeV/c indicate a behavior 
similar to that seen in the other PS185 pp —> AA measurements. The singlet fraction 
shows little deviation from zero as has consistently been seen. The weighted average 
of the singlet fraction over the entire cos 8* range yields a value of —0.08 ± 0.05. 
The spin observables from the pp —> £°A + c.c. reaction, with the exception 
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Figure 7.5: The average polarizations and spin correlation coefficients for the 
pp —* AA reaction. Systematic errors are included. 
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Figure 7.6: The average polarizations and spin correlation coefficients for the 
pp —• E°A + c.c. reaction. Systematic errors are included. 
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Figure 7.7: Singlet fraction for the (a) pp -» AA and (b) pp —> AE° + c.c. reactions. 
Systematic errors are included. The dashed line indicates zero and is not a fit. 
of the data from 1.695 GeV/c [31] which included only statistically poor hyperon 
polarization results, provides the first look at this aspect of the reaction. The A 
polarization seems to indicate an oscillatory structure not entirely unlike that seen 
for the pp —» AA channel. The differential cross section data and A polarization from 
pp —• £°A + c.c. are plotted together as a function of t' in Fig. 7.9. There is perhaps 
an indication of a zero crossing in the polarization at the same t' as the break in the 
e~
bt
 behavior of the differential cross section. 
The E polarization data suffers from large statistical errors. They are larger than 
for the A polarization for this reaction because of the factor of — g that arises due 
to the dilution of the polarization in the E° decay. In addition, if, as predicted by 
a non-relativistic quark model, the E° polarization is | that of the A, there is little 
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Figure 7.8: Differential cross section and A polarization for the pp —• AA reaction at 
1.729 GeV/c as a function of .'. 
possibility of ever having the sensitivity to measure a value this small with these 
methods. 
Little can be concluded from the pp —+ E°A + c.c. spin correlation coefficients 
due to the large errors. Any predicted behavior of these observables that lies within 
the physical limits would be consistent with the data. The singlet fraction, since 
it is derived from the C„, has fairly large errors as well. However, the weighted 
average over the entire cos0* range yields 0.76 ± 0.31. This is an indication that the 
well-established spin-triplet dominance of the pp —> AA reaction does not carry over 
into the pp —» E°A + c.c. channel. This value is consistent with the quark model 
prediction of | that results from a vector [48] or scalar [62] Is quark pair production 
mechanism. The group of Haidenbauer et al. have calculated a singlet fraction value 
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Figure 7.9: Differential cross section and A polarization for the pp —» E°A reaction 
at 1.729 GeV/c as a function of t'. 
of 0.2 at 1.695 GeV/c. It is not evident how the the singlet fraction changes with 
momentum in the meson exchange calculation. 
7.3 Summary 
The results for the pp —» AA reaction at 1.726 GeV/c average antiproton momentum 
show a behavior similar to that of the data collected by the PS185 experiment. This 
behavior includes a forward peaked differential cross section, an oscillatory structure 
of the A polarization with a zero crossing at a t' value approximately equal to the 
beginning of the sharp rise in the differential cross section, and a singlet fraction 
consistent with zero throughout the entire cos0* range. 
The new results for the pp —» E°A + c.c. reaction at this momentum share some 
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of the features of the pp —> AA data. These include a forward peaked differential 
cross section and an indication of a similar oscillatory behavior of the A polarization. 
However, in the pp —> E°A-f-c.c. channel, the forward peaking of the differential cross 
section appears to be even stronger than that of pp —» AA at the same excess energy 
value, perhaps indicating more absorption in the lower partial waves. The singlet 
fraction data indicates a non zero value, in contrast to the pp —» AA data and as 
predicted by several models. This result is perhaps the best example of the different 
dynamics of the pp —• E°A + c.c. reaction. Hopefully, this measurement will spur on 
further theoretical work on this channel to directly address these results. 
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Chapter 8 
Conclusions 
We have reported in this thesis the motivation, explanation, execution, and results 
of a measurement of the pp —» AA and pp —> E°A -f c.c. reactions at an average 
antiproton momentum of 1.726 GeV/c. The results show, for the pp —» AA reaction, 
a strongly peaked differential cross section, substantial polarization, and a zero singlet 
fraction. These are all consistent with what has come to be considered characteristic 
of this reaction in this low energy region. 
The results for the pp —> T,0A + c.c. reaction show several features that are similar 
to pp —> AA and several that different. The forward peaking is present although it 
seems to be even stronger than pp —> AA. The A polarization in the pp —• E°A + c.c. 
reactions indicates an oscillatory structure similar to that of pp —» AA; however, 
the errors on this data prevent any definitive conclusions. The singlet fraction, in 
strong contrast to pp —» AA, shows a non-zero value in the pp —> E°A + c.c. channel. 
The spin-triplet dominance of the pp —> AA channel appears to not carry over into 
pp-> E°A+ c.c. 
All of these speculations about the implications of the new results from the pp —> 
T,0 A+c.c. need to be substantiated by careful theoretical work. The strong interaction 
is a complicated process; there are many factors to consider and a seemingly valid 
argument may be invalidated due to the neglect of something important. It is our 
hope that this data provides the experimental constraints for this theoretical work. 
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The PS185 collaboration has collected data at other momenta that were not 
analyzed and presented here. There exists data at 1.767 GeV/c, a point higher than 
that of this measurement, and at four momenta closer to threshold. The techniques 
and computer code used for this measurement are directly applicable to analyze this 
additional data and extract the observables for the pp —* E°A -f c.c. reaction. This 
will be initiated in the near future. 
The data of this measurement and those to be analyzed will provide a very com-
plete set for the pp —» £°A+c.c. reaction as has been collected by PS185 for pp —• AA. 
It is hoped that this will enable further advances in understanding the dynamics of 
strange hyperon production and the strong interaction. 
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Appendix A 
Drift Chamber Calibration 
The purpose of the drift chamber calibration procedure is to determine the drift 
chamber time to distance function and to determine the position of the drift chamber 
wire planes. Both of these are needed to obtain optimum tracking accuracy. 
A.l Event Selection and Procedure 
For the DC calibration procedure, neutral trigger events are used. It has been de-
termined that this trigger type is preferable to the other event trigger types (such as 
elastic) because of the larger number of tracks with angles greater than 30°. Large-
angle tracks are necessary because the time to distance function has a fairly com-
plicated angular behavior and it is important to examine this behavior with a wide 
range of track angles. Also, as is described below, the large-angle tracks enable a 
better determination of the chamber positions. 
From the neutral trigger data, events are selected that contain one or more three 
dimensional (3D) tracks. For a 3D track to be considered, it must be formed from 
all four possible two dimensional (20) projections (xz, yz, uz, and vz) . These are 
called "4-match" tracks. By working with 4-match tracks exclusively, the sample is 
likely to contain fewer spurious tracks even with the tracking tolerances set to large 
values. These large values are necessary when using the rough first guesses for the 
calibration parameters and chamber positions. 
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With each of the 4-match tracks, the two 2D projections formed with the DC 
(xz and yz) are removed. The remaining two 2D projections (uz and vz) from the 
MWPC are then used to form a new 3D track. This track is projected into the 
drift chamber and the intersection point with each DC plane (xfu) is compared to 
the measured coordinate from the removed 2D track at that plane (apneas)- This is 
quantified for each drift cell by defining the residual: 
8 = n(xmeas - xfit), (A.l) 
where K is ±1 depending on the direction of the drift in that drift cell. 
Another quantity examined is the "modified residual" 8', which is given by the 
same formula but with a slightly different definition for xm- Instead of using the 3D 
track from the MWPC projections, Xfit is defined by the 2D track of the xz or yz DC 
projection alone, with the measured hit removed. 
The quantity 8 is used to make sure that the DC calibration and position is 
consistent with the MWPC. But, the extrapolation of the track from the MWPC into 
the DC adds error to the distributions and it is not possible to check precisely the 
calibration with this quantity alone. The quantity 8', since it involves interpolations 
or small extrapolations of tracks, better allows the details of the DC behavior to be 
seen. However, this quantity cannot be used alone because it is possible that the 
calibration converges with values that make the 8' distributions look correct, but 
with the resulting DC coordinates systematically offset from those of the MWPC. 
Both 8 and 8' are used in the calibration and positioning procedures. 
A.2 First Iteration 
A simple geometrical approximation [90] for the time to distance function is used for 
the first iteration of the calibration. It is based on the assumption that the ionization 
electrons that reach the sense wire first (and therefore determine the drift time) drift 
toward the sense wire on a line that is perpendicular to the particle track. For tracks 
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that cross the drift cell at an angle, it is possible that this line intersects the track 
outside of the drift cell. In this case it is assumed that the electrons drift along the 
edge of the cell until they reach the track perpendicular and then they drift radially 
toward the sense wire. These two situations are diagrammed in Fig. A.l. With this 
simple scenario, the time to distance function is 
a = ^ # for «-*„)< ' 
cos 9 ws\n9 / ^ 2) 
Here t is the time of the hit, tQ is the time offset for a particular drift cell, w is the 
drift speed, 9 is the track angle of incidence with the center line of the chamber, and 
d is the half-width of the drift cell. The subtraction of t0 is necessary due to the 
fact that there is an offset in the drift chamber TDC values. The actual drift time 
is t — to and t0 is the time corresponding to zero drift distance. The quantity s is 
the distance from the sense wire to the point where the track intersects the center 
line of the chamber (see Fig A.l). This choice of parameterization allows a hit to be 
specified by a coordinate along the chamber plane with an error and the z of that 
plane, assumed to have no error. All coordinates from a given plane have the same 
value for z. 
In terms of the quantities introduced above, the drift chamber calibration proce-
dure must determine: 
• the time offsets t0 for each DC drift cell; 
• the drift speed w, assumed to be the same for all cells; 
• the correct time to distance function, the same for all cells; and 
• the x/y and z positions of each plane of the DC. 
For the first iteration of the calibration, the to values were determined by exam-
ining the time distributions of each drift cell. These distributions exhibit a rough 
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Figure A.l: Diagram illustrating the simple geometric approximation for the drift 
chamber time to distance calibration. 
"top-hat" shape and indicate the active time-width of the cell. The first guess t0 was 
set to the midpoint of the low-time edge of the top-hat, for each drift chamber cell. 
Figure A.2 shows the distributions from two typical drift cells and the position of the 
first-iteration to set for these cells. The first-iteration drift speed was set to the value 
expected for the drift chamber gas mixture, w = 50 //m/ns = 100 //m/channel [90]. 
The time to distance function of Eq. A.2 was used with the parameters mentioned 
above for the first iteration and the wire plane positions were set to the nominal 
values as surveyed. 
A.3 Subsequent Iterations 
For each iteration of the calibration procedure, the selected tracks in the calibration 
sample were used to calculate the 8 and 8' values. These values were stored for each 
time channel of each drift cell. After each run through the sample, the stored values 
were used to obtain a 8 averaged over tracks for each time channel and drift cell. 
The averaged 8 values for the same drift cells used in Fig. A.2 are shown in Fig. A.3 
for the first and final iterations. For the two inner cells of each DC plane (closest 
to the beam), this data was fit to a straight line. The value of the fitted line at the 
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Figure A.2: Drift time distribution for two drift chamber cells. They are from (a) 
DC plane 5, cell 14, near the center of the chamber, and (b) DC plane 9, cell 4, near 
the edge . The dashed lines indicate the first-iteration t0 values. 
center of the cell determined the correction to the t0 values for these inner cells. The 
slope of the line, averaged over all the inner cells, determined the correction to the 
drift speed. Only the inner cells were used to determine the drift speed because the 
majority of tracks through these cells are incident at 9 = 0 deg, where the time to 
distance function is most sensitive to this quantity. The remaining cells were fit to a 
line with zero slope (a weighted average) and the intercept determined the correction 
to t0 for these cells. The dashed lines of Fig. A 3 indicate the results of these fits. 
The 8' values as calculated from the event sample were stored as a function of 
time channel and track angle 9. The distributions were then examined to investigate 
the accuracy of time to distance function. By examining 8' as a function of 9, the 
quality of the time to distance function for a range of track angles could be evaluated. 
The corrections to the positions of the chamber wire planes were determined for 
each iteration by examining the behavior of the corrected t0 values for each pair of 
sense wires as a function of the position in the plane. Effectively all of the tracks 
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Figure A.3: Average 8 as a function of time channel for (a) plane 5, cell 14 and (b) 
plane 9, cell 4 for the first iteration on the calibration procedure, and (c),(d) the 
same cells after the final iteration. The error bars indicate the statistical error on 
each point. The dashed lines show the fit to the distribution. 
in the event sample originate near the target, so a given position along the chamber 
plane can be mapped to a track angle. The difference between the to values of 
each sense wire pair should be normally distributed around a mean value and not 
correlated with the angle of tracks through the drift cell. If this correlation is seen, 
it must be due to the an incorrect position of the wire chamber plane, in x,y or z or 
both. The correlations were examined, parameterized with coordinate offsets, and 
the corrections generated. 
After each run through the calibration event sample, the corrections were calcu-
lated and then implemented for the next iteration. This process was repeated until 
the procedures yielded negligible corrections. Many iterations were needed to deter-
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mine the correct time to distance function because it is a multi-parameter function 
and it was determined principally by trial and error. If the correct function is known 
beforehand, the time offsets, drift speed, and chamber positions may be determined 
in two or three iterations. 
A.4 Results 
The time to distance function that was determined to be satisfactory is of the same 
form but somewhat more complicated than that given in Eq. A.2: 
- ^ # for «-(„)< d" 
cos 0.90 u;0 sin 0 
— < ( - ' ° > + ^ ( ^ - ^ ) f O T < ' - ' ° > ^ (A-3» 
w = w0 + 0.001 sinJ 1.A9, 
with wo = 50.7 /tm/ns = 101.4 /zm/channel and deg = 0.2 cm. The t, t0 and 9 are 
time of the hit, the time offset for the drift cell, and the track angle respectively. 
The half-width of the cell d has been replaced by an effective distance G?eff and an 
angular-dependent drift speed w has been added. This fairly complicated function is 
the result of the calibration procedure modifying the simple time to distance function 
of Eq. A.2 is such a way as to more accurately model the drift path of the ionization 
charge. The final time offsets and chamber positions were determined and tabulated; 
all values were reasonable. The position corrections of the chambers eliminated the 
sense-wire-pair correlations that were discussed above and resulted with changes in 
the wire plane positions of up to 1 mm. 
The 8 distributions for two of the cells for the final iteration are shown in 
Figs. A.3(c) and A.3(d). The final iteration distributions of the quantity 8', summed 
over all drift cells, for 10 angular bins are shown in Fig. A.4 . As is verified with 
these plots, the final calibration works extremely well for track angles up to % 45°. 
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However, for larger track angles, it is difficult to determine the exact form of the 
time to distance function. It is possible that the form of Eq. A.3 is not adequate 
to handle the large angle behavior of tracks. However, it has been determined that, 
with the use of proper errors, this calibration function may be safely used for tracks 
with angles up to 60°. 
The 8' distributions of Fig. A.4 allow the drift chamber resolutions to be deter-
mined as a function of the track angle and time channel. These distributions were 
divided into ten time channel bins and angular bins and fit with a Gaussian. The a 
of the Gaussian may be equated with the drift chamber resolution. These a values 
as a function of time channel for nine angular bins are shown in Fig. A.5. Only nine 
angular bins are shown due to the insufficient number of tracks with angles above 
45°. For each angular bin, the resolution was parameterized with the form 
a(t) = Cie-c=('-W + C3Vt^to~, (A.4) 
where the C, are the parameters varied in the fits. This functional form is due to the 
contributions to the resolution from primary ion statistics (first term) which domi-
nates at low times and the diffusion of the drift electrons (second term) which becomes 
dominant a higher times [90]. To estimate the resolution for the larger track angles, 
the behavior as a function of track angle was parameterized. It was determined that 
the resolution can be described (eliminating the time channel dependance) as 
a = 0.055 tan2 9 cm. (A.5) 
Using this equation and the shape of the resolution function from the 40-45° angular 
bin, the drift chamber resolution was extrapolated to angles up to 60°. 
The drift calibration procedure described in this appendix yielded the time to 
distance function with the associated parameters and the chamber plane positions. 
These were used in the analysis of the 1.729 GeV/c data. 
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Figure A.4: Contour plots for the residual 8' as a function of time channel for 10 
different track angular ranges from the final iteration of the DC calibration. 
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Figure A.5: The DC resolutions as calculated from the 8' distributions as a function 
of time channel for nine track angular bins. The curves are the results of fits to the 
form of Eq. A.4. 
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Appendix B 
Tracking Chamber Efficiencies 
The efficiency of the tracking chambers is determined by studying the properties of 
tracks and hits in the experimental data. These efficiencies, suitably parameterized, 
are used, in conjunction with the detector simulation program, to determine the 
tracking and reconstruction efficiency of the PS185 detector for pp —> AA and pp —• 
S°A + c.c. events. 
B.l Multiwire Proportional Chamber Efficiency 
The efficiency function of the multiwire proportional chamber (MWPC) was de-
termined by studying the wire cluster size distributions in neutral event data as a 
function of track angle. If the efficiency of the MWPC was 100% the number of hits 
in a cluster would be described by 
^(hits/cluster) = - ^ - , (B.l) 
w 
where 9 is the track angle and t and w are the wire cell thickness and width respec-
tively. The cluster size distribution and this simple function is shown in Fig B.l. 
As can be seen in this figure the distributions from actual events show a behav-
ior somewhat different than would be predicted if the chamber was 100% efficient. 
By studying these cluster-size distributions from Monte Carlo data with different, 
efficiency models, an efficiency function that reproduces the data was determined. 
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Figure B.l: A box plot of wire cluster size vs. track angle in the MWPC for (a) uz 
and (b) vz projection tracks. The curves illustrate the behavior expected for 100% 
efficiency. 
The efficiency function includes an overall constant term, a term to model the 
dependence on track-sense wire distance, and a term to model the dependence on 
track length in the MWPC wire cell. The efficiency of a given MWPC wire to have 
a hit is well described by the function, 
(MWPC = a ( l - e~r/p) ( l - e-s'd) , (B.2) 
where r is the length of the particle track through the cell and d is the distance of 
closest approach of the track to the sense wire. The efficiency parameters that best 
reproduce the cluster size distributions seen in the data are 
a _ 0.98, p = 0.1 cm, and 8 = 0.15 cm. (B.3) 
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B.2 Drift Chamber Efficiency 
The efficiency of the drift chambers was studied by using 3D tracks that consist of 
all four 2D projections (xz, yz, uz, and vz) from neutral event data. This ensures 
that the tracks are due to particles and not spurious tracks formed from erroneous 
hits. For each track, each plane of the drift chamber is checked to see if it provides 
a hit on this track; if not, a "missing hit" is counted for this plane. By counting the 
number of missing hits and normalizing by the number of tracks, the efficiency of the 
drift chambers may be determined [105]. Scatter plots illustrating the missing hits 
for four of the drift chamber planes are shown in Fig. B.2. 
There are several features of note illustrated with these plots. 
• The "dead-spot" in the middle of the chamber. This is due to the desensitized 
region of the central sense wire. 
• The extra lower efficiency bands in all planes. These are most probably due 
to "dirty" spots on the wires caused by aging. They are less prevalent in the 
more downstream planes (7 and 8). 
• The multiple "stripes" running vertically in the two x planes (1 and 2) and 
horizontally in the two y planes (7 and 8). These are the inefficient regions 
around the sense wire pairs. This is a side effect of chambers utilizing closely 
spaced pairs of sense wires [94]. 
• The homogenous background inefficiency. This component of the inefficiency 
gets smaller for the downstream planes. 
The dead spot for all drift chamber planes may be described by a completely 
inefficient region on the beam side of the desensitized pair for 0.85 cm along the wire 
and a 10% efficient region on the other side of the pair for 0.6 cm along the wire. 
The efficiency for the rest of the plain is described by a constant component with a 
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Figure B.2: Scatter plots showing the locations of missing hits in DC planes (a) 1, 
(b) 2, (c) 7, and (d) 8. In planes 1 and 2, the wires are strung vertically; in planes 7 
and 8, they are strung horizontally. The shadowing from the MWPC can be seen in 
(a) and (b) and the edges of the active area of the smaller plane 1 is visible in (a) 
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DC plane # 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
A 
0.909 
0.915 
0.938 
0.943 
0.937 
0.942 
0.942 
02 
0.712 
0.761 
0.692 
0.689 
0.709 
0.710 
0.629 
DC plane # 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
A 
0.943 
0.950 
0.946 
0.949 
0.968 
0.970 
& 
0.642 
0.674 
0.691 
0.556 
0.641 
0.563 
so = 0.090 cm for all planes 
Table B.l: Drift chamber efficiency constants. 
gaussian shaped "hole" near the sense wire: 
( D C = A - & e '%, (B.4) 
where s is the track to sense wire distance. The constants /?i, /32, and So, were 
determined by fitting the measured efficiency, for each plane and with the dead spot 
region excluded, to a function of this form. The values resulting for the constants for 
each plane of the drift chamber are listed in Table B.l. 
There is a steady increase in efficiency with plane number. It is assumed that this 
is due to the increased effects of aging on those chambers closer to the target. The fit 
value of s0 was effectively the same for all planes. For the magnet chamber (MACH) 
drift planes, the low track density did not allow for an efficiency determination so 
the function that described DC plane 13 was used for all three MACH planes. These 
efficiency functions were implemented into the Monte Carlo code. The efficiency 
analysis was tested with Monte Carlo data and the results agreed with those from 
the experimental data. 
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Appendix C 
Tabulated Results 
In this chapter the results with errors are given in tabulated numerical form for the 
pp —• AA and pp -* S°A -f c.c. reactions at an average antiproton momentum of 
1.726 ±0.001 GeV/c. 
pp^YY 
channel 
pp —>• AA 
pp -»• S°A + c.c. 
cross section 
(//barn) 
74.36 
14.60 
statistical 
error (//barn) 
0.80 (1.1%) 
0.27 (1.8%) 
systematic 
error (//barn) 
2.55 (3.4%) 
0.64 (4.4%) 
total 
error (//barn) 
2.67 (3.6%) 
0.70 (4.8%) 
Table C.l: Total cross sections and errors, separated into statistical and systematic 
components for the pp —* AA and pp -* S°A + c.c. reactions at an average antiproton 
lab momentum of 1.726 ± 0.001 GeV/c. 
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bin 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
cosfl* 
-0.98 
-0.94 
-0.90 
-0.86 
-0.82 
-0.78 
-0.74 
-0.70 
-0.66 
-0.62 
-0.58 
-0.54 
-0.50 
-0.46 
-0.42 
-0.38 
-0.34 
-0.30 
-0.26 
-0.22 
-0.18 
-0.14 
-0.10 
-0.06 
-0.02 
da (jM 
dtl \sr) 
1.81 
1.89 
1.57 
2.02 
1.70 
1.60 
1.94 
1.99 
2.12 
2.35 
2.74 
2.69 
2.55 
2.81 
3.06 
2.45 
2.79 
3.19 
2.52 
2.74 
2.76 
3.01 
3.38 
2.95 
3.17 
error ( $ ) 
0.26 
0.23 
0.20 
0.22 
0.21 
0.20 
0.21 
0.22 
0.23 
0.24 
0.27 
0.25 
0.25 
0.27 
0.28 
0.24 
0.27 
0.28 
0.25 
0.26 
0.26 
0.28 
0.29 
0.26 
0.27 
bin 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
COS0* 
0.02 
0.06 
0.10 
0.14 
0.18 
0.22 
0.26 
0.30 
0.34 
0.38 
0.42 
0.46 
0.50 
0.54 
0.58 
0.62 
0.66 
0.70 
0.74 
0.78 
0.82 
0.86 
0.90 
0.94 
0.98 
<__ (uk) 
3.14 
2.81 
2.69 
2.99 
2.90 
2.95 
3.41 
4.04 
3.44 
4.30 
4.34 
5.19 
5.64 
6.55 
7.83 
8.41 
9.81 
11.34 
13.46 
14.93 
17.26 
19.80 
24.12 
24.99 
j 27.69 
error ( $ ) 
0.27 
0.26 
0.25 
0.26 
0.27 
0.27 
0.29 
0.31 
0.29 
0.33 
0.33 
0.37 
0.39 
0.42 
0.46 
0.48 
0.53 
0.58 
0.64 
0.70 
0.75 
0.83 
0.97 
1.06 
1.38 
Table C.2: Differential cross section values in 50 cos0* bins for the pp —» AA reaction 
at an average antiproton 1.726 _ 0.001 GeV/c. The angular-independent system-
atic errors result in a 2.6% error on the scale. The estimated angular-dependent 
systematic errors are shown in Fig. 7.2. 
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bin 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
cos 9* 
-0.96 
-0.88 
-0.80 
-0.72 
-0.64 
-0.56 
-0.48 
-0.40 
-0.32 
-0.24 
-0.16 
-0.08 
0.00 
0.08 
0.16 
0.24 
0.32 
0.40 
0.48 
0.56 
0.64 
0.72 
0.80 
0.88 
0.96 
d<j (i-b\ 
- 0 V sr J 
0.48 
0.62 
0.83 
0.79 
0.60 
0.61 
0.54 
0.65 
0.45 
0.47 
0.43 
0.59 
0.56 
0.44 
0.61 
0.65 
0.84 
1.02 
1.23 
1.44 
148 
2.07 
2.85 
3.62 
4.65 
error ( $ ) 
0.06 
0.08 
0.09 
0.09 
0.08 
0.08 
0.07 
0.08 
0.06 
0.07 
0.06 
0.07 
0.07 
0.06 
0.07 
0.08 
0.09 
0.10 
0.11 
0.12 
0.14 
0.14 
0.17 
0.20 
0.24 
Table C.3: Differential cross section values in 25 cos0* bins for the pp —» S°A + c.c. 
reaction at an average antiproton 1.726±0.001 GeV/c. The angular-independent sys-
tematic errors result in a 2.6% error on the scale. The estimated angular-dependent 
systematic errors are shown in Fig. 7.2. 
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bin 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
COS0* 
-0.8571 
-0.5714 
-0.2857 
0.0000 
0.2857 
0.5714 
0.8571 
FA 
-0.16±0.14 
-0.25±0.09 
-0.31±0.09 
-O.33±O.O8 
-0.36±0.07 
-0.04±0.05 
0.07±0.04 
Cxx 
-0.25±0.55 
-0.43±0.49 
-0.68±0.56 
-0.09±0.57 
1.19±0.50 
-0.21±0.29 
-0.33±0.18 
C 
^yy 
0.12±0.49 
-0.07±0.35 
0.28±0.31 
0.56±0.29 
0.71±0.28 
0.84±0.20 
0.53±0.15 
bin 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
cos0* 
-0.8571 
-0.5714 
-0.2857 
0.0000 
0.2857 
0.5714 
0.8571 
czz 
-O.95±O.72 
-0.18±.48 
-0.13_h.36 
-0.04±.31 
-1.07±.33 
-0.95±.29 
-0.62±.25 
G_z 
0.14±0.45 
0.03±0.34 
0.05±0.31 
0.60±0.30 
O.56±0.28 
-0.45±0.20 
-0.27±0.15 
Fs 
-0.08±0.26 
0.11±0.19 
-0.02±0.18 
0.08±0.18 
0.10±0.16 
-0.25±0.11 
-0.12±0.09 
Table C.4: Spin observables in 7 cos 9* bins for the pp —• AA reaction at an average 
antiproton momentum of 1.726 ±0.001 GeV/c. F„ is the singlet fraction. Statistical 
and systematic errors are included. 
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bin 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
cos 9* 
-0.80 
-0.40 
0.00 
0.40 
0.80 
PA 
0.47±0.75 
0.62±0.70 
-0.50±0.65 
-0.20±0.51 
-0.66±0.46 
P_o 
0.07±0.25 
-0.16±0.24 
0.13±0.22 
0.35±0.17 
0.25±0.15 
CXx 
2.08±1.99 
-0.57±2.70 
3.41±2.84 
0.06±1.90 
0.78±1.06 
Wy 
0.20±1.70 
-l.52_hl.66 
0.11±1.58 
-0.79±1.20 
-0.90±0.94 
bin 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
COS.* 
-0.80 
-0.40 
0.00 
0.40 
0.80 
Gzz 
0.41±2.31 
-1.07±1.88 
-0.97_hl.76 
1.24±1.45 
0.80±1.29 
G_z 
0.50±2.01 
0.97±2.04 
0.76±2.20 
1.11±1.63 
0.69±1.16 
Czx 
-0.28±2.07 
1.86±2.38 
1.37±2.27 
0.25±1.77 
0.34±1.18 
Fs 
0.82±0.87 
0.22±0.92 
0.83±0.92 
0.77±0.67 
0.87±0.48 
Table C.5: Spin observables in 5 cos0* bins for the pp —> S°A 4 c.c reaction at an 
average antiproton momentum of 1.726 ± 0.001 GeV/c. Fa is the singlet fraction. 
Statistical and systematic errors are included. 
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